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AIR TRAF+feetétROLLERS follow flight path on radar display.
But will they be able to cope with tomorrow's traffic load?
First article of a three-part series on air traffic control, p 37
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RADAR BRIGHT DISPLAY tells controller where planes are
going, where they came from and how fast they're moving.
Press of a button activates interrogator that triggers airborne
beacons to identify planes. The Raytheon-built system converts
radar signals to a television presentation. See p 37
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CROSSTALK

Air Traffic Control :A Challenge
A GOOD WAY to avoid arguments is to duck
out of conversations that involve religion, politics and air traffic control. All three are loaded.
Common denominator for these phenomena is
the complexity inherent in each, the variety of
legitimate viewpoints that are possible and the
particular ax one has to grind.
Just about everyone agrees that the Federal
Aviation Agency's air traffic system is complex
—even those who use more colorful words to
describe it. It is vast, almost unwieldy, and has
the task of doing a needed job and also trying
to satisfy a variety of groups with conflicting
interests.
Air carriers with expensive airborne equipment would like more positive control by the
air traffic control system. Sunday pilots in small
planes lobby to safeguard the American ideal of
"freedom of the air." The military has an interest in any decisions FAA makes—as do the
electronics industry, foreign air carriers, company-plane owners and the frightened, irate air
traveler who survives a near miss. Congress is
besieged by delegates from all these aggregations—often with the unpleasant reminder that
they vote.
In juggling these factors to come up with a
better solution there is always another consideration to keep in mind—any and every decision
may mean life or death. This is one reason that
progress seems to crawl rather than to walk.
Critics often say that FAA is top heavy with
administrators, that the system of political appointees causes some programs to be arbitrarily
thrown out and new ones initiated, that Congress
has far too much authority to approve or veto
the introduction of new air traffic control techniques.
There is probably some truth in all of these
objections. Rectification may, or may not, come
soon. But there is hope—and a challenge to the
electronics industry—in the new, long-range
design that is planned to carry the system
through 1975. The concept seems logical and
orderly, and it is hoped that the next administrator will leave it alone.
The details have not yet been worked out.
They must be largely provided by the electronics
industry. Many frustrated contractors complain, meanwhile, that FA A's decision-making
is slow. This problem may never be completely
December
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TERMINAL AREA problems run through this simulator
result in specs for hardware

cleared up. But decision-making will definitely
have to speed up to cope with the increasing
urgency of providing safe airspace for the growing fleet of planes.
The FAA budget has already been increased,
and will probably be upped again to pay for the
new system—the half billion dollars FAA plans
to spend by 1975 may not be enough.
Electronic equipment manufacturers who
have drifted away from FAA projects would be
well advised to look at the new ones.
The challenge is there, and so is the market.

Coming In Our December 14 Issue
PROJECTION TV. We broke the news a few weeks ago
on the low-cost projection tv system developed by
Harries Electronics Corp. ( p 7, Nov. 23). Then we
followed up with Harries' views on how the development could affect the tv market ( p 24, Nov. 30).
Next week? A technical report on the system, authored by the inventor, J. H. Owen Harries.
Next week's issue will be in your mailbox just
about the time Mariner II is passing Venus. While
you listen to the news broadcasts on what Mariner
sees, you can also read our article on the instrumentation that will be probing the planet's blanket of
clouds.
The December 14 issue will also carry the second
article in our series on air traffic control, a report
on a10-nanosecond computer amplifier, and an article
on how to plot tunnel-diode switching waveforms.
3

COMMENT
Filter Design

JUNES
900A

versatile

The filter considered by W. J.
Kerwin in his article, Simplified
Low-Pass Filter Design ( p 52,
Sept. 7, 1962), is the third-order
filter described by M. Dishal ( Two
New Equations For the Design of
Filters, Electrical Cominunication,
Vol. 30, No. 4, Dec. 1953) as
"Taylor-Chebyshev" and shown by
him to be represented by
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where V, is the output voltage at
the frequency where it is maximum
and V is the output voltage at any
other frequency. V, is the output
voltage at the peak in the stop band,
and w, is the frequency below 6,„
where this attenuation is also
reached.
The solution for the element
values and the ratios of the special
frequencies arising are expressed
in terms of the parameters
v
Vs
—

S

-= I? um
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0.644
1.172
1.866
2.838
4.234

1.189
1.540
2.117
3.009
4.350
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Similar explicit formulae have
been obtained for the fifth-order
filter with two separate frequencies
of infinite attenuation, and numerical results for any order can
be obtained using Dishal's results.
Reference to this and other works
on Modern Network Theory will
show the first paragraph of Kerwin's article to be far from the
truth. The foundation of all modern filter designs is surely the relation between the attenuation and
frequency parameters ( see table
above) followed by the response
polynomial and component values,
in that order.
M. R. NICHOLLS
Bruce Peebles and Co. Ltd.
Edinburgh, Scotland
The author replies:

Mr. Nicholls and I have corresponded regarding his comments
and the equations given in his letter. He has worked out these solutions from Dishal's paper for the
third-order case, and in a second
letter [omitted for lack of space] he
included the solutions for the fifthorder case.
I was, of course, not familiar
with these equations, nor with the
relation for the third-order case of
w. -= 1.155 w, Thus, my statement
that w„ is not immediately known
is
incorrect.
The conventional

45 2 — 3
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In each case we have w, = C •oh,
w, = 1.155 wie ,and w. = 2 w,
Typical values for the parameters C and S for values of V9/V,
expressed in decibels, are given in
the following table

method with which Iwas familiar,
is given on page 292 of Storer
["Passive Network Synthesis," McGraw-Hill
Book Company
Inc.,
New York, N. Y.. 1957], and was
the basis of my statement in the
first paragraph of my article.
In his article ( Dec. 1953 as referenced by Mr. Nicholls), Dishal
states: " It has not yet been possible to recognize the law of formation that would give a closed form
solution for the network values."
Mr. Nicholls has, however, worked
out the solutions for the third-order
and fifth-order cases as indicated in
his two letters. This is indeed an
excellent contribution to the practical application of filter theory.
WILLIAM J. KERWIN
Sunnyvale, California
electronics
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room for other components, but offer a high
level of reliability to operate compatibly with
all components in the circuit.
Designed as general purpose capacitors, they
are ideally suited for coupling and by-pass
applications, and exhibit exceptional performance characteristics. Dissipation Factor is less
than 1.5% for values through 680 mmf. and
less than 2.5% for values from 820 mmf.
through 10,000 mmf. Temperature coefficient
is ± 10% for values through 680 mmf. and
±-15% for values from 820 mmf. to 10,000
mmf.
MIL parts are now available in depth to meet
your CK requirements. Write for complete
specifications and performance data.
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1963 SAAB... built so well that it has a 24,000-mile/24-month written warranty*
fast warm-up devices:
avidable with 3- or
4- speed gearbox

cold start control
ventilator shades
carburetor preheater

low-steering factor (21
4 turns
/
lock-to-lock) for maximum
responsiveness

efficient 2-cycle, 3- cylinder
engine makes every stroke
apower stroke

low noise level
sure-traction, frisky
front wheel drive

independent 4- wheel coil
spring suspension with
strut-type shock absorbers
provide comfort on any road

understeered to eliminate
tail sway and improve
directional stability

Take a critical look at
SAAB performance
Aircraft reliability and performance standards are blended with an entirely new
approach to over-all automotive design in
the Swedish SAAB 96. This car was built to
be better and more comfortable, not different
... built by one of Europe's leading aircraft

manufacturers ... for those who enjoy mechanical excellence, technical uniqueness, and
extraordinary craftsmanship.
A critical look at all the facts and specifications will prove that SAAB is unquestionably one of the world's best engineered cars.

°Engine, transmission and differential have a written warranty for 2 years or 24,000 miles.

SAAB FRONT WHEEL DRIVE transmits
engine torque directly to front wheels
to pull the car firmly along narrow
winding roads, around corners, and
over icy, wet, or muddy stretches. Selfcentering action of front wheel drive
and calculated understeering ensures
immediate recovery from skids, makes
SAAB safer to drive in any weather
and on any road. Bonus: Since SAAB
transmission and differential are up
front, you need no driveshaft to the
rear wheels. You get floorspace and
trunk room.

SAAB TWO-CYCLE ENGINE, an
economical, quiet three-cylinder, twostroke valveless unit, employs Schnürle
principle of charging through the
crankcase. With every stroke a power
stroke, it is comparable to a conventional " 6" in pickup, hill climbing acceleration, fast cruising speeds—and
offers fuel economy ranging from 30 to
35 m.p.g. Engine dependability has
been proved—in competitive victories
and by the many SAABS which have
provided low-maintenance performance past the 100,000-mile mark.

SAAB RALLY VICTORIES are the ultimate proof of performance, and Monte
Carlo 1962 was no exception. Here
again, SAAB won by outrunning and
outperforming more powerful cars.
Reasons: gas turbine-like efficiency at
high speeds, road-hugging traction for
fast swayproof turns, low steering factor (24 turns lock-to-lock) for maximum responsiveness. This unique
combination of characteristics makes
SAAB ultraroadable in any driving
situation ... turnpike, traffic, competition, back road, even parking.

Arrange a test drive at your nearest SAAB dealer.
Or write for more information— and the SAA8 North
American Road Atlas, a 64- page comprehensive travel
guide valued at $ 1.00, but yours for only 25c " o cover
postage and handling. SAAB Motors, Inc., Dept. 312,
405 Park Avenue, New York, New York.

$1895 P.O.E.
SAAB MOTORS, INC.—NEW YORK •
FOR
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
ETA Predicts $2billion Sales Rise in 1963
SAN FRANCISCO—Electronics manufacturers can look forward
to a $ 15.1 billion sales total next year, predicted Charles F. Horne,
Electronic Industries Association president, at the EIA's Winter
Conference last week.

The izedicted $2 billion rise over

would mean an unbroken record of
The 1963 estimate, based on
studies by EIA's Marketing Services division, includes $2.5 billion
in consumer electronics products,
$2.7 billion industrial, $9 billion
military and almost $ 1 billion in
replacement parts. Horne said that
in the first 42 weeks of 1962, factory unit sales of radio, tv and
phonographs were ahead of 1961
by 13, 14 and 10 percent, respectively.
A $500-million market for infrared products— a rise of more than
100 percent—by 1965 was predicted
by Robert Manley, of Manley Associates. The New York consulting
firm recently made a survey.

ETA to File Exceptions
To $ 1.52 Minimum Wage
FRANCISCO—The EIA's WalshHealey committee did recommend
—as expected ( p 7, Nov. 30)—that
, the Association's board of directors
approve plans to file exceptions to
the proposal for a $ 1.52 minimum
wage under the WalshHealey Act.
The board agreed on Thursday, but
declined to detail the exceptions.
The minimum proposed by the U.S.
4
Labor Department for the electronic equipment industry is 12¢
higher than EIA recommended.
SAN

1962

yearly sales increases since 1949.
neuristor logic scheme, based upon
transmission of signals without attenuation. Lasering fibers can do
this, cancelling transmission losses
by slightly amplifying the signal.
RCA, another member of the
research team, found out that lasering glass fibers will work in neuristor logic. RCA is working on how
to use the fibers and the characteristics they need. American Optical Co. developed the glass.
An optical computer using light
waves instead of electrical signals
could be 10 or even 100 times faster
and much smaller than present computers, says RADC.

AEC May Standardize
Nuclear Power Sources
is just now undertaking a study of all its Snap
programs ( nuclear power sources),
indicated Glenn T. Seaborg, AEC
chairman, at the Atomic Industrial
Forum meeting last week ( for
earlier story, see p 26).
The study will serve to standardize Snap units on which AEC
will concentrate development, define
requirements of user agencies like
WASHINGTON—AEC

NASA, Defense Department and
Coast Guard, and determine funding for Snap in competition with
other nuclear programs.
R. L. Kirk, Snap program manager, reported that through fiscal
year 1962, AEC had spent $ 12 million on isotopic Snaps, $65 million
on reactor Snaps and $21 million
on the advanced Snap-50. These
programs are getting $3 million,
$45 million and $27 million, respectively, in the present fiscal 1963
budget.
AEC is spending $200 million a
year for R&D in industry and
private labs on the Snap and nuclear rocket programs.

Pulse Analyzer Shows
Events in 3 Dimensions
WASHINGTON—Spectrum pulse analyzer that can provide two- and
three-dimensional crt displays of
nuclear events was shown here last
week by Technical Measurement
Corp.
With a coincidence-pair spectrometer logic unit, the basic system will analyze and display two
sources of information related to
the same event. A display control
unit shows events along the third
axis as degrees of spot intensity
on the crt face. Address locations
containing less than aselected number of counts can be blanked out,
permitting examination of contours
along the third axis.
The 1,024-channel analyzer has a
sensitivity of 0.25 µsec. Robert
Ghen, TMC president, said others
capable of handling 10-nsec and

New Diode Laser Gives Tailor-Made Output
Air Force Enthusiastic
I About Optical Computer
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND says

there's been a breakthrough in optical computer research ( p 30, Nov.
9). Rome Air Development Center
will now concentrate on "build-up
of a technological capacity which
can result in the long sought optical computer."
A key to Air Force's optimism
is Stanford Research Institute's
December
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new type of diode injection laser has been
developed. Changing the chemical composition of the crystal
makes the wavelength of its coherent output selectable over the
approximate range of 6,200 to 8,400 angstroms. The laser is
formed from a p-n junction of gallium arsenide-phosphide.
Successful operation of the device, reported this week in Applied
Physics Letters by N. Holonyak, Jr., and S. F. Bevaccua, of General Electric's Semiconductor department, indicates that many
ternary III-V compounds ( systems consisting of different binary
III-V compounds) can be used to form a wide variety of lasers
with selectable characteristics.
GE engineers say that one of the early applications for the
diode may be pumping ruby or neodymium glass rod lasers
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — A

7

30-nsec events will follow in a few
months.

Full-Size Transistor Tv
Being Developed in Japan
Japanese companies
have revealed they are working on
full-size transistor tv.
Nippon Columbia has an operating vhf prototype and is developing a 16-inch uhf set for use in
Raytheon's Ratan harbor navigation system ( p 76, May 18). The
crt's electron gun has alow-current,
12-v filament.
Hitachi demonstrated a horizontal-sweep circuit for a 19-inch tube
(19AEP4), using an experimental
transistor. The transistor has a
drift field in the base for increased
collector - base breakdown ( more
than 250 y at 5 ma). Current gain
is more than 30 at 10 amp.

showed a brightness of about 100
foot-lamberts. In each case, ultor
voltage was 25 Kv. Paramount has
licensed Sony to make Chromatrons
in Japan ( p 7, Nov. 2) and is reported to be discussing agreements
with American manufacturers.

Transmit Acoustically
sonar system that
Bendix-Pacific is building for Air
Force will use acoustic data transmission to ships rather than cables
to shore monitoring stations. The
transmitting units,
permanently
placed on the ocean bottom, will be
turned on and off from the ships.
The system will help missiletracking ships pinpoint the locations at which nose cones and instrument packages splash into the

Air Force Buying New
Photo-Mapping System
has
been selected by the Air Force as
prime contractor for the AN/USQKOLLSMAN

INSTRUMENT

CORP.

28 geodetic survey and photo mapping system. The contract is expected to have a potential of $50
million. Initial obligation is $3.4
million.
Kollsman is to build two prototype systems, with mapping cameras, inertial navigation system,
data recorders and supporting electronics. The system is to be used
in RC-135A jet aircraft.

Three Guns in Chromatron
Triple Its Brightness
NEW YORK—A three-gun Chromatron colortv picture tube attained

a highlight brightness of 300 footlamberts during a demonstration
last week. The 23-inch tube, amodified Lawrence tube, was demonstrated by the Chromatic division
of Paramount Pictures Corp.
Off-the-air color tv signals were
used in the demonstration. By comparison, a single-gun Chromatron
8

third stage was success-

fully test fired for the fourth
time last week at Point Mugu. At
Cape Canaveral, Skybolt failed its
fifth test.
made at Fort Huachuca by Bell Aerosystems are to
be expanded under a new threeyear, $ 14 million contract.
and Vector
Mfg. Co. have announced tentative agreement to merge. Vector,
telemetry manufacturer, would
become a Beckman subsidiary.

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS

to supply and service GE
defense systems in Japan is being
formed by Toshiba and GE.

COMPANY

is making alltransistor dollarbill changing
machines under license from
Model Vending Controls. Initial
order is for $340,000.

ASSEMBLY PRODUCTS

has a $ 10.8-million contract for another 191 R-14 radars
for
Republic's
F-105
fighter

AUTONETICS

Vocoders Will Put 10
Messages on 1 Channel

IMPACT-LOCATING

ocean. Location accuracy will be a
few miles in a distance of several
hundred miles, Bendix said. The
contract is for more than $ 1million.

NIKE ZEUS'

RFI EVALUATIONS

TOKYO—TWO

Ocean-Bottom Sonar to

In Brief . . .

FALLS CHURCH, VA.—Voice

compres-

sion system capable of transmitting up to 10 messages simultaneously over a single telephone channel is to be developed and produced
for Army by Melpar under a $300,000 contract. Vocoders will convert
spoken words to pulses and then reconvert them at the receiver to a
voice approximating that of the
speaker. The system is to operate
at 1,200 bits a second.

New Tube Radios
Warm Up Quickly
— Fast-warmup 30watt and 60watt mobile communicators were unveiled this week by
RCA at the Vehicular Communica-

LOS ANGELES

tions Conference. The radios use
specially designed tubes in their
final stage, making them ready for
service less than a second after
turn-on. The tubes, developed by
Amperex, feature "harp" cathodes
with multiple oxide-coated tungsten
wires having essentially unipotential surfaces. Higher gain and
transconductance is also claimed.

bombers.
4,700 more mobile transceivers will be built by Budd Electronics under a $2.6million Army
award.

ABOUT

will build a $2.6million, 50-target simulator for
training operators of Navy's
W2F-1 early warning planes.

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT

will supply and
service tubes for Defense Supply
Agency under contracts totaling
over $ 1 million.

EITEL-MCCULLOUGH

reports that last month
it sold over $700,000 of its Datacorn systems for use in Air Force
control and intelligence datahandling systems.

ELECTRADA

INSTRUMENT is supplying
printers for Pershing and Skybolt ground checkout, and tape
transport for Saturn's pcm telem-

POTTER

etry. Bendix's Skybolt system
tester will also use Epsco digital
conversion and signal handling
equipment.
has a $3-million order
from Western Electric for broadband microwave relay antennas
to be used in the Bell System.

ROHR CORP.

electronics
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New from Sprague!

¡go( iUAITE® 'E' CAPAciro
Extended-foil section inside
end cap. Every turn of the
electrode is positively contacted!
Capacitor shown 5x actual size
to illustrate unique construction
P-

Metal end caps on capacitor
roll guard against entrance
of moisture.
Fixed diameter of metal end
cap

insures

uniformity

of

capacitor size.

Hard, durable, orange epoxy
protective coating.
Lead firmly welded to metal
end car.

Multi- advantage Construction in a Low-cost Film Capacitor!
MINIFIED SIZE—

IMPROVED HUMIDITY RESISTANCE—

Rating for rating, Pacer Capacitors are almost

End caps act as effective moisture barriers. Ca-

one-third the size of conventional paper or paper-

pacitor sections are further protected by hard,

film tubulars, making them ideally suited for

durable, orange epoxy coating.

transistorized circuitry and other space- saving
applications where small size with dependability

UNIFORMITY OF SIZE—

is an important consideration.

Unlike other epoxy-coated units, the end caps
on Pacer Capacitors assure the rigid fixed diam-

BEST POSSIBLE NON- INDUCTIVE SECTION—

eters needed for use with automatic insertion

Metal end caps over extended foil sections assure

equipment. The two smallest sizes are identical

non-inductive capacitors, since all turns of the

with

electrode are contacted beyond question.

especially suitable for 'cordwood' packaging.

For

complete

technical

for

Engineering

data

Bulletins

on

2066

Pacer
and

Literature Service, Sprague Electric Co.,

Capacitors,

2067
35

to

resistor

and

diode

sizes,

making

them

write

Technical

Marshall Street,

North Adams, Massachusetts.
SPRAGUE

COMPONENTS

CAPACITORS

INTERFERENCE FILTERS

HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE

TRANSISTORS

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

CERAMIC- BASE PRINTED NETWORKS

MAGNETIC COMPONENTS

PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMICS

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES

RESISTORS

PULSE- FORMING NETWORKS

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS

MICRO- CIRCUITS

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS

ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK

OF

RELIABILITY

'Sprague' and 'Cy are registered trademarks of the Sprague Electric Co.
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NEW WAYS TO REDUCE
YOUR CIRCUIT COSTS

Improved reliability and low unit cost of TI alloy
transistors help you reduce equipment costs.

1000

100

Index

3rd qtr 1959 = 100

3rd qtr 1959 = 100

50

500

10

100
1959

1960

With these new LS-400 light sensors
you get extreme sensitivity, a
higher-density package, and useproved reliability. This means you
can design more economical circuits, reduce the number of components, and increase over-all circuit performance.

Reliability Improvement

Price Index

1961

1962

These curves show how Texas Instruments high-volume production
capabilities benefit users of alloy
transistors.
In less than three years, the unit
price of TI alloy transistors has
dropped an average of 75 percent.
This means substantial savings per
transistor used.

1959

Texas Instruments LS-400 photoconductive sensors give you cycle
capability to 25,000/sec — sensitivity ten times that of other subminiature photovoltaic or photo-

1960

1961

1962

Instruments is able to easily deliver
large-volume, tight-AQL, low-cost,
alloy transistors— as you need
them. And it means faster delivery
and more satisfied customers for
you.
For more information, write for
Bulletin 512-1.

These two points mean that Texas
10

conductive sensors, ( typical output
9 ma @ 1000 ft-c), eliminating the
need for extra gain stages — temperature stability to 1%/°C — offstorage-on stability to ±- 5%. Its
highly reliable, planar, surfacepassivated construction gives extremely low leakage — two decades
(0.001) lower, typically .01 µa in
the dark condition. You can design
more compact scan heads because
the LS-400 exclusive end-reading
design requires less space to accommodate the desired number of sensing units.
Now design in the most advanced
micro-miniature light sensor available today for your character recognition; tape, card, or microfilm scanning; cataloging; storing or information-retrieval equipment.

Approximately 80% of TI's alloy
manufacturing operations are fully
mechanized. This automatic and
semi-automatic equipment, used to
perform and monitor the complex
tasks involved in transistor fabrication and testing, is geared for
high-volume production while eliminating human error and reducing
production costs.
In addition, the reliability aspects of
mechanization have proved to be
quite significant. The specialized
equipment and close controls that
made high-volume production possible also resulted in an improvement in the reliability index, as
shown by the second curve.

"ten times more sensitive"
TI LS-400 planar light sensors
provide greater economy

For more information
Bulletin 512-2.

write

for

F

ildH•DENSITY
TAPE READOUT

111•11Yil

01100,

One of the highly mechanized Texas Instruments production lines which give you low-cost/
high-reliability alloy transistors.

electronics
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"Master Slice" design...the first economical answer to custom circuits
Texas Instruments now offers you
hundreds of variations in SOLID
CIRCUIT* semiconductor networks.
Today you can get the exceptional
reliability and miniaturization
benefits of SOLID CIRCUIT semiconductor networks in many customized designs — at only slightly
more cost than standard, catalog
I
F circuits. The flexible "master slice"
design concept developed by Texas
Instruments makes this achievement possible.

pf

1

Here's how: First, standard "master
slice" integrated circuit bars —
complete except for interconnections — are taken from established,
high-volume production lines. Second, a special interconnection pattern mask for your circuit is prepared. Third, your special interconnection pattern is photo-etched in
aluminum on the " master slice" circuit bar.
Your benefits: You get a complete
semiconductor network, integrating

resistors, capacitors, diodes and
transistors into a single, highpurity silicon wafer — to your specifications. Evaluation samples can
be available within several weeks
from final design approval. Because
preparation of the special interconnection pattern is the only custom
step in the manufacturing process,
you get most of the economy and
delivery benefits of using standard
TI production units.

4,1

tettp
it4g.tésidit,

For more information on how
"master slice" design offers you the
first economical answer to custom
circuits, write for Bulletin 512-3.

This is the final stage in assembling your customized Solid Circuit semiconductor networks.
Gold wires are ball-bonded between the aluminum lead pattern on the bar and the external
leads. The package is then hermetically sealed
and your customized semiconductor network is
complete.

a.

One TI Unijunction transistor does job of several circuit components
Now you can get extra circuit economy with Texas Instruments new
unijunction transistor series. These
new devices not only replace several
ordinary transistors but also eliminate many resistors — thereby giving you greater circuit economy plus
over-all improved reliability.
These three-terminal devices exhibit
astable negative incremental resistance region under certain conditions. This negative resistance
makes possible the design of unique
switching circuits comprising fewer
components than conventional transistor circuits. Input impedance in
the OFF state is high — about 5
megohms. This feature makes the
unijunction suitable for high-inputimpedance, voltage-sensing circuits.
Circuit simplicity is a major advantage. In many applications of TI
unijunctions, such as the staircase
wave-form generator and counter
circuit below, the number of circuit
components can be substantially re-

duced as compared with conventional transistors. Lower cost,
greater reliability, and ease of design are direct unijunction benefits
to you.
A full line of 22 unijunction transistors is now available from Texas
Instruments.
For more information, ask for Bulletin 512-4 containing a number of
useful circuit applications for uni junctions.

For more information on:
Economical alloy transistors,
Bulletin 512-1
TI LS-400 light seniors.
Bulletin 512-2
Semiconductor networks.
Bulletin 512-3
Uni junction Transistors,
Bulletin 612-4
New staircase wave-form generator and counter
circuit utilizes TI unijunction transistors.

TI
or

SEMICONDUCTOR•COMPONENTS
DIVISION

December

1962

•trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated
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If you would like to have more detailed specifirations and application
information on the products featured
in this advertisement, call your local
TI sales engineer far write to Texas
Instruments Incimporated. P. 0. Box
5012, Dallas 22, Texas.
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WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
AIR FORCE and General Dynamics officials say there are no firm

TFX FIGHTER
SUBCONTRACTS
ARE STILL
UP FOR GRABS

contracts yet for the new TFX fighter plane's electronic subsystems.
GD is still negotiating its prime contract with the Air Force.
Grumman, as associate contractor, and subcontractors are expected
to get about 60 percent of the money. GD sources say Litton Industries
and GE are major electronic subcontracting possibilities. Still undecided
is whether Air Force will contract directly with major components suppliers ( as it already has with Hughes Aircraft for the TFX's naval missile system) or whether GD will be, in effect, a weapons system manager
with substantial subcontracting authority.
The first development contract will call for 22 prototypes expected to
cost about $750 million. Follow-on production contracts for 800 to 1,500
aircraft will bring total costs close to $5 billion.
Air Force version of the TFX will be "optimized" for air-to-ground
operation while the smaller and lighter Navy version will be primarily
for air superiority or interceptor missions.
Each version will have
separate radar and fire control systems.

1

t.

THE $50 MILLION that Defense Secretary McNamara added to

NEW MONEY
DOESN'T
INSURE RS- 70

the Air Force's RS-70 program will go for additional research on electronic systems. But McNamara is still opposed to doubling development
efforts and beginning full-scale production. Major electronic contractors
on the RS-70 are IBM ( bomb-navigation system integration), and GE,
General Precision Laboratories, NAA Autonetics and Goodyear Aircraft.
The Air Force says it is "not known to what extent these companies or
others might benefit from the latest $50-million add-on."

ARMED

COMPETITIVE
COST DATA A
CLOSED BOOK

SERVICES Procurement Regulations have been amended

to limit cost analyses by contracting officers only to contracts awarded
without adequate price competition. In other words, if contracts are
awarded competitively, procurement agencies are not authorized to seek
cost data from contractors. Contracting officers also get "full and free
access" to books and records used by the contractor to prepare cost data
for noncompetitive contracts of at least $ 100,000. They will not, how-"
ever, have access to data on costs "incurred in the performance" of
contracts.

LATEST LISTING of top defense contractors shows a reversal in

BIGGEST FIRMS
GOT A BIT LESS
WORK IN 1962

12

the trend toward greater concentration of defense business among fewer
companies. In the fiscal year ending June 30, the 25 leading firms held
50.8 percent of contracts, 4 percent below fiscal 1961: The top 100 companies got 72.3 percent, 1.9 percent lower.
Small business' share of prime military contracts increased from 15.9
percent to 17.7. About half the $25.6 billion worth of prime contracts
(of $ 10,000 or more) was subcontracted, one-third going to small
companies.
More than half the top 100 companies are in missile, space, aircraft,
and electronics work. Lockheed Aircraft, with $ 1.4 billion in contracts,
nosed out General Dynamics as the leading contractor.
electronics

Open aworld
of new
applications
with CK7996
ceramic-metal
high-voltage
rectifier
New applications ranging from
compact airborne pulse modulator power
supplies to ignition systems for gas
turbine and jet engines are now open
to you with the CK7996.
Subminiature size and exceptional
ruggedness are combined in this new
ceramic-metal gas-filled half- wave
rectifier. The cold cathode CK7996 is
designed for high voltage, low current
applications. At PIV of 2800 volts,
maximum peak current is 100 ma.
Tubes can be operated in cascade to
produce very high voltages.
For more information on the CK7996
and Raytheon's full line of gas-filled
rectifier tubes, please write to:
Industrial Components Division,
Raytheon Company, 55 Chapel Street,
Newton 58, Massachusetts.
For Small Order or Prototype
Requirements See Your Local
Franchised Raytheon Distributor.

RAYTHEON COLD CATHODE OAS-FILLED RECTIFIER TUBES

TYPE
CK7996

SIZE

MAX
PIV
VOLTS

MAX PEAK
CURRENT
STEADY STATE
ma

MAX AVERAGE
CURRENT
mAdc

ceramic- metal

2800

100

12
12

21
/e" Lx0.4" OD
CK5517

15 1
2
/

2800

100

CK6174

T5 1
2
/

2800

30

CK6436

13

2000

CK6659

13

2800

40

CK6763

T5 1
2
/

2800

100

3
0.3

5

8
12

RAYTHEON
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See anything?

This new film did.
This new film saw something the eye
couldn't: the rise time of a single
pulse on aTextronix 519 scope at a
sweep rate of 2nanoseconds/cm. The
new film, Polaroid PolaScope Land
Film, actually extends the usefulness
of existing oscilloscopes by supplying
"brightness" that the scope hasn't got!
The reason is that this PolaScope
film has an ASA equivalent rating of
10,000, which means it can see things
your eye cannot. It has about twice
the writing rate of the Polaroid 3000speed film, currently the standard for

high speed oscilloscope photography.
(No other commercially available
films come anywhere near the speed
of PolaScope film.) And because it's
made by Polaroid you get a finished
usable print— see above— ten seconds after exposure.
PolaScope film will also give you
better shots of slower pulses and stationary waveforms. So little light is
required, camera aperture and scope
intensity can be reduced considerably,
and that's how to get really sharp
oscilloscope pictures.

And wherever else light is at a
premium— such as photomicrography and Kerr Cell photography —
PolaScope film will make new applications possible, old applications
more useful.
PolaScope Type 410 Film is packed
12 rolls to the carton. The price is
about the same as the Polaroid 3000speed film. For the name of the industrial photographic dealer nearest you,
write to Technical Sales Department,
Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge 39,
Massachusetts.
POLAROIDO

New Polaroid Land 10,000-speed film for oscillography
14
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What 16,384- word core memory has acomplete cycle time of 1microsecond?

AMPEX LZ

There you have it: the fastest large core memory

speed Ampex memories, the LZ is packaged in a

today . The Ampex LZ. Its cycle time: 1 micro-

new tri sectional cabinet for easier accessibility.

second. Its capacity: 4096 to 16,384 words. It can
handle word lengths of 18 to 72 bits, in 2- pit incre-

It's made by Ampex Computer Products Company, Culver City, California. Adivision of the only

ments. It can read- restore and clear- write. And it

company providing recorders, tape and core

otters twice the capability of the largest rnemor
previously available. Yet occupies appro>irnatel

memory devices for every application: Ampex
Corpor,Éien, 934 Charter Street Redwood City

ha' i: the space. Power requirements are also

California. Sales and service

reduced— by 50%. Second in a series of high-

engineers ihroughout the world
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Ideas and uses for Du Pont

Conductive Compositions
• Conductive silver, gold, palladium and platinum compositions
mi Resistor compositions u Gold and silver cement compositions

41

New Kit acquaints you with Du Pont Conductive Silver Compositions ... helps you to produce better electronic components
Our new Conductive Silver Coating Kit has
been developed to give you achoice of Du Pont
Silver Compositions with which to experiment.
The kit contains 5different silver compositions
(5 oz. each) ranging from an air-dry silver to
a solderable, high-firing temperature silver.
The silvers can be used on all substrates from
ceramic to paper. Literature detailing the
application procedure for each silver Compo-

New Resistor Compositions allow you
to control noise, temperature
coefficient and resistance values
The new compositions are # 8020 ( 1 ohm/
square) and # 8025 ( 20K ohm/square). Intermediate resistance values may be obtained by
blending the compositions. The resistor surface is very smooth, facilitating adjustment
by electric arcing.
The table shows how noise, temperature coefficient, and resistance value can be controlled, making it possible to choose a blend
16
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sition is also included in the kit.
We feel that this kit will help you better understand the range of conductive compositions
available to you from Du Pont and help you
select the right composition for the right job.
The cost of each kit is $50 ( postpaid).
Please check # 1and send purchase order with
coupon below to receive your kit—allow amonth
for delivery.
which will satisfy your specific circuit needs.
Weight
Per Cent
#8020/
t8025

100/0
20/80
10/90
5/95
0/100

Approximate
Resistance
Value, ohms/
square/mil

1
500
1000
5000
20000

Temperature
Coefficient of
Resistance
PPm/*C

-± 300
± 200
-± 175
±150
-± 300

Noise,
db/decade

—35
— 5
O
+10.
+15

Resistoi s made from Du Pont's 8000 series
and the earlier 7800 and 7900 series have highpower dissipation, stability at high temperature and are relatively insensitive to moisture
and abrasion. Du Pont Resistor Compositions
are easy to apply by brush or stencil screen
and can be fired simultaneously with the
conductor. For details, check # 2 on coupon.
electronics
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Du Pont Silver Coatings
make effective, economical
static shields

Now...a one-package conductive
adhesive that eliminates
soldering

Anyone now using aluminum foil for "rf"
shielding will be interested to know that
Du Pont's Conductive Silvers perform this
function with notable ease of application and
economy. They are easy to apply and avoid
material waste. They also have unusual
permanence.
Size of the part of assembly makes little difference. Some firms use silver coatings to
shield single parts as well as components.
Others have used these coatings to shield
walls, ceilings and floors of entire rooms—
giving a static shield that is readily covered
with a decorative finish, if desired.
Du Pont Silver # 4817 is applied by spray or
brush and air-dried. Silver # 5815 is applied
the same way and will thermoset at temperatures above 320°F.
Check # 3 on the coupon for further information.
For fast, strong conductive bonds without
soldering or heating use Du Pont Air-Dry
Silver # 8030. It gives you a strong bond and,
since no heat is required, sensitive electronic
components are not harmed.
This air-dry adhesive is easy to handle and
apply.
It finds use wherever conventional solder is
now used: for termination and attachment of
components to circuitry.
For details on this experimental air-dry adhesive, simply check # 5on the coupon.

How to apply permanent
conductive coatings on
flexible surfaces
When surfaces are so pliable that ordinary
air-dry conductive coatings flake off when
flexed, use Du Pont Air-Dry Silver # 7941.
This is the conductive coating especially created for pliable substrates. It flexes with
paper, plastics, and other nonrigid materials.
You can use it to print conductive patterns,
circuits, and static shields. After drying, it
has good thermal and electrical conductivity
—in addition to its unique flexibility.

Better Things for Better Living ... through Chemistry

Ceramic Products
Electrochemicals Department — Room D- 2058B
E. L du Pont de Nemours & Co. ( Inc.), Wilmington 98, Del.
Please send me further information on the Du Pont
conductive compositions whirh Ihave checked below.
#1 D Conductive Coatings Kit—
S50. postpaid— please
include purchase order
#2 D Resistor Compositions

#3 D Silver # 4817 and # 5815
#4 D Air-Dry Silver # 7941
#5 (3 Air-Dry Silver # 8030
(adhesive)

Name
Company
Address
Cit>

Zone

Stat

For details, check # 4 on the coupon.
December
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MICROELECTRONIC MCDULAR ASSEMBLY

Navy Sets

I!

TO- 5 CAN

New Standards
for Airborne Equipment

THIN FILM MODULE IF NEEDED
(A}

NAVY'S INITIAL CONCEPT of
(B) for use in plug-in mainte-

Microelectronics and

THE WORD GOES OUT THIS WEEK

new reliability specs

Col. A. C. Lowell, director of avionics, Bureau of Naval Weapons,
was scheduled to present this week the BuWeps proposal for

now being issued
By MICHAEL F. WOLFF
Senior Associate Editor

WASHINGTON — New specifications for microelectronic assemblies
and for reliability now face naval
avionics equipment contractors. The
reliability specs will apply to all
new naval avionics gear, conventional as well as microelectronic.
Navy defines avionics as airborne
electronics, including flight instruments and accessories, but not firecontrol radar.

Portable Dish for Relay

STEERABLE 30-foot antenna developed by Antenna Systems, Inc.,
for ITT Federal Labs can be transported on two trailers or by air
carriers. ITT will use the first one
for the Project Relay satellite
program
18

functional microcircuits.
The meeting, in Philadelphia, of the EIA Advisory Committee
on Microminiaturization, is also expected to hear a discussion of
the final version of microelectronics nomenclature and definitions.
EIA will then issue these to the industry, if they are approved

Both sets of specifications are
part of the Navy's program to improve such systems by introducing quantitative reliability and
maintenance procedures and by
gradually introducing basic functional microelectronic circuits. Aircraft equipment will become increasingly mor e microelectronic
assemblies
(ELECTRONICS, p 24,
Oct. 12).
MICROELECTRONICS—Navy is
planning to detail some 200 functional microelectronic circuits —
more than half the circuits to be
used in future airborne systems.
Bureau of Weapons officials told
ELECTRONICS use of the circuits will
be enforced as they are detailed.
Plan is to have performance specs
much like MIL-E-I for electron
tubes and MIL-S-19500 B for transistors. The basic microelectronic
document is now Naval Air Development Center Spec E15- 13A. It
will be changed to a MIL spec in
about a year.
EL5-13A is an overall spec for
microelectronic modular assemblies.
When completed, it will call for a
maintenance module like the one
illustrated. The module will be a

basic circuit such as ei logic gate
or pulse generator.
The spec will show the actual circuit and such details as waveshapes, temperature characteristics
and speed. While it will not specify
fabrication procedures, EL5-13A
prefers that modular assemblies be
constructed by one or a combination of the following:
•All active and passive devices
formed by diffusion, deposition or
other suitable techniques in or on
a semiconductor substrate
•All active and passive devices
deposited as thin films on suitable
substrates.
Some detailed circuits may be
available in a year. Meanwhile,
Navy will issue 80 preliminary circuits in a "Manual of Proposed
Electrical Characteristics for Microelectronic Functional Modules."
These will be available in limited
quantities from the Bureau of
Weapons in about six weeks. Circuits will be mostly digital; only
aphysical outline, input and output
voltages and frequencies, impedances, and approximate input and
output waveforms will be given.
RELIABILITY—Five or six docu-

I
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WHERE POSSIBLE, INDICATORS
OF EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE

rinnunnnri
MOTHER BOARD: WIRING ON BACK SIDE,
NO MULTIPLE LAYERS

(
B)

"Few things are impossible
to diligence and skill."

HEAT BROUGHT
TO , l,iRFACE

GI 011)

MAINTENANCE MODULE-CONTAINS SEVERAL MOTHER BOARDS
(C)

how to assemble microelectronic functional modules (A) to mother boards
nance modules (C) coottaining several mother boards

p.

ments will be used in a three-step
reliability program.
First step is that the Navy will
establish
a mean-time-betweenfailure goal in the R & D contract.
Before beginning design, the contractor will be required by an updated
version
of
MIL-R-22256
(AER) to make an analysis and
prediction of whether the goal can
be met by his design.
Contractors will be required to
use a new document, MIL-HDBK217. It will he on sale by the Superintendent of Documents in approximately 10 weeks under the title
"Reliability Stress and Failure
Rate Data for Electronic Equipment."
Second step will be a test demonstration
on
several
equipment
models to prove the design goal
has been met. If the test fails, the
equipment may be redesigned or
the goal revised. The spec will be
MIL-R-22973 ( WEP).
Final step will be to prove that
what has been established at the
R & D stage can be maintained in
production. According to BuWeps,
this will involve more scientific
testing and sampling to be performed under MIL-R-23094 ( WEP)
and a proposed spec titled " Test
Levels and Accept/Reject Criteria
for Reliability of Non- Expendable
Electronic Equipment".
The latter standard is intended
to provide uniformity in reliability
testing. It will outline a series of
test levels for demonstration tests,
longevity tests, and the reliability
qualification and sampling phases
of production acceptance. These
levels include conditions of tern-

perature and temperature cycling,
on-off cycling, input voltage cycling
and mild vibration.
Several test plans for production
acceptance are also given. They
specify the quantity of equipments
required in terms of time and
failures. Presently they call for
testing the first 22 equipments produced, but this may be lowered.

Delay-Line Computer
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NIT-120
eliminates
program
restrictions

e
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These are the trademarks of some of our customers— each on important contributor to a
dramatically growing industry. We at Potter
pledge our diligence and skills to this growth
through a constantly expanding program of
research and development.

GLASS delay lines (see p 60, Nov.
9) handle input-output chores, contain arithmetic and control registers and act as temporary memory
in new high-speed miniature computer developed by Librascope
for aerospace applications. Circuits
are mounted an removable, heatconducting walls of package. Modular design perntits ex passion. Computer also has permanent memory
of 8,192 28-bit words

The new Potter MT- 120 Magnetic Tape Transport features high performance in a COMPLETELY STANDARD, LOW COST PACKAGE.
An evolutionary development of the reliable
M9061L tape deck, the MT- 120 incorporates
a patented tape handling system* that
eliminates program restrictions. This unique
engineering achievement permits Start/Stop,
Reverse/Stop or Forward/Reverse operation
at up to 200 commands per second and at
tape speeds to 120 ips without external program delays.
The MT- 120 delivers extremely high data
transfer rates. Using the Potter Contiguous
Double Transition** High Density recording
technique, rates of 1.6 x 10 * information bits
per second are obtained. And with standard
7-channel format, 556 bits per inch ore provided at speeds of 120 ¡Ps.
To learn more about the MT- 120 and its
unprecedented 7
-year warranty of reliability,
write to our Director of Marketing today...

O

"Potter Patent No. 3,016,207
**Potter Patent No. 2,853,357
and other patents pending

PC) -1
-1-EF? I
NJ S -rn
nem rsi -s
Inic.
151 Surnyside Boulevard • Plainview, New York
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Nature has given the mosquito a proboscis that measures 0.0031 of an inch
at its widest point. Nickel makes it
possible to produce tubing that's much
finer.
How fine? The tubing pictured here—
drawn by the Superior Tube Co.— has
an outside diameter of 0.0019 of an
inch, awall thickness of 0.00065 of an
inch and an inside diameter of 0.0004
of an inch!
But the smallest tube ever made is
still much finer. The fact is, that nickel
tubing has been drawn down to 0.00061
outside diameter and 0.000036 inside
diameter. That's really fine!

SMALL
WONDER
...that tubing finer
than amosquito's
stinger calls for a
Huntington Alloy!

Tiny tubing like this is
just one example of
how you can get Huntington Alloys in any
form or size you may
want, right down to the
fine sizes produced by
specialists in strip wire
and tubing. In commercial production,
Huntington high-nickel
alloys are made in tube
forms from 0.010 inch

outside diameter to the
giant welded cylinders
used in paper- making
machinery. They're also available in wire and
strip forms. And in all
the other various
shapes and sizes needed for electronic applications.

Perhaps a Huntington high-nickel alloy can help you solve one of your
electronic problems? Write for the informative booklet. "Huntington Alloys
for Electronic Uses." It will give you
a convenient reference on the properties, available forms and typical applications of these alloys.

HuNTINGToN

ALLoyç
%)
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WEST VIRGINIA
electronics

Varian Associates' new VA-858 CW amplifier klystron offers the highest known power in S-band
for deep-space communications. Developed by the
same team of engineers who brought the industry
the highest power in X- band, the VA-858 is conservatively rated at 100 kW, and in actual continued operation has delivered in excess of 175 kW.
The VA-858 is available in four models. Tubes can
be tuned for high gain, high efficiency, or wide
bandwidth. With suitable stagger tuning, a 3 db
bandwidth of 20 Mc can be achieved, with a
power gain of 50 db. Tuning range of each tube is
150 Mc below 2Gc, and 200 Mc above 2Gc. Small
size of the tube is ideal for antenna mounting.
If your deep-space or satellite prcject requires
such exemplary tubes, Varian has ( Cr can design)
the tube for you. Write Tube Divisioi.
MICROWAVE
TUBE GROUP

Decumber
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HIGH
EFF.
TUNED

BROADBAND
TUNED

CHARACTERISTICS:

SYNCH
TUNED

Power Output ( kW)

103

122

122

Dr ve Power ( mW)

35

350

1030

Gain ( db)

65

55

51

Efficiency (%)

35

41

41

Bandwidth, 3db ( Mc)

8.5

15

21

Bean-.
Voltage ( kVdc)

35

35

35

Beam CurrentMc)
(

8.5

8.5

8.5

TUBE DIVISION • Palo Alto

1, Calif.

PALO ALTO TUBE DIVISION • BOMAC DIVISION • S•F-D LABORATORIES, INC. ^ SEMICON
ASSOCIATES, INC. • VARIAN ASSOCIATES OF CANADA, LTD. • SEMICON OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
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Why you couldn't buy
a Fansteel controlled rectifier
until now

You may be one of the frustrated silicon controlled rectifier

perior to the conventional combination of alloying and diffusion.

purchasers who approached us several months ago ... prior

Thus, Fansteel can now announce the availability of a silicon

to our entry into the SCR field. We were asked to design and

controlled rectifier line that can handle power, switch it fast,

produce a unit that would:

and not come apart in the process.

1. Resist severe thermal fatigue.
2. Be of uniform structural quality and characteristics.
We have good news for you.
Fansteel development engineers have overcome problem No.
1with aspecial hard- solder construction that can take repeated
thermal shocks.
Problem No. 2was met and solved by adoption of all- diffused
construction. Fansteel engineers found this method vastly su-

These compact Fansteel SCRs presently range in blocking
voltages from 50 to 500 PRV, with RMS output currents at 4.7,
10, 16, and 25 amps. Maximum operating temperatures: — 65°
C to + 150° C (4.7 amps), — 40° C to + 100° C ( 10 amps), — 65°
C to + 125° C ( 16 and 25 amps).
Be our guest and test one of these new Fansteel SCRs. Just
write to Glen laggi, Rectifier- Capacitor Division, Fansteel
Metallurgical Corporation, North Chicago, Illinois.

FA\STEEL RC
METALLURGICAL

CORPORATION

RECTIFIER- CAPACITOR DIVISION
22
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WHOSE EARS ARE KEENEST?

AQUESTION OF SUPREMACY:

•

We make ears for the Navy at General Dynamics/Electronics-

also the 35- mile long domain of aunique floating laboratory

RDchester. So were conditioned to the urgency of getting

of our own design. Within this hydrojet, se!f-propelled

there first vokh the best in ASW equipment. A And we go to

barge, our engineers can reach deep water in minutes, and

unprecedented lengths to do so. Take the need to test

test even 35- ton transducers throughout the year. A
SUTEC—Seneca Lake Underwater Test and

SONAR gear in an operational environment—
where wind, ice, weather and sailing sched-

Evaluation Center— is one of several advan-

ules conspire to pile up frustrating delays.

tages we enjoy in ASW—including comprehen-

We've solved this problem by commandeering

sive indoor test facilities and a close working

an entire lake—be only inland facility of its

tie with Electric Boat and other General Dy-

Kind. Seneca Lake is the deepest of the pic-

namics' Divisions. A If you have any ASW

turesque Finger Lakes of Western New York

projects, remember: Every product we make

State, with 600- foot depths and thermal
gradients sin) lar to the Atlantic Ocean. It is

GIIIIIIIID

CiENIERAL DYNAMICS
December 7, 1962

started with a question. We solicit yours. A
Write 1422 N. Goodman St., Rochester 1, N.Y.

ELECTRONICS

- ROCHEMTER
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GENERAL VIEW of Telefunken's
automated letter handling line

ULTRAVIOLET light reveals code
on letter

GIRLS MUST still code the letters
manually. This is Siemens' coder

West Germany Automates Letter
I.

Postal service installing
new systems in 5 cities;
3 firms built prototypes
By RICHARD MIKTON
McGraw- 11111 ‘Vorld News

BONN—Five \Vest German post
offices will have what is reportedly
the most advanced letter handling
systems in the world when automated equipment goes into operation late next year.
The systems—to be installed at
Bochum, Augsburg, Coblenz, Brunswick and Heidelberg—will automatically cull, cancel, stack, feed,
code and sort both ingoing and
outgoing letters. They are expected
to replace some of the 25,000 workers who now process the 30 million
letters which flow through West
German post offices daily.
The new systems will employ improved models of units developed
by Standard Electric Lorenz ( ITT).
Siemens and Telefunken. The Postal
Ministry has tested these during
the past ye[m.
COMPLETE SYSTEM — Telefun'Ken, which makes a complete line,
says its equipment can sort 20,000
letters an hour for routing in 100
different directions. Telefunken's
24

system will cost about $500,000 for
commercial installations.
Features of the system include:
•Fast-moving endless belts. Preset gages reject letters too thick
to pass underneath.
•Photocells
which
identify
stamps quickly and
accurately.
Stamps are treated fluorescently or
phosphorescently.
•Magnetic ink and fluorescent
coding. One code is used for outgoing mail, the other for incoming.
The present system has one bottleneck: the manual coding operation. It now takes six coders to
keep up with one of the sorting
lines. It is hoped that automatic
readers for typewritten characters
will eventually speed up this process. Both Siemens and Telefunken
are working on these.
CODING—Coding is dependent upon a numbering system that has
been established for West Germany's 24,000 postal zones. The one,
two, three or four-digit numbers
precede the city or town name and
are read by an operator at the
coding desk. She manually keys
them into a printer which presses
a 2-out-of-5 code onto the envelope.
The code is later read under ultraviolet light to determine which bin
the letter should go into.
When the numbering system was
proposed, it was feared the West

German public would be reluctant
to take to it. But the opposite has
been true and the numbers now
appear on 75 percent of letters.
OTHER GEAR—Contributions to
the new system vary greatly among
the three companies involved.
Telefunken. which apparently has
buoyant hopes for the future in this
area of automation, has been the
most active. SEL has concerned itself with only one area—that of the
culling and facing equipment. Siemens is building two items, although they are the most complicated in the line: the coding desk
and the sorter itself.
Telefunken and Siemens each
developed a sorter. In the Telefunken setup, a magnetic-drum
memory and magnetic coils will
enable untrained people to rapidly
change programs. A comparison
circuit will match recorded postal
code numbers with those in the
memory. When two numbers coincide, an electric switch will initiate
reading out of the associated bin
number. The number will be applied to the input of a continuous
switching register in the sorter
through a further buffer storage.
The Siemens system also sorts to
100 destinations. Data is recorded
in code form on a 10-contact plate
mounted above each pocket of the
sorter. One hundred guide channels
electronics

High
Power
Coaxial
Triodes

COOLING
OPTIONS
END OF THE LINE. Letter bins
in the Siemens system

Forced Air Cooling

Typical Power
Capabilities

Handling

ML- 8317
SSB 100 kW ( 2 tone)
Plate Mod. RF 125 kW
Pulse Mod. 15 Mw

arranged in a circle, each with a
container attached to its bottom
end, rotate below the pockets. As
soon as a filled pocket passes the
appropriate guide channel, the code
plate actuates a set of contacts. The
pocket then opens and the letter
drops into the channel. Protected
gas contacts are used because of
the heavy dust from the letters.

Max. Anode dissip. 60 kW

Vapor Cooling

ML- 7482
CW 400 kW
SSB 230 kW ( 2 tone)
Plate Mod. RF 250 kW

Europe's First Electronic
Exchange Starts Trials
trials of the British
Electronic Telephone Exchange in._ stalled in a London exchange are
underway. The system, jointly developed by the General Post Office
and five manufacturers, employs
time division multiplex modulation
with a 10-Kc cycling frequency to
transmit groups of 100 channels.
Semiconductor - diode
gate
switches of the 800-line exchange
are sequence-controlled, opening for
1asee in every 100 asee. Each incoming subscriber call is allocated
a particular 1-esec time-slot.
Local and main memories work
together to allocate vacant time
slots, record calls and provide permanent information on subscriber
details and routing instructions.
Local memories are delay lines and
the main memory is a drum.

Max. Anode dissip. 175 kW

LONDON—First
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ML- 7560

Water Cooling

CW 400 kW
Pulse RF 2.5 Mw
Pulse Mod. 15 Mw
Max. Anode dissip. 175 kW

3Cooling Options:
using the same basic, proven
electron tube structure: Coaxial, easily cooled terminals; ceramic insulation; thoriated tungsten cathode;
heavy wall anode.
Write today for complete technical data.
The Machlett Laboratories, Inc.
An Affiliate of Raytheon Company

Springdale, Connecticut

NIACHLEi
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Less Nuclear Secrecy Sought
Restrictions impede
satellite communications
program, says forum

the Smallest, Lightest,
Most Efficient
Designs Available!
•

Basic cylindrical design follows

natural

shape of rolled capacitor

sections and toroidal inductors.
•

Threaded- neck bulkhead mount-

ings assure proper isolation between
input and output terminals as well
as firm peripheral mounting with
minimum impedance to ground.
•

Popular low pass design, intend-

ed for use as 3- terminal networks
connected in series with circuits to
be filtered.
•

Excellent interference attenua-

tion characteristics reflect the use
of Thrupass® capacitor sections.
•

Designs to

ments

of

MIL- 1-6181,

meet the

Military

require-

Specifications

MIL- 1-26600,

MIL- l-

16910, and MIL- I-11748.

For additional information, write for
Engineering Bulletin 8100A to Technical Literature Service, Sprague
Electric Company,

35 Marshall St.,

North Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
•5•468
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WASHINGTON—Relaxation of secrecy restrictions in the development of nuclear power for space
applications was urged last week
at the Atomic Industrial Forum's
annual meeting.
The call for wider dissemination
of information was made by Jerome
G. Morse, of Martin Marietta, during an opening-day panel.
The
panel focused on the need for early
establishment of technical requirements for the Rover ( nuclear
rocket) and Snap ( electrical power
generator) programs.
GENERATORS—Morse presented
conclusions of a 15-man AIF committee studying development of
Snap devices for communications
satellites.
The report found that "many existing restrictions seem to needlessly impede the interchange of
information between users and developers, both in industry and government."
It was recommended that maximum information on design, cost
and performance characteristics of
nuclear power sources and launch
vehicles be made available to the
civilian communications satellite
program.

cell equipment in the first Surveyors, he said, they'll be able to work
"around the clock"—in darkness as
well as light.
One of Surveyor's primary missions will be to drill holes into the
moon to sample the moon's composition. This will require about 1
Kw of power, Carvey added.

Computer Controls Going
In Another Steel Mill
HOUSTON—A slab and plate mill,
controlled almost entirely by automatic electronic devices, is nearing
completion at an Armco Steel plant
here.
Virtually all production controls
will be geared to a Westinghouse
Prodac computer system ( p 7, June
8) integrating closed circuit television monitors, temperature controls, rolling machinery, and transfer equipment for both slabbing
and plate production. The computer
systems, X-ray gages, and temperature sensors will maintain quality.
The mill, with an overall length
of 1,900 feet, will handle ingots
weighing up to 35 tons.

Dry Run to Moon

Morse added that communications satellites through the late
1960's will need 60 to 300 watts of
power for transmitters. The satellites will also need lifetimes of 10
years for economical operation. He
said that radioisotope generators
can fill the needs and that, unlike
solar cells, they are not damaged by
radiation.
SURVEYOR—Advantages of nuclear power sources over solar cells
were also cited by Tom Carvey, of
Hughes Aircraft. He discussed the
Surveyor spacecraft that will land
on the moon in the 1960's.
Though radioisotope generators
will weigh 8pounds more than solar

4

LANDING simulator, one of four
built by Boeing to study space
flights, uses tv to project relief
map of moon and an analog computer to simulate spaceship operation
electronics

q

Who has the facts about controlling
speeds as slow as one revolution per day?

e

4e•
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The Creators of the KOLLMORGEN
Model 711 Precision Rate Table
They'll tell you that this instrument for testing rate
gyros and inertial guidance systems meets the most
exacting requirements. It's sensitive to command
signals of 0.02 radians per second per volt of reference voltage.

to rates as slow as one revolution per year. A gearless
torque motor eliminates back lash and provides
torque-to-inertia ratios many times higher than an
equivalent gear train servo motor.
What is your question? If it is in the area of remote
viewing, aligning, testing, measuring or controlling,
the answer may already be among the growing number of optical/electronic/mechanical components and
systems engineered and produced by Kollmorgen
•and its subsidiaries.

It's accurate within 0.2% of set
point. Its 30,000-toi range of
table speeds extends from earth's
rate to 2 radians per second.
You'll learn that two direct-drive
components* are keys to this rate
table's superior performance. A
d-c tachometer generator, with
low-ripple output of 50 volts per
radian per second, is responsive

Write for literature describing the combined capabilities and facilities of Kollmorgen, Instrument Development Laboratories and Inland Motor Corporation.
*Products of INLAND M OTOR CORPORATION

:
T
5
. ICOLIalVIOPLC4MAT
c
KOLLIVIORGEN
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COORATION

•

may already have the answer to your next
question in optics or electromechanics.

NORTHAMPTON,

MASSACHUSETTS
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SIZE AND SHAPE of the industry. Graph A divides the reporting
companies into seven size categories; B divides them by the number of engineers employed; C shows
the distribution of other employees
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$500,000
TO
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534
FIRMS

$1MILLION
TO

926
FIRMS

$5 MILLION

F. $5MILLION
TO
$10 MILLION
G.

212
FIRMS

441
PLANTS

447
PLANTS

317
PLANTS

21 TO 50
124
PLANTS

51 TO 100

101 TO 250

376
FIRMS

OVER
$10 MILLION

PLANTS

10 TO 20

ENGINEERS EMPLOYED

(.,. C

FIRMS

1,612

OVER 250

62

PLANTS
81
PLANTS

(B)

(A)

Small Companies Continue to
Dominate Electronics Industry
Typical company hires

DISTRIBUTION OF MANUFACTURERS BY
GEOGRAPHICAL REGION AND ANNUAL SALES VOLUME
Total Firms
Reporting

Region
New England
Middle Atlantic..
East North Central .
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

799
1,802
938
177
174
24
59
54
820

Annual Sales Volume*
11
CDEF

A
52
101
46
11
11
2
10
8
81

80
81
79
162 158 216
85
55
64
20
7
15
14
16
24
3
1
8
4
7
8
4
6
79
78 100

160
338
185
37
33
5
10
9
149

up to 5 engineers and

No
Answer

G

46
48
57 131
45 106
8
12
12
18
5
2
5
2
4
38
49

253
639
352
67
46
8
13
13
246

*Letters correspond to letters on Graph A

Pacific
Employees
153,251 •
Engineers
21,562

r•-•-%

New England
Employeés b
178,579
West North Central
;Mountain
/ 10,374 *
/ Engineers

Employees_
64,962
Engineers
9,431

Engineers

East North Central
il

Employees
275,048

16,564

et

Middle,
Allantic .- 4Employees
)

Engineers
32,831

42,000

1,7231

.
East

South
Central

West South Central
Employees

9,077 •
i
N
Engineers )

Employees
6,095
Engineers
287

South •

Atlantic
EinP-1
.
1)7eeis'
47,195

Engineers
9,379

1,458

Pacific area includes Hawaii and Alaska
GEOGRAPHICAL, DISTRIBUTION of electronics employees
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421,157
Engineers

100 other personnel
LATEST SURVEY of the electronics industry indicates it is still
highly competitive, with small companies far outnumbering large
firms.
The typical electronics company
has an annual sales volume of $2
million to $2i million, and has 1 tc
5 engineers and about 100 non
engineering personnel on the payroll.
The accompanying illustrationE
summarize the survey findings.
Graph A shows the number of reporting companies in each saleE
volume range, graph B sizes companies by number of engineers employed and graph C sizes companieE
by the number of other employees
The map shows the number of
employees and engineers in each of
nine geographical regions. The table
indicates the total firms reporting
in each region and the number of
companies in each dollar volumE
range within each region.
The survey, by ELECTRONICS'
Market Services Department, also
indicates that the bulk of the industry's manufacturing facilities
electronics

e

ITO 10

NONENGINEERING PERSONNEL

11 TO 30

31 TO 50

51 TO 150

151 TO 500

501 TO 1,000

OVER 1,000

(C)
FOR
SUPER- FINE

are still concentrated in the Middle
Atlantic, East North Central, New
England, and Pacific Coast states.
New York has the most companies in these volume ranges:
$250,000 to $500,000, 79 firms reporting; $500,000 to $ 1 million, 110

CUTTING OF
HARD, BRITTLE
MATERIALS...

firms; $ 1 million to $5 million, 163
firms, and over $ 10 million, 61
firms.
California leads in the following
sales volume ranges: up to $ 100,000 a year, 74 firms reporting;
$100,000 to $250,000, 75 firms; $5
million to $ 10 million, 37 firms.

THE

t

o .ej
i
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The survey was planned to provide a picture of the geographical
distribution of the industry and its
personnel. It is primarily intended
as an aid to companies planning
regional sales goals and programs.
The complete survey provides statistics for each state.
A total of 5,002 companies responded to this year's questionnaire, compared to 4,692 in 1961,
4,398 in 1960, 4,198 in 1959 and
3,982 in 1958.

Big Tower Is Ordered
For L-F Communications

Airbrasive ®Unit
It may seem a Scrooge-like trick to slice up this Christmas decoration,
but we think you will agree that it is a good demonstration of the
ability of the Industrial Airbrasive Unit to cut fragile, brittle materials.
This unique tool is doing jobs that were up to now thought impossible. A precise jet of abrasive particles, gas-propelled through asmall,
easy-to-use nozzle, cuts or abrades a wide variety of materials such as
germanium, fragile crystals, glass, -oxides, ceramics, and many others.
Use it to make cuts as fine as . 005" ... or remove surface coatings
without affecting base material... wire-strip potentiometers ... deburr
precision parts ... adjust printed circuits...in the laboratory or on an
automated production line.
Important too: the cost is low.., for under $ 1,000 you can set
up your own Airbrasive cutting unit!
Send us samples of your
"impossible" jobs and let us
test them for you at no cost.

1,210 feet high
will be erected in Lucerne Valley,
Calif., for Air Force low-frequency
ANTENNA

TOWER

communications program. Tower,
triangular in shape and made of
galvanized steel, will be built by

S.

S. WHITE

Dept.

WRITE FOR
BULLETIN 6006.

Complete information.

tam

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

EU, 10 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. • Telephone MU 3-3015 collect.

Dresser-Ideco Inc. for $300,000.
Scheduled completion date is January 30, 1963. Antenna is part of
Electronic System Division's program to update AF global communications network.
December
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FI RST ANTENNA it station will be 82 feet in diameter, 66 feet smaller
than the horn at Andover, Me. Three more antennas will be built

Big Dish in the Alps
Germans start building
satellite communications
station in Bavaria

you can get fine,
seamless tubing in

BONN—West Germany's participation in the Telstar communications satellite program is now assured. The money is available and
work on the station's foundation is
underway. Germany is anxious to
catch up with France, England and
Italy.
First transmissions are scheduled for the end of 1963. Plans are
now to put four antennas at the
station. Two will always be in operation, to provide overlap in tracking satellites. The third will be a
standby and the fourth will be used
for experiments and modifications.
The station will handle 12 to 60
narrow-band
telephone channels
and several hundred wide-band
channels, and also tv and datatransmission at 1 Ge to 10 Gc.

Beryllium- Copper
Alloy No. 25
Sizes from 0.010" to 0.625" O.D.
Wall Thicknesses from 0.065" to
as thin as 0.0005" in smaller sizes.
Tolerances from ± 0.0005"
±0.00005" when required.

to

Beryllium-Copper Alloy No. 25 has
excellent spring characteristics as
well as high strength, superior electrical conductivity and good forming properties.
Starting with precision-drawn tubing instead of bar stock when making Beryllium-Copper parts saves
fabrication time, tooling maintenance and production costs.
Whether you make the parts in
your plant or entrust the job to
Uniform's craftsmen, it is wise and
economical to start with fine seamless tubing drawn to close tolerances by Uniform Tubes. Write for
Bulletin 61 for complete details.

0
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ANTENNA—The Germans plan to
wait for the results obtained with
the first antenna before proceeding
with the other three.
The four antennas will be laid
out in the form of a rhombus with
1,640-foot sides on a valley floor
near the town of Raisting on Lake
Ammer, 25 miles southwest of
Munich. The surrounding Bavarian
Alps will reduce interference from
the many radio-range beacons in
the region.
The first antenna will differ sig-

UNIFORM TUBES, INC.
COLLEGEVILLE 2, PA.
H U 'day 9-7293 TW X-215-277 197 {
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nificantly from the horn-parabola
types now in use at Andover, Maine,
and in France. Gain is expected to
compare favorably with the Andover antenna, which is 66 feet
larger. The antenna will be a revolving,
82-foot-diameter,
parabolic-reflector costing $61 million.
To minimize noise level, distance
between the antenna and the receiver input will be kept short as
possible. The receiver will be placed
in an extension of the rotating axis
in the upper control room. Upper
and lower control rooms will rotate
horizontally with the antenna, but
not vertically.
The antenna, being constructed
by the MAN Company, of Gustavburg, will weigh 243 tons. Its 158foot inflated plastic dome will be
like Andover's.
EQUIPMENT—The structure will
rotate on a 40-foot-diameter hydraulically controlled rail.
Approximately $2 million of hydraulic and other American-developed antenna-control systems will
be purchased directly from the U.S.
Other U.S. equipment will include
helium-cooled ruby-maser amplifiers and an IBM 1620 data processing system. Telefunken and Siemens are to supply remaining
electronic components and do all installation work.
The project is being managed by
the Central Communications Division of the West German Post Office in Darmstadt.
electronics
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PROVING ITSELF
IN THE FIELD...
...THE NEW CONCEPT

TERMINAL

IN

BLOCKS

Our growing list of distinguished customers is an indication of the acceptance
Camblocks are earning in the field.

Because of their unique construction.

Camblocks offer outstanding operating economy and performance. They eliminate the need for solder, lugs, self-locking fasteners or special tools. Wiring
labor costs are sharply reduced. In- field service becomes simple and quick.
There are no breakage and loose part problems. And connections are better.
Camblock's

construction

embodies

a self-contained

cylirdrical

cam.

The

wedging action of the cam, in conjunction with the busbar design, produces
fast, positive locking with high vibration proof characteristics and extremely
efficient conduction.
Unbreakable, solid bottom body design provides high dielectric strength and
good protection against short circuiting and contamination. Terminal markings
can be applied directly to the housing.
A single series Camblock will accept a wide range of wire sizes, accommodate
multiple leads, has high current carrying capacity . . . it is the equivalent
performance to a range requiring three series of conventional terminal blocks.
Write for technical data sheets:
Medium ( CB- M) Series: Rated to 30 amps,

elo

to : 20 AWG wire, in 2 to 20 stations.

Subminiature ( CBS) Series: Rated to 15 amps. 4'15 to : 32 AWG wire, in 2 to 30 stations.

M\11131JOE

DIVISION

December 7,

1962

VVALTHAM PRECISION
INSTRUMENT COMPANY. INC.
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HOW WE TOOK

TeE

SLIP

OUT OF

MEETINGS AHEAD

American
Philadelphia, Pa.,

SPACE PHYSICS CONFERENCE,

Rocket Society;
Dec. 26-31.

Engineers Joint Council, American Association for Advancement of Science;
Bellevue- Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 27.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS MEETING,

MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER CONFERENCE,
IRE;
Orlando Section;

Cherry Plaza Hotel, Orlando, Florida, Jan. 7-10.

TEFLON*

RELIABILITY & QUALITY CONTROL SYMPOSIUM, IRE-PGRQC, AIEE, ASQC, EIA;

Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 21-24.

Why Gudebrod's Common Sense
Approach to Lacing Problems
Pays Dividends For Customers!

INSTITUTE
OF
ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS WINTER GENERAL
MEETING & EXPOSITION, IEEE; Statler
and New Yorker Hotels, New York
City, Jan. 27- Feb. 1.
MILITARY ELECTRONICS WINTER CONVENTION,
IRE-PGMIL;
Ambassador

Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 30Feb. 1.
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL

Unesco
Building and Pare de Exposition,
Paris, France, Feb. 11-15.
SYMPOSIUM, IRE, SEER, ONR,

Motor manufacturers came to us some time ago
quired a flat-braided lacing tape that would meet
of — 100°F to 500° F. A teflon lacing tape would
quirements but teflon is slippery ... knots were

with a problem. They retemperature requirements
meet the temperature rehard to tie ... harnesses

worked loose after installation. Valuable production time would be lost!
Gudebrod's answer to this problem was to coat teflon with aspecial synthetic
rubber finish that was non-flaking and fungistatic. We then flat- braided it
—we originated the flat braiding process! The result was TEMP- LACE" H,
a teflon lacing tape that met the temperature requirements of motor manufacturers and assured them that knots would not slip, harnesses would stay

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
EXHIBIT, ERA, ERC;
Denver Hilton

Hotel, Denver, Colo., Feb. 18-19.

SOLID

STATE

Taking the slip out of teflon is but one of many ways in which Gudebrod's
common sense approach to problems pays dividends for customers. Whatever your lacing needs—nylon, glass, dacront, fungus proofing, color coding,
special finishes, Gudebrod has the answer because:

AIEE,
University of Pennsylvania, Sheraton
Hotel and U. of P., Philadelphia,
Pa., Feb. 20-22.
PACIFIC

COMPUTER CONFERENCE, MEE;

California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, Calif., March 15-16.
BIONICS SYMPOSIUM,

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers; Coliseum and WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York, N. Y.,
March 25-28.

Address inquiry and your lacing tape problems to Electronics Division.
•DuPont registered trademark for its TFE-fluorocarbon fiber.

tDuPont trade name for its polyester fiber.

UCLA,
April 10-11.

OHIO

VALLEY

UDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC.
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IRE-

1870

NEW

YORK

1,

NEVV

YORK

Calif.,

INSTRUMENT-AUTOMA-

ISA, et al; Cincinnati Gardens, Cincinnati 2, Ohio,
April 16-17.
TION

SYMPOSIUM,

CLEVELAND

ELECTRONICS

CONFERENCE,

et al; Hotel Sheraton,
Cleveland, Ohio, April 16-18.
IRE,

AIEE,

ADVANCE REPORT
HUMAN

WEST

MAGNETO-

Beverly,

fornia,

FACTORS

IN

ELECTRONICS

SYMPO-

31 rriott - T win Bridges
halar ilote!. Washington. D. C.. May
2-3. 1963.
Feb. 1 is the deadline for
sir brrr ji tin g 300- word abof tirets to: Rube
hern ikoff.
hairma
1' ro ra nr Corn »litter. U. R. Naval Research 1m born tory.
Code 5124, Washington 25. D. C.
All
topics within the broad field of de velopment and application of hu man factors
knowledge germane to the design of
,•leelrrinie equipment will lie arreptiible.

SIUM.

25

OF

SYMPOSIUM;

PGNS, AIEE, IAS, University of Cali-

Write today for our Technical Products Data Book which explains the many
advantages of Gudebrod lacing tape for both civilian and military use.

2

ASPECTS

HYDRODYNAMICS

2. Gudebrod lacing tape reduces labor costs!
3. Gudebrod lacing tape means minimal maintenance after installation!
4. Gudebrod is qualiti•—our standards for lacing tape are more exacting than
those required for compliance ivith

IN

United States Air
Hotel, Dayton,

IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION,

ENGINEERING

1. Gudebrod lacing tape increases production!

INTERNATIONAL

IRE-PGCT,

Force;
Biltmore
Ohio, Mar. 18-21.

tied and assemblies would remain firm long after installation.

FOUNDED

CIRCUITS

CONFERENCE,

CIRCLE

IRE- PM-WE:
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CTS Loudspeakers— from 3" to 15'T— capture the full range of Clear True
Sound. Thousands of custom variations in all standard E.I.A. and special
sizes and types constitute the industry's most complete line of loudspeakers.
Available in Alnico or Ferrites. Competitively priced. Made from all U.S. parts.
CTS will mass produce loudspeakers to your exact requirements— with the wellknown built-in CTS quality. Its new, highly efficient automated manufacturing
facility ( 106,000 sq. ft.) is entirely devoted to loudspeaker production. The CTS
loudspeaker engineering staff will gladly help you solve unusual application
problems.
For detailed information, write for Catalog P-102.

CTS

OF PADUCAH, INC.
1500 No. 8th Street Paducah, Kentucky

Founded

1896

asubsidiary of

CT

C

CORPORATION

/I/Elkhart,

Manufacturer of

Electronic

Indiana
Components

Only Ozalid Thriftpaks
give you extra buying economies
New Ozalid Thriftpaks save over other diazo materials
buying plans in three extra ways:
1. On the total number of Thriftpaks purchased at
one time.
2. Whether Thriftpaks are of the same or various sizes
and types of sensitized products.
3. Whether you buy sensitized materials, tracing paper,
polyester film, cloth, blueprint paper, or microfilm.
Here's how the plan works:
• Buy like units of an Ozalid product in one Thriftpak
and pay a lower unit cost.
• Buy like units of any other Ozalid product in a
34
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second Thriftpak and again pay a lower unit cost.
• COMBINE your purchase of both Thriftpaks and
earn an additional saving.
• Subsequent Thriftpaks you include in your purchase help reduce your cost of the entire purchase.
Whether you buy rolls or cut sheets, combining your
orders in Thriftpaks multiplies your savings.
Your Ozalid man has complete details on the many
ways you can savethrough
Thriftpak buying. Contact him now. Or write
today to: Ozalid, Dept.
189. Binghamton, N. Y.

CoZAL.IFD
WE

REPEAT

CeZALIID
General Andine A Film Corporation
In Canada: Hughes- Owens Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
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OFFERS

THE

FOR

LOW LEVEL DIFFERENTIAL
CHOPPER AMPLIFIER WITH
loo uySENSITIVITt
OXIDE

-

1 I
E,

FZEITA17)

E2
BASE

3N70/NS3001 PARAMETERS
BVEE0
Vo
1E 1E20

10 V min
50 iLV max
5 nA max

Rd

50

Ro =

25Mf?

max
max

2N2253

• > 100 iS sensitivity
• Minimizes chopper transients

1

3N70

• > 80 db common mode rejection
• < 50 pY peak noise referred
to input
• Differential gain > 120
• - Standard components

2N2253

10-18

FOR
COMPLETE
TECHNICAL
DESCRIPTION OF
CIRCUIT SHOWN WRITE
FOR " LOW LEVEL DIFFERENTIAL
CHOPPER AMPLIFIER" GEM ::.". 10 AND
DATA SHEETS TO PRODUCT MARKETING
DEPT., RATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP.,
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT.

*TRADEMARK ( INTEGRATED CHOPPER)

NAT I0NAL SE M ICONDUCTOR
CORPORATION

DANBURY,
ecember 7, 1962

CONN.

TEL.

Pioneer

3-7624 •

TWX

DANB

452-U
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frequency sweeps more than

300 MC WIDI
KAY Álulti-Sweep 121-A, VIDEO- UHF
SWEEPING

OSCILLATOR
I«

OSCILLATOR

WIDE BAND SWEEPING

r

ALL ELECTROINII
SPECIFICATIONS
UHF Frequency Range: 180 to 1100 mc
Typical Sweep Width: 700 to 1100 mc,
500 to 750 mc, 180 to 220 mc
Output: . 5V rms terminated
Impedance: 50 ohms
Flatness: . 25 db

•
•
•
•
•
•

No mechanical instability and breakdowns
Sturdy, " undoctored" components
Same high RF level at all frequencies
Clean VHF output
Provision for external high & low rep rate
Provision for external frequency markers

Harmonic Distortion: better than 30 db down

Multi- Sweep 121-A is a wide band sweeping oscillator using all elec-

VHF Frequency Range: 500 kc to 300 mc

tronic circuits to achieve stable swept frequency outputs. It makes
use of fundamental and beat frequency oscillator techniques to provide effective frequency coverage in a 300 megacycle wide display.

Sweep Width: 500 kc to 300 mc
Output: . 5V rms terminated

Both center frequency and sweep width are continuously variable.

Harmonic Distortion: better than 30 db down
Spurious: better than 30 db down

To eliminate phasing adjustment a sawtooth voltage, synchronized
with the swept output is available to drive the x-axis amplifiers in

Impedance: 50 ohms

the oscilloscope.

Flatness: ± . 25 db

The 121-A generates a high level of output over its entire frequency «4
range with a fast acting AGC circuit holding the output constant

Dimensions: 19 3/
8"wide x 10 7
/
8"high
x 16 1/
8"deep
Weight: 50 lbs.
Price: $ 1595.00 FOB Pine Brook, N. J.
$1755.00 FAS N. Y.

under all conditions.
The use of all electronic sweep driving and sweep modulating
signals provides for maximum reliability and stability of operation at
both wide and narrow frequency sweeps.

A

Write for complete catalog information

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
DEPT. E-12

MAPLE AVENUE • PINE BROOK, MORRIS COUNTY, N. J. CApital 6-4000
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0.5 TO 1100 MC RANC

k TWO CONTROL TEAMS with a planner in center conduct simulated low-altitude en route control tests at Mitre Corp.'s
Boston Air Traffic Control Test Bed, Beeird, Mass. Tests are finished for high-altitude problems

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TODAY AND TOMORROW
Engineers and scientists are planning a system to handle requirements
through 1975. Their job is complicated by the fact that the
billion-dollar setup now in use cannot just be thrown away

By JOHN F. MASON,

these planes where
without collisions.

Senior Associate Editor

DURING THE YEAR 1975, a fleet of more than 130,000 planes will fly 36 million hours through an 18-milehigh blanket of air over the United States—some of
-them at velocities twice the speed of sound.

Most of

this traffic will take place in a thin envelope between
3.000 ft and 8,000 ft above the ground. The jets will
by flying above 24,000 ft and supersonic jets possibly
above 60,000 ft.
Between now and 1975, a half billion dollars will be
spent on an evolutionary airspace utilization system to get

they

want

to go,

efficiently

and

The system. designed by a I2-man system design team
appointed by the Federal Aviation Agency, must evolve
from facilities and procedures being used today (existing facilities are valued at $ 1 billion)
New equipment
and techniques, which win be welcomed by FAA. will
have to fit into the system on a piecemeal basis. The
new system should be installed by the end of this decade,
and effective through 1975.
To prepare for the futute, new techniques and equipment will be evaluated on a continuing basis.

The new
37

REMOTE SITE displays for Texas Instruments ASR-4 offer operator choice of three modes o video
presentation: normal radar vidto only, moving-turget indication or both

facilities to test the agency's system design will he a
breadboard laboratory model, scheduled for readiness in
13 months (ELECTRONICS, p 26. Sept. 14). Headquarters

the most heavily instrumented runways in the world,
a measurement range, R & D equipment and 223 active
projects-53 in the evaluation division, 80 in the experi-

equipment— is at FAA's National Aviation Facilities Ex-

mentation division, ard 90 in the research division.
One important tool at NAFEC is the Computer Driven

perimental Center ( NAFEC), near Atlantic City, N. J.

Simulation Environment.

Located in the midst of the high density, air traffic
areas of New York, Philadelphia and Washington,

IBM 7090 computer, displays, on-line printer, card
reader, card runch, magnetic-tape units, keyboard data

NAFEC is a surprisingly tranquil, and even beautiful

entry system and communications, is used to make opera-

reservation.

tional feasibility studies of man- machine techniques for

for this test bed—not to be confused with prototype

Its 6,000 acres of pine trees contain three of

The CDSE, consisting of an

SIZE AND SHAPE OF MARKET
Cost o)" the National Airspace Utilization System is
expected to hit Si "2 billion by 1975. Total R & D
appropriation for fiscal year 1963 is $ 63.159,000: for
facilities and equipment, .S125 million.
Two-thirds of the R & D money ($ 44.572 million)
will go for air traffic control and navigation; $4.670
million for aviation weather networks; $ 8.755 million
for aircraft safety: .53.286 million for airports: and
$1.876 million for aviation medicine.
Although FAA has not yet decided where to cut
•
the $ 10 million Congress cut from the oserall facilities and equipment request, major items in the shopping list will still he:

Vormc,

terminal area radar,

tower facilities, and long-range radar
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ENGINEERING MODEL at NAFEC, Atlantic
sition-area console ( left) transfers an aircraft to a te
(right) monitors aircraft in its glide- slope. Data-e
electronics

use in the terminal areas. Decisions made with the CDSE
will result in breadboard hardware for installation in the
NAFEC engineering model. Similar studies for the en
route areas are being carried out by the Mitre Corp.
Here, and in two succeeding articles, is what the design

data, organize, process, correlate and filter it, and give
the operator what he needs; plan the air traffic flow; give
the controller either a plan view display or a tabular dis-

team wants, and doesn't want, in data processing and display, radar, navigation, communications and weather
forecasting equipment.

play of the controlled traffic. It will also provide for
communicating with the machine to call up specific items
of information and to exercise control and transfer ac-

DATA PROCESSING AND DISPLAY—Heart of the
ATC portion of the airspace utilization system will be

tions. It must monitor the air situation, interpret changes,
and warn of dangerous situations before they develop.
It watches the controller to prevent him from doing

data-processing and display systems. This new equipment
will permit the system goals of flexible sector assignments,
larger sector areas, more aircraft under each controller,

something wrong or failing to do something he should.
In addition, the data processor will maintain a legal
history with a playback and data-reduction capability.

lower pilot-controller communication
fewer frequency changes for the pilot.

workload,

and

How computers and displays can best accomplish these
goals, and what kinds of equipment they should be, are
not known at present. According to Joseph D. Blatt, Director, Systems Research and Development Service ( of
which NAFEC is a part), by the time NAFEC deter-

IMPLEMENTATION—Development and installation of
equipment to perform these sophisticated tasks will proceed in an evolutionary, building-block manner. This
approach promises several advantages: early improvement of the existing system, feedback of design corrections for development of the overall system, flexibility

mines performance requirements and specifications there

to provide each center with its particular requirements,

will probably be an operational computer system that can
do the job. Until specifications are known, however, it
would be misleading to name existing data processing systems as possible candidates, Blatt said.
Work to come up with requirements is now underway

with add-on capability as the traffic density grows.

at NAFEC's experimentation division where a variety of
computers, consoles and display and other equipment is
being tested. A large portion of the test bed is the ATC
data processing central—originally built by General Precision, Inc. under a 1958 FAA contract as the prototype for an operational system. Although the central
does not fulfill all the requirements of the new system
design, it will provide a valuable tool for determining
what kind of equipment will be needed.

Although a general-purpose computer is more expensive than a special-purpose type, a special computer can
not be designed until performance requirements are
known. For this reason, a general-purpose computer will
be used. To cut the cost of the big machine, a specially
designed computer may be used with the big computer
for certain functions, such as automatic tracking. which
require high data rates for processing.

Besides lower

cost, this arrangement provides an added measure of reliability: if the special machine fails, the general-purpose
computer continues to operate.
To provide continual operation of the system during
maintenance, a duplex computer configuration
is
planned. The degree of duplexing will probably vary in

The computer riding herd on this experimentation is an
IBM 7090 with a 7281 transmission device to connect

each center, based on traffic density.

the computer with the input and output equipment. The
7090 will eventually come up with the ideal design speci-

AUTOMATION LADDER—Degree of automation in-

fications for adata processing system.
a

in the design team's report (Fig. 1) will be required to:
perform the controller's routine and clerical tasks; gather

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS—The system spelled out

troduced into the system will increase step-by-step. By
1975, the data-processing system will be able to check
the man and call to his attention situations that require

WHAT THE INITIALS MEAN

J., will test new concepts of the system design. Tianarea console (center rear). Precision approach radar
!sole is in center (General Precision, Inc.)
December 7, 1962

ARTCC—Air Route Traffic Control Center
ASDE—Airport Surface Detection Equipment
ASR— Airport Surveillance Radar
ATC—Air Traffic Control
ATCRBS---Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System
ATE—Altitude Transmitting Equipment
COSE — Computer Driven Simulation Environment
FAA— Federal Aviation Agency
GAT—General Aviation Transponder
IFF — Identification Friend or Foe
IFR - Instrument Flight Rules
MOPTAR—Multi Object Phase Tracking and Range
NAFEC—National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
NORAD—North American Air Defense Command
NOTAM—Notice to Airmen
RATCC—Radar Air Traffic Control Center
SAC -Strategic Air Command
SAGE—Semiautomatic Ground Environment
SLATE—Small Lightweight Altitude Transmission Equipment ( or transponder)
SLS—Side Lobe Suppression
TACAN—Tactical Air Navigation
VFR—Visual Flight Rules
VOR—VHF Omnidirectional Range
VORTAC—VHF Omnidirectional Range colocated with TACAN
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control action. The next two steps in the ladder toward
optimum automation will be implemented when cost/
KINDS OF R&D CONTRACTS AWARDED BY FAA
Type of Gmtract
Cost Plus Fixed Fee
Fixed Price ( R&D. studies or services)
Fixed Price (supply and equipment)
* went iye
Cost. Type
Other ( maximum price, ti nie and material, etc.)

Number
210
322
590
7
12

Percent
of Funds
70
12
9
7

9

1

1,150

Total

100

*Although only 7percent of the fun( sobligated for R&D
contracts since Aug. 1957 were incentix econtracts, the trend
is moving in this direction

benefit analyses show they are practicable: ( I) the computer helps the controller make decisions by recommending specific control actions and ( 2) it institutes flow control on a center (and later nationwide) basis.
Plan to reduce the number of centers in the country,
and enlarge the individual sector each controller will
handle, creates new demands on equipment. The computer at the control center must store radar data from
en route sites; it must be capable of automatic tracking
at some, if not all, centers.
To increase sector size,
composite radar displays will be used.
Other en route controller functions the computer will
handle are flight plan updating, air traffic flow planning,
conflict prediction, radar handoff.
Terminal area computation may be handled by separate equipment at the control center; it might be a
portion of the center computer itself; or it could be
remotely located at, or near, one of the airports. Use
of many small computers would be helpful in automating
low traffic density areas sooner because of the lower

PROGRESSIVE

IMPLEMENTATION

PLAN

FOR

THE ATC SUBSYSTEM
1967
MOSAIC DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM
RADAR BEACON PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT
ALPHA- NUMERIC DISPLAY
GENERATION SUBSYSTEM
DATA PROCESSING AND DISPLAY
SUBSYSTEM INTERCONNECTION
BASAR TRACKING SUBSYSTEM

I 1968

LEGEND
INSTALL AND
DEBUG AT TEST
BED FACILITIES
TESTAND PREPARE
SPECIFICATIONS
PROCURE FIELD PRO.
TOTYPE AND TEST
PROCUREMENT,

D gelegIre"
FIELD FACILITIES

TABULAR DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM

cost and simpler performance requirements. Final decision between large and small computers will probably
be on an area-by-area basis.
Terminal area computers and displays will aid the
marshalling, arrival planning, sequencing, final spacing
(approach). departure control and planning.
DATA DISPLAY—To avoid delay in getting display
gear into operation, FAA plans to use existing, modulartype equipment and known techniques. At the same time,
an intensive R&D effort will continue.
The display system uses tabular displays to replace
flight progress boards and to present computer-generated
flight-plan data and control orders.
A simplified pushbutton data-entry system will allow
the controller to talk to the computer. Cathode-ray-tube
displays at each active control position will present a
plan view of the controlled trafic, including aircraft
position, derived from radar or flight-plan information
and alphanumeric data.
How big radar displays will get depends on experimentation now underway at NAFEC. There are advocates of displays that represent coast-to-coast air routes.
Radar data would be transmitted across country by
microwave to a center.
This would enable one controller to handle one aircraft throughout it's trans-U. S.
flight. The Theatre Network Television Corp. is supplying a large-screen Eidophor tvprojector system to
NAFEC for testing.
From the controller's point of view, however, smaller
displays provide a more personalized contact with the
pilot whose destiny he is directing. Also, he can manipulate the display to suit his needs.
There will be several special types of tabular and
printer-generated displays for flow control, weather sequence, local weather, NOTAM, and facility status.
Each active controller's position will be equipped with

CONTROL TOWER display to be used in NAFEC's
engineering model consists of a 1,000-line tv display for
tabular information on departing aircraft, airport surveillance radar (ASR) display using alphanumerics, and
airport surface detection equipment (ASDE) display.
Communications and weather equipment are in foreground
40

1

a bright, flicker-free, tvtype display that presents a plan
view of the controlled traffic with alphanumeric identity,
altitude, handoff symbols and computer-generated control
order information. The tower will use an ASDE display
for monitoring the runway traffic.
The display system configuration (Fig.

2), selected
electronics
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL environment will evolve according
traffic requirements of particular areas—Fig. I
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extensive automation.

* MAi

BE PART OF CENTRAL PROCESSOR

Design is

open

to

new

display

marker will be installed. (2) radar beacon processing
equipment—ten channel decoder type equipment will be
installed along with modification kits to provide decoding capability for 4,096 identity codes; altitude decoding,
digital readout of beacon code, altitude, and plan-position
coordinates for display generation. ( 3) alphanumeric display generation—controller displays will be modified for
off-centering and scale-expansion controls for mosaic display; active control display buffer and the display generator will be added; a keyboard will permit association
of aircraft identities with specific beacon codes. (4) interconnection of the data processing and display system
—extrapolated flight plan position and alphanumeric
data can be displayed. ( 5) radar tracking subsystem—will
be installed. (6) tabular display—this subsystem will be
installed last due to the need for more development work
plus the fact that it is a completely new subsystem. The
system will include central tabular data display buffer,
flow control and planning console, and the displays located at each active control position.
Implementation
will also include the computer interconnection, the interconnection of the joystick reporting system with tabular
message generation system, the removal of flight progress
boards, installation of remoting equipment to transmit
tabular display data to the tower cab and IFR room if
located remotely from center facility.
RADAR—Primary (skin-tracking) radar, and secondary

BEACON VIDEO processor, built by Burroughs, uses
light gun to identify aircraft and display altitude. Device
is now under test at NAFEC

by the design team, must provide certain basic capabilities:
To make section assignments flexible, the tv ttxhnique
of taking portions of scan-converted pictures from two
radars and combining them in mosaic form was selected.
According to the design team, computer-generated tracks
and composite data of the SAGE type are not as satisfactory for ATC as actual radar presentations due to loss
of accuracy in computer handling.
Other design considerations include: independent channels to the display for video and computer-processed
information for reliability; modular design approach for
flexibility: retention of scan conversion equipment to
present data on a bright, flicker-free display; provision
of a buffer store and display generator to provide computer-generated data in a form compatible uith scanconverted radar data; composite display to show both
flight plan and radar track; provision for continuing
display of computer-generated information after the computer fails; and pushbutton coordination with other
controllers.
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN—Six equipment installation programs will be carried out sequentially: ( 1) mosaic
display subsystem—primary and radar beacon videoscan conversion and radar bright display gear will be
modified to include the synchronizing and blanking circuits to generate mosaic displays; also, the joystick video
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radar ( interrogator and airborne beacon transponder)
will be used through 1975 for determining aircraft position in three dimensions, identity and perhaps other
flight data.
This information will be derived independently of the
pilot's navigation gear, and will not require voice communication between the aircraft and controller.
Airport Surveillance Radar ( ASR) will continue to be
used as the primary data acquisition source in the busier
airports. An Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System
(ATCRBS) interrogator will also be used with each
ARS to acquire the aircraft identity and height data on
those planes equipped with transponders.
Eventually, FAA would like to acquire this data by
secondary radar only, and get rid of the big, expensive
en route primary radar units. Unresolved technical, economic and political problems involved in such a step,
however, assure the use of primary radar for some time
to come. FAA believes the ATCRBS technical problems
—capacity, reliability and interference by other equipments—can be resolved. Improved decoders can increase
the number of transponders being interrogated at any
one time.
Reliability already compares favorably with
many other equipments in the system. Interference problems with VORTAC and high-powered IFF gear are not
insurmountable.
High priority work will continue on small lightweight
altitude transmission equipment (SLATE) for mass production at a reasonable price for general aviation users.
Air carriers now have a beacon transponder offering
64 codes. Needed is ATE (altitude transmitting equipment)—a transducer that receives its input from the
altimeter system and converts mechanical motion into
digital information, which is then transmitted by the
beacon. Besides addition of ATE, the airline program
will require conversion of the beacon to 4,096 codes.
GAT, the general aviation transponder, is similar to
electronics

PLAN-POSITION datadisplay console, built by
General Precision, Inc.,
uses a horizontal 21-inch
direct-view storage tube
supplied by Hughes. Console
displays
primary
radar, beacon data, computer-generated
trackwhile-scan and alphanumerics

the air carrier beacon. With the addition of ATE, it
too, will satisfy all en route and terminal area needs.

be remoted to FAA centers, and in some cases, the
military radar relocated.

R & D— Development work now planned on ATCRBS
includes: 3-pulse side lobe suppression (SLS), storage tube
defruiting. beam sharpening and target center marking,
emergency code automatic monitoring decoders, and
SLS switching equipment.

3-D RADAR—Opinions are mixed about ground-based
he:ght-finding radar. The design team concludes that 3-D

On the ground. relay transmission, decoding and display equipment for ATCRBS will be developed and
installed as quickly as possible. Ground processing and
display gear will be operational at some sites by late 1963.
Plan to use beacon transponders has not killed interest
in improved, and even new primary radar techniques.
There is tremendous interest in the development of new
radar for terminal areas. Need is for a faster rate of
data acquisition from a large number of aircraft. This
calls for increased coverage and rate of scan, and finer
resolution over bigger areas. Hemispherically swept, electronically scanned phased array radars would provide improved performance. Johns Hopkins University's Applied
Physics Laboratory is building such equipment now for
the Navy. Frequency scan is also promising, although
at the moment it doesn't seem to have sufficient advantage to scrap existing radars.
is being considered.

And stacked beam radar

For the time being. FAA will concentrate on techniques for improving radar target definition and detection
probabilities; lower and higher coverage for a single
site: minimizing interference between radars and susceptibility to electronic countermeasures; and improved
'methods of data transfer.
Improvements planned for existing radar include: parametric amplifiers (Airborne Instrument Laboratories'
new parametric amplifier has extended the range of the
ASR-2 radar by 75 percent), and improved radar receiver
immunity to external interference.
At centers and in some terminal areas, the inputs from
more than one primary radar and beacon interrogator
will be netted together to provide increased overlapping
area coverage. Also, data from Air Defense radar will

(three-dimensional) radar is limited by practical. technical
and economic considerations to relatively short range
terminal area type use. "Of the various height-finding
radar techniques, a passive receiving system using the
ASR as the illuminator offers somewhat better resolution
than other known efforts." The Maxson 3-D radar installed at NAFEC will continue to undergo tests.
LONG-RANGE RESEARCH—NAFEC's research div.
is studying other types of data acquisition subsystems on
a long-range research basis as possible candidates for future replacement of primary radar and ATCRBS. These
include: airborne synchronized time standard automatic
position reporting; a hyperbolic system; an interferometer system—one project uses a converted MOPTAR;
networks of direction finding stations—a multi-theta
technique, equivalent to VOR in reverse; and amulti-rho
technique—two radars with aknown base line.
For over-water systems, the University of Michigan is
working under contract to NAFEC. Possibilities include
an over-the-horizon radar technique like Navy's Teepee
and low frequency hyperbolic systems that provide
ground waves. To date, NAFEC sees no good possibilities for over-water systems independent of pilot cooperation.
ASDE—Airport surface detection equipment research is
needed, the design team says. While use of the existing
K-band radar partially fulfills the requirements, radar as
a technique has serious limitations for this application.
More suitable would be sensing devices along the runways and taxiways that generate a display for the controller.
Unfortunately,

the

design

team

reports,

there

are

no such devices under development that are wholly satisfactory.

Until a solution is found, radar will continue to

be used, with an improved daylight radar display.

FIRST of three articles.. Subsequent articles will cover navigation, communications and weather
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UNIQUE TWO-CHANNEL
Inaccessability of some rotating parts prevents speed measurement
on the part can be detected more than a foot away, and the speed

•
By R. R. BOCKEMUEHL
P. W. WOOD
General Motors Research Laboratories,
Warren, Michigan

WHY USE
RADIOISOTOPES?
Certain types of fluid-coupled
transmissions and other turbine systems have rotating
parts that are not coupled directly to input and output
shafts. These rotating parts
are often sealed in metal housings that prevent measurement of their speed by conventional techniques.
Such a
problem can be solved through
use of radioisotopes. This system can measure the speed of
two adjacent rotating parts
with a detector located more
than a foot away from their
quarter- inch steel housing

GAMMA RADIATION is used in
this tachometer because of its ability to penetrate dense materials.
The average rate at which gamma
photons are detected is proportional
to the inverse square of the distance
from the radiation source to the
detector. A gamma radiation source
is located on the periphery of the
rotating part and the detector is
situated so that its distance from
the source varies with the angular
position of the part. The detector
output is a series of randomly
spaced pulses, whose average repetition rate depends on the angular
position of the part, and whose
amplitude depends on the energy
of the detected gamma photons. The
average
repetition
rate
cycles
through a maximum and minimum
value for each revolution of the
part, but the pulse amplitude remains constant.
Rotational speed of two adjacent
parts can be measured with the system shown in A. Radioactive

source A is selected to emit higher
energy photons than isotope B. Output of the detector consists of two
superimposed pulse trains having
differing amplitudes, and an average repetition rate that is modulated by the rotation of the respective parts. The detector output is
amplified and coupled to two pulse
amplitude discriminators, one of
which is adjusted so that it triggers
only on the higher amplitude pulses
generated by source A. The
criminator output is demodulated
by an averaging circuit that produces a voltage proportional to the
short period average of the pulse
repetition rate, and corresponding
to the angular position of part A.
The other discriminator is adjusted so that it triggers on pulse-z„
generated by both sources A and
B, and the output voltage of the
associated averaging circuit corresponds to the sum of the pulse
rates from both sources. The signal
corresponding to the A channel is

AUTHOR WOOD at test setup, which includes, left to right: motor-driven
test wheels containing the isotopes, scintillation detector above the demodulator, dual ratemeter and scintillation detector supply, and motor
control
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TACHOMETER Uses Radioisotopes
by ordinary methods. Gamma radiation source, placed
then measured with conventional circuits

subtracted from the combined signal by a differential amplifier, and
a waveform whose frequency corresponds to the speed of part B is
produced.
Each revolution of parts A and B
generates two output signals of one
cycle each, which can be converted
to rpm indications by conventional
frequency measuring circuits.
LIMITS—The random nature of
the isotope disintegration produces
fluctuations in the short period average of the pulse repetition rate
even though the parts are stopped.
This imposes a lower limit on the
speed measuring range. This limit
is reduced by using a more active
source.
Source activity is limited
•
by safety considerations and by the
frequency capability of the electronic circuits. A speed range of
400 to 6,000 rpm was obtained by
using 2 millicuries of cobalt-60 for
source A and 6 millicuries of cesium-137 for source B, with gamma

photon energies of 1.33 and 1.17
Mev for cobalt-60 and 0.66 M.ev for
cesium- 137. The radioactive source
can often be imbedded in a special
part that replaces a standard bolt
in the rotating assembly. Note that
use of these amounts of radioactivity require special permission of
the Atomic Energy Commission.
Conventional vacuum-tube circuits are used throughout the system. The detector is a two-inch
sodium iodide scintillation detector.
High-speed trigger circuits with adjustable bias networks and cathodefollower outputs serve as amplitude
discriminators (
B). The averaging
circuits are the linear diode pump
integrator type with cathode-follower feedback.' These are followed
by sharp 200-cps low-pass filter amplifiers. The difference amplifier is
acathode-coupled duotriode. Output
indication is provided by either a
commercial count-rate meter or a
digital frequency counter.
Circuit servicing and discrimina-

AMPLITUDE
DISC

tor adjustment is facilitated by the
simple but unique test generator
(C). This consists of a free-running multivibrator, half of which
is also connected as a Colpitts oscillator.' The output is a 1-Mc sinewave, 100-percent modulated by a
15-cps square wave, which serves
as an idealized analog of the detector output. This circuit can also
be constructed with both halves connected as r-f oscillators tuned to
different frequencies; the output is
shifted from one frequency to the
other at the multivibrator repetition rate.
The speeds involved, from 0 to
6,000 rpm, required the use of logarithmic scales on the dual ratemeter, which was built for this application. The logarithmic scales give
better resolution than linear ones
on both the high and low ends.
REFERENCES
(1) C. H. Banthrop, Electronic Eng.,
26, 110, 1954.
(2) P. W. Wood, U. S. Patent 3,034,070.
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Why Use Silicon
By LUCIEN J. THERIAULT
GE High Voltage Specialty
Transformer Section,
Holyoke,

Mass.

WHEN THE APPLICATION is
fully understood, solid-state devices
can be assembled for practically any
voltage and current. Single diode
assemblies can now be construeted
for currents ranging from a few
milliamps to over 200 amperes per
conducting path; they can also be
paralleled for even higher current
capabilities.' Unlike high voltage
rectifier tubes, which come in discreet voltage and current steps, the

INDIVIDUAL rectifier diodes are spiraled around these
6-foot 10-inch-diameter pillars to provide a d-csource of
150/80 Kv at 4/6.8 ampe)es

solid-state rectifier hA great flexibility and allows the engineer to design equipment that can be tailored
to any application and in a wide
range of physical shapes.
In very high voltage systems,
where the complexity of supplying
high voltage tubes with filament

A TECHNOLOGICAL QUANTUM
JUMP
Strings of silicon diodes assembled into
high-voltage rectifiers have come into wide
use in the last three years. Now single
silicon rectifier diodes come with peakinverse voltage rattings up to 2,000 volts,
and with currents in the ampere range. It
doesn't take many such diodes to build up
a formidable rectifier stack. Even with less
exotic silicon units, designers can often get
a better combination of current-carrying
capacity and piv rating using asilicon diode
than with selenium or copper-oxide elements

HIGH-VOLTAGE Coekroft-Walton pewer supply for
particle accelerator delivers 600,000 volts (l-e. Diodes and
surge- limiting reeistors are mounted in oil-filled cylinders
criss-erossiny between stacks
46

Rectifiers For High-Voltage Service?
Peak inverse voltage ratings of individual rectifier diodes has been pushed up to where
a series chain of diodes can compete with vacuum-tube and mercury-vapor rectifiers

power makes the system costly, the
solid-state device has advantages.
Moreover, a large percentage of
individual solid-state elements can
fail by short-circuiting before actual failure of the high voltage
rectifier assembly occurs, hence reliability is much higher than for a
single tube element.
SOLID STATE VERSUS TUBES
—In selecting a solid-state versus
tube rectifier for an application,
consider these factors:
(1) The solid-state rectifier will
generally have a lower forward
voltage drop than an equivalent
vacuum-tube rectifier but it will
generally have a higher voltage
drop than a mercury-vapor tube.

(2) The lower temperature of
the solid-state rectifier plus its inherent reliability allows its use in
sealed oil packages as well as in air.
(3) With proper packaging, the
solid-state rectifier in oil generally
requires less space than is required
for a vacuum tube plus filament
supply.
(4) The solid-state rectifier has
low forward resistance and has no
inherent current-limiting action like
the current-emission limit of a vacuum tube. Consequently, its protective equipment must be carefully
designed.
(5) Silicon rectifiers are less able
to withstand overvoltages than vacuum-tube rectifiers.
(6) Unlike high voltage vacuum
and mercury-vapor tubes, a silicon
rectifier assembly can be formed in
almost any shape and to almost any
degree of ruggedness to withstand
the rigors of military specifications.
SILICON VERSUS SELENIUM—
Considering the use of silicon versus selenium rectifiers, observe the
following considerations:
(1) For the same peak inverse
voltage ( piv) capability, the silicon
rectifier will have 1/2 to 1 20 the
forward drop of a comparable
selenium rectifier.
(2) The silicon rectifier assembly has no aging characteristic and
does not require additional voltage
capability to compensate for increased forward drop resulting
from aging. Both forward and reverse losses will be reduced with
silicon rectifiers, making it much
easier to cool the equipment.
(3) Except in low current devices, the silicon assembly will be
much smaller than the equivalent
selenium assembly.
(4) The lower shunt capacitance
and higher inverse resistance of
silicon diodes requires them to be
paralleled with shunting elements
when used in high voltage series

rectifier assemblies.
(5) The lower thermal capacity
of a silicon rectifier compared to an
equivalent selenium rectifier requires more coordination with protective equipment.
(6) The inverse thermal capability of silicon is much smaller than
that of selenium rectifiers, hence
consideration must be given to the
energy level of the inverse voltage
surges appearing across the silicon
rectifying element.
(7) Silicon rectifiers have lower
losses and can be operated at much
higher temperatures than selenium
rectifiers. Furthermore, the silicon
rectifier's higher efficiency reduces
the heat removal problem and allows cooler air for surrounding
equipment.
DIODE SELECTION—In selecting
the current rating of high-voltage
silicon rectifiers, the most important circuit parameters are the total
circuit impedance ( including the
source) and the time-current characteristics of the protective equipment.
Unless the system has unusually
high impedance, resulting in relatively low short-circuit current, diode selection will be determined by
its surge current capability and will
depend upon fault current and the
ratio of circuit resistance to reactance.
A reasonably accurate way to find
the short-circuit current during a
d-cfault is

p=

-V2- I » K' f X 10 2
percent IZ

-

(1)

where I,„ = peak fault current,
Ir,„, = rectifier transformer rated
high-voltage line current, percent
IZ = system percent-impedance
based on rectifier transformer Kva
rating, K,' = displacement factor
for any time interval after fault
occurs, and is related to circuit
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reducing the amount of loss necessary to accomplish this type of protection.
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VARIATION of displace meld- factor versus circuit resistance- inductance
ratio for first peak of fault current (A); typical surge-current relation
for silicon diode operating in — 40 C to + 200 C range (B)—Fig. 1
parameters by K r' = K, exp — (
Rt/
278X), t = time interval after
fault occurs expressed in degrees,
K, = displacement factor for first
current peak ( See Fig. 1A), R =
circuit resistance, X = circuit inductive reactance, and R/X = percent /R/percent /X.
The silicon rectifier manufacturer will supply short-time overcurrent capability curves that are
generally expressed as peak half
sine waves of current for a number
of cycles. A typical curve is shown
in Fig. 1B. The half sine waves
of current are considered to be
true half sine waves having only
180 degree duration out of 360.
Since the peak fault current calculated by Eq. 1 is not a half sine
wave but longer than 180 degrees,
this must be taken into consideration in arriving at the rectifier
short-circuit rating.
Besides meeting short-circuit
current requirements, the selected
diode must also have the required
steady-state current capability

based on the operating ambient,
conduction period, duty cycle, and
so on.
SURGE CURRENT — In systems
having capacitance input filters or
capacitance loads, the capacitor
bank voltage may reverse in polarity after a d-c fault, if the faultresistance is insufficient to damp
out oscillations. If the reversedvoltage capacitor is connected directly across the rectifier, it can
draw high currents through the rectifier since the capacitor voltage is
added to the supply voltage. This
current would be limited only by
the impedance of the capacitor and
rectifier loop. Since such surge currents will be short lived, it is possible to protect the rectifiers by a
small amount of impedance, usually
resistance, in series with the capacitor-rectifier loop as shown in Fig.
2A. If the oscillating frequency of
this loop is known, the same protection can be achieved by using an
air-core reactor in the loop, thereby
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OSCILLATIONS during fault condition can build up high reverse voltages
on the capacitor bank. Surge impedance limits the rectified current (
A);
Equivalent circuit gives the peak-inverse voltage sustained by first diode
when step-function inverse voltage is applied (
B) — Fig. 2
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OVERCURRENT
PROTECTION
—Reliable operation of rectifier
equipment depends heavily on overcurrent protection. Some factors
governing the choice of protective
elements are: relative cost of the
protecting equipment, cost of equipment to be protected, and expendability of the rectifiers. The selection of protective equipment will be
determined by the voltage at the
protection point. For example, on
some of the high-power electronic
power supplies for radar systems,
it is frequently impractical to use
fast- interrupting, current-limiting
fuses since the primary voltage of
this equipment is higher than available fuses can withstand.
In the higher power ranges of
equipment, the usual type of protective device is either the fastoperating air circuit breaker, alone
or in combination with high voltage
fuses, or devices such as high-voltage vacuum switches having ahighenergy tripping circuit. For lower
power equipment, current-limiting
fuses used with an air circuit
breaker as shown in Fig. 3A. The
fuse interrupts high-level, shorttime-duration current, the circuit
breaker interrupts the lower levels
of fault current at longer duration.'
In providing rapid circuit interruption, there should be protection
against the effects of surge voltages that may be generated.
An advantage of current limiting
fuses is that both the fuses and the
silicon rectifiers can withstand
practically constant energy dissipation below 1 cycle. This compatibility permits coordinating the current limiting fuse with rectifiers in
the difficult-to-define area below 1
cycle, thereby eliminating the need
to calculate fault current in the subcycle region. If the fuse clearing
Pt rating is less than the Pt rating
of the rectifier, taking into consideration any transformation ratio,
the fuse will interrupt the fault
current before the rectifier is damaged regardless of the magnitude
or rate of rise in the subcycle
region.
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION — In
high-voltage

silicon
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electronics
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supplies it is necessary to connect a large number of individual
junctions in series. Since these
individual junctions have wide
differences in inverse characteristics, they must be paralleled
with other components to give
correct division of reverse voltages in series operation. Even with
rectifier cells that have matched
inverse characteristics throughout
the temperature range of operation,
it is still good practice to parallel
them with voltage-distributing elements. There are three major
reasons for unequal reverse voltage
distribution in series assemblies of
rectifiers: ( 1) differences between
the reverse resistance of all semiconductor devices, ( 2) high capacitance to ground of each junction
and case, ( 3) unequal clearing time
within the rectifier after it has been
subjected to forward current. When
several rectifiers are used in a series assembly, the unit with the
shortest clearing time will be subjected to the full circuit inverse
voltage at the instant it reverts to
its blocking state. A shunt element
must therefore be placed across
each diode to provide a continuous
path for current to flow until all
diodes have recovered. Rectifier assemblies designed to withstand fast
rates of change of voltage, when operated in ambients having high
ground capacitance coupling, will
usually have sufficient shunt capacitance to provide the shunt current
around the fast-recovery diode.
Hence, good voltage distribution is
achieved despite recovery difference and ground capacitance effects.
The value of shunt capacitance
will be determined primarily by the
ground capacitance of each element
and by the number of series eleDecember 7, 1962

ments in one assembly.' Figure 2B
shows an equivalent circuit for a
series assembly of rectifiers, plus
the equation for calculating the
voltage that would appear across
the first diode in response to a stepfunction inverse voltage. In equipments requiring large numbers of
series rectifiers, it is frequently impractical to supply enough shunt
capacitance around each element to
obtain adequate voltage distribution for all diodes. Then, it is more
practical to use additional highvoltage capacitors in parallel with
each group of rectifier and capacitor elements.
TEMPERATURE AND COOLING
—Since a high voltage rectifier assembly usually includes resistors
and capacitors, it must be kept cool
to obtain the desired reliability.
Silicon rectifiers, are mounted on
heat sinks to get optimum current
capability. When using aluminum to
support stud-mounted silicon rectifiers, some consideration must be
given to the effects of galvanic action between the aluminum and the
copper stud. Furthermore the thermal reaction resulting from the
unequal temperature coefficients of
aluminum and copper may cause
gradual loosening of the assembly,
resulting in excessive thermal resistance.
In a high-voltage rectifier assembly where a considerable amount of
the heat must be removed by free
convection, it is important to consider the effects of reduced heat
removal by free convection as altitude is increased. Figure 3B gives
the variation of free convection coefficient with rectifier altitude. To
get the best cooling efficiency, rectifier assemblies should be mounted

with their largest dimension in the
horizontal direction so that all devices in the packaged assembly will
see approximately uniform temperature.
OIL VERSUS AIR COOLING —
Some points to consider when deciding whether a rectifier assembly
is to be immersed in a cooling liquid or in air are
(1) Adequacy of cooling by free
convection and radiation.
(2) Availability of clean cooling
air.
(3) Required simplicity of system.
(4) Ambient temperature, altitude, and attitude in which equipment will be operated.
(5) Availability of cooling water.
(6) Equipment complexity.
(7) Equipment
reliability
requ irements.
(8) Allowable down time and
ease of replacement.
(9) User preferences such as
size, reduced noise level, corona
suppression, and so on.
It is widely believed that an air
insulated rectifier is easier to maintain than an oil filled one; however,
this is not necessarily so. For highvoltage assemblies it is often simpler to design an easily serviced oilfilled
installation than
an
air
insulated one. And advantage of oil
immersion is smaller electrical gaps,
hence smaller rectifiers.

REFERENCES
(1) F. W. Gutzwiller,

Overcurrent Protection of Semiconductor Rectifiers, General Electric Co., Auburn, N. Y. 1961.
(2) H. D. Laube and L. J. Theriault,
Laboratory and Field Testing on Silicon
Diode Rectifiers for Electrical Precipitation Service. AIEE CP58-348, 1915.
(3) F. W. Gutzwiller. Heatsinks for
Stud- Mounted
Semiconductors.
General
Electric Co., Auburn, N. Y. 1960.
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One More Transistor
Makes aLinear Sawtooth
-tov

Using two transistors in an
emitter-coupled multivibrator and a
third as a constant-current generator
produces a sawtooth with linearity
equivalent to that obtained with
a vacuum-tube device

-10V

By BRANKO RAKOVIC
Elektrotehcnicki Fakultet, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

ANALYSIS of a Miller integrator that uses a transistor as the active element shows that highest linearity comes when the collector resistor is left out of the
circuit. Then the circuit reduces to discharging a •
timing capacitor through a constant-current generator. But for sweep linearity, transistor sweep generators using a constant-current source compare
favorably with negative-feedback integrators.
MULTIVIBRATOR—The circuit
coupled multivibrator is shown in
transistor Q, conducts, Q, is cutoff
Duration of both quasi-stable states

of an emitter
Fig. IA. When
and conversely.
is controlled by

charging and discharging timing capacitor C.
Time constant C,R., in the base circuit of Q„ is
much greater than the period of oscillation therefore
Q, base voltage is constant. Transistor Q, should
saturate when conducting otherwise a noticeable distortion in the flat tops of the rectangular output
puises will result.
During the period in which Q, conducts, timing
capacitor C. discharges through R, and Q2. The
discharge current generates a negative voltage across
R, that keeps Q, cutoff. In the second quasi-stable
state, the timing capacitor charges through R, and Qi
while the negative voltage drop across R, keeps Q, in
its off state.
Discharging current of the timing capacitor is
i(t) = [( V'c2 +
EMITTER-COUPLED multivibrator (
A) can be converted to sawtooth generator (B) with equivalent circuit
shown in (C). Final version shown in (D)—Fig. 1
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where V'„ is collector voltage of Qz when this transistor is on,
Vc2 = R3
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is the height of the rectangular output pulse and
the time constant of the discharging circuit
r =

o2 l? ,( R02

R2))

C, R

r

is

(
2)

The output resistance of Q2;R(.
2
r, + r,, ( 1 — a)
can be neglected as small compared to Ri.
The emitter voltage of nonconducting Q, is
VE1(1) = R, i(t) = ( 1" <.,

.
11 (.
2)e hIC.l (3)

The discharging period of the timing capacitor
will terminate when the emitter voltage of Q, equals
V',„. Consequently, duration of quasi-stable state 7%
in which Q2 conducts, can be determined by
= C. R1log [ 1 + (6Vc2/V'c2)1

(
4)

Similarly, the duration of the second quasi-stable
state is

OUTPUT waveform of 670 taw sweep with RI = 21,500
ohms—Fig. 2

7'2= C,R1 log [( 1"c2+61 7c2)/Ire21---,C,R2[1+(à Vc2/1"c2)] (5)
Ratio of durations of quasi-stable states can be
varied over a large range by changing ratio of Rile,.
SAWTOOTH GENERATOR—A sawtooth generator
can be derived from the multivibrator by substituting
r
transistor Qa (see Fig. 1B) for emitter resistor Ri.
This transistor is a constant-current generator and a
good approximation of the behavior of the discharging circuit of the timing capacitor at the beginning
of the sweep is shown in Fig. IC. In the equivalent
circuit, V 2 is the base voltage V,,,,, is the emitterto-base voltage of transistor Q2 and V,,, is the initial
voltage across the timing capacitor.
During sweep generation, the timing capacitor
.. charges from its initial value of — V,,, toward the
Thevenin steady-state value

r

V., = aI, r. = [(a l' n2 ) / Rd r,

TRANSISTORS AND LINEARITY
Feedback integrators such as phantastron and
other circuits based on Miller integrator principle
are used extensively to generate sweep signals.
They usually use vacuum tubes because of excellent linearity and circuit simplicity. Although
many circuits have used transistors, direct duplication is not always possible. To simulate phantastron action it is necessary to use three transistors instead of one multigrid vacuum tube.
Here, the author uses two transistors in an
emitter-coupled multivibrator and one transistor
as aconstant-current generator to produce asweep
equivalent to that produced by vacuum-tube circuits.

(6)

.

To obtain maximum possible amplitude of sweep
with given supply voltage, a relatively high Ri/R2
ratio, hence a small value VD,, should be used.
In the circuit of Fig. 1B, V,,,, is about 0.6 y and
sweep amplitude is better than 90-percent of supply
voltage. However, even though V„, is small, equivalent voltage V,, can be as high as several hundred
volts since collector resistance r, can be higher than
A 2 megohms when collector current is small.
As sweep amplitude is less than 10 v, only a small
percentage of total exponential charging curve is
used for sweep generation. Consequently, a highly
linear sweep is obtained.
During sweep, collector voltage of Q, is
1
Vca (t) = —( Vco ± 1"c2) + - o idt
C,
=-- — ( I' co ± i"c2) ± Ra Vs2) I(
C RI)] t (7)
where V,,,, is the voltage across the timing capacitor
at the beginning of the sweep, V' e,is the collector
voltage of Q2 when this transistor is on and V,,,, is
the base voltage of Q,.
.
When the collector voltage equals V' e, Q, begins
to conduct and a regenerative action starts bringing
the circuit to a quasi-stable state in which the timing
. capacitor recharges quickly through R, and Qa. From
Eq. 7, the duration of the sweep is
T = C,RI ( Vco/a I'm)

(
8)

The time for sweep recovery depends directly on
value of Ra.Decreasing this value increases recharging current through the timing capacitor thus
December 7, 1962

shortening sweep recovery. Limitation for the smallest value of R2 is imposed by necessary condition for
oscillations; that. is, loop gain must be greater than
unity.
For any given value of timing capacitor C„ duration of sweep car_ be linearly varied by using a20,000ohm variable resistor in series with Ri— duration
of sweep can be varied 1:10. Equation 6 shows that
increasing the value of Ri reduces equivalent voltage
1
7„. This deteriorates sweep quality for higher values
of emitter resistor near the lower end of the frequency range.
To compensate for linearity deterioration, the timing capacitor is split into two equal parts and a feedback resistor is connected between the center point
and the emitter of Q2 as shown in final version Fig.
1D. Optimum value of feedback resistor is adjusted
experimentally.
Sweep linearity is shown in Fig. 2. A 670 µsec
sweep is shown when R, equals 21,500 ohms.
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EIGHT YEARS OF LOOKING
Over two-million observations were used to derive
these charts. Sixty-two weather stations in the
United States gathered data on surface refractivity
over a period of eight years and fed it to the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National
Bureau of Standards. The Laboratory then worked
up the new refractivity-height function given in
Eq. 7 in this article.

Recent Refraction Data
Corrects Radar Errors
Actual measurements of angle and range errors
caused by tropospheric refraction of radar beams
have been reduced to easy-to-use charts
By HERBERT H. SHANNON
Space Systems Division, Martin Company,
Baltimore, Maryland

ACCURACY of radar tracking of celestial bodies,
satellites, missiles and other high-altitude objects depends upon the amount of bending of the radio waves
as they pass through the earth's atmosphere. A negative-exponential model of the refractivity-height function for the United States was used to calculate the
angular and retardation ( or range) errors due to
tropospheric refraction.
Radio waves propagated through a medium whose
index of refraction is a varying function of the
path undergo refractive bending and a retardation
in velocity of propagation. Since the atmosphere is a
varying medium, a radio wave propagating through
it will experience bending as in Fig. 1. The radar is
situated at point A on the surface of the earth, and
is elevated at an initial elevation angle a,, above the
horizontal. The apparent ray path to the target is
the straight line from A to the upper right corner.
However, due to refractive bending, the actual ray

BENDING of a radar beam through a refractive layer
and the parameters for calculating errors in angle and
range—Fig. 1

Single copy of this article available free by simply checking the READER SERVICE CARD
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MICROMINIATURE PLUGS
I.

MILLI-K...ANOTHER CANNON PLUG FOR MICROMINIATURE APPLICATIONS— FEATURES MICRO-

When space is a
problem in any application, specify Cannon's microminiature Milli- K Plugs. These new lightweight
plugs provide these features: ALL PLASTIC BAR-

CONTACTS ON . 090 - CENTERS.
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REL AND PIN INSULATOR • HIGH RELIABILITY. LOW COST
•HIGH CONTACT DENSITY • ENVIRONMENTALLY- SEALED •
MEET REQUIREMENTS OF MIL- C- 0026482C • WITHSTAND
TEMPERATURES UP TO 275°F CONTINUOUSLY • COMBI-

The
Milli- K incorporates Cannon's unique Micropin®/
Microsocket® contacts on . 090- inch centers.
NATION BAYONET LOCK AND QUICK DISCONNECT.

Contacts are crimp snap in types— retained by
Cannon's new rear- release concept. The new
POS ALINE* principle assures self- alignment of
contacts. The Milli- K Series is available in eight
shell sizes, with ayouts from 4to 61 contacts and
with three service classes— is specifically
designed for missiles, ground support equipment,
aircraft, computers, or any application where a
large number of conductors must be connected in
a limited space. Whatever your microminiature
requirements, specify Cannon, the world's largest
and most experienced manufacturer of electrical
connectors. Write to:

*Cannon Trademark

CANNON
3208 Humboldt
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Street,

COMPANY

Los Angeles 31, California
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path is the broken curve AP' and the angle 8 is the
inherent angular error due to refraction.
Angular error ( 8) may be found from the geometry
of Fig. 1 and Snell's law of refraction for spherical
boundary surfaces. Applying Snell's law to Fig. 1
n
oa cos ot o = npcos

( I)

and
a cos (ao — 6) =

pcos ( a

ày — S)

(2)

where 7i, = index of refraction at the surface of the
earth, ,) = index of refraction at the altitude h, a =
mean radius of the earth ( 20.9027 x 10' ft), and
p = a
h.
By trignometric identities, the small angle approximations for 8 and y, and Eq. 1, the elevation angle
error may be obtained from Eq. 2 in the form
4

_

y tan

8

— (No —

+ tan

N) X 10 -6 ± y2/2
8

(
3)

— tan cr o

where N = (
17 — 1) x 10° = modulus of refractivity
and y = tctal bending through the troposphere.
Let the troposphere be divided into ni incremental
layers so that the index of refraction in any layer
can be considered linear. The total bending through
the incremental tropospheric layers is

90
too

60

30

20

(
N J-, — N
mr
I-0 500 (tan 0,-1 -I- tan 8,)

(4)

Range error AR through an incremental atmospheric layer àh is
âi? = fe d a
-

(5)

where c = velocity of propagation in free space and
cir = signal retardation through the incremental
layer. Evaluation of the integral yields
(N, _
, N,)(àh,)10 al?
=(6)
,- 0

sin 0,- 1 -I- sin

Thus, it is possible to calculate the inherent angular
and range errors due to atmospheric refraction if
the index of refraction is known.'
General practice has been to assume an atmospheric refractive index that decreases linearly with
the height above the surface of the earth. The 4/3earth-radius principle, based upon this linear assumption, is described in texts on radio engineering.
However, the linear assumption leads to serious errors at long ranges and low elevation angles. To avoid
these errors, a negative-exponential model of the
refractivity-height function was proposed. One of
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STANDARD
NYLON CONNECTORS
Molded of tough, low- loss,
shock- proof nylon—will not
chip or crack, even when subjected to extreme temperature
changes or severe mechanical
stress. Voltage breakdowns to
12,500 volts DC. Wide line:
Tip Plugs and Jacks; Metal
Clad and Rapid Mount Jacks;
Banana Plugs and Jacks; Binding Post. Designed for fast,
easy mounting— available in 13
colors for coded applications.

IcIt4Ple

OPERATING VOLTAGES TO 1500 VOLTS RMS...
5 AMPERES MAXIMUM CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY!
These tiny Johnson Nylon Tip Plugs and Jacks are ideally suited
for limited space applications! Extremely compact—highly resistant to extremes of shock, vibration, temperature and moisture.
Body, tough low-loss polyamide per MIL-P-17091 (Du Pont Zytel
101 nylon.) Available in 13 colors, including basis colors for
MS I
6108C coding applications. Contact Resistance: less than 2
milliohms. Capacitance between two adjacent jacks: less than one
mmf. at 1MC.
Series 105-751 Horizontal Jack— Unique design accepts . 080" diameter
tip plug in either end, or from top or bottom. Formed silver-plated beryllium
copper contact. Two terminals.
Series 105-851 Vertical Jack— Mounts through single . 052" hole, requires
minimum mounting area. Formed silver•plated beryllium copper contact.
Series 105-771 Sub- Miniature Tip Plug— For use with miniature jack,
only . 080" diameter. One-piece nickel- plated, machined brass tip. Solder
type lead connection.
Series 105-881 Long Sub- Miniature Tip Plug— Identical to tip plug above,
but with 4" nylon body to permit access to " hard to reach" test points.

Other Connectors—
Johnson also manufactures a
complete line of standard connectors in addition to the nylon
types. For complete information write for our newest components catalog.

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
C
,
D

2802

TENTH AVENUE S.W. • WASECA, MINNESOTA

Nylon Plugs and Jacks
DESIGNED FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT USE!

ACTUAL
SIZE

DETAILED COMPONENTS CATALOG AVAILABLE— Write today on company letterhead
• CAPACITORS • TUBE SOCKETS • CONNECTORS • PILOT LIGHTS • INSULATORS • KNOBS AND DIALS • INDUCTORS • HARDWARE
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ANGULAR ERROR given when elevation angle and
altitude are known—Fig. 3
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where h is in thousands of feet. This model is based
upon a surface index of refractivity obtained by
averaging about two million observations and is
referred to as the CRPL ( National Bureau of Standards Central Radio Propagation Laboratory) Exponential Reference Atmosphere.
The CRPL Reference Atmosphere was used in Eq.
3 and 6 to calculate the tropospheric angular and
range errors presented graphically in Fig. 3 and 4
respectively. The CRPL Reference Atmosphere was
also utilized to derive the radar range-height-angle
chart, Fig. 2. 2 This chart can be used to find the
third parameter when the other two are given. The
three graphs are valid when one terminal of the
propagation path is not more than a few hundred
feet above the surface of the earth, and when the
transmitted frequency is in the range of 500 to 50,000 Mc where the index of refraction is not a function of frequency. The angular error is the same
for either a one way or round trip passage through
the atmosphere. However, the range error is a function of the total path length, and therefore the range
errors obtained from Eq. 4 must be doubled for a
round trip passage through the atmosphere.
EXAMPLE—Indicated range and elevation angle to
radar target is 103 nautical miles and 3 degrees respectively. What are the angular and range errors
due to atmospheric refraction? Target altitude for
the given range and elevation angle obtained from
Fig. 2 is 40,000 feet. The errors obtained, using
Figs. 3 and 4, for an angle of 3 degrees and an altiude of 40,000 feet are 2.67 milliradians and 97.5 feet.
The author thanks J. Pettus of the Space Systems
Division, Martin-Marietta Corp., who wrote the computer program for calculating the atmosperic errors.
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Sigma Series 32 and 33 polarized relays are performing dependably in tens of thousands of circuits, where minimum power drain
and maximum environmental stability are mandatory INo other
,

crystal can relays available today duplicate their performance.
In over three years of volume production, Series 32 and 33 relays have been repeatedly and successfully applied in a
variety of major space vehicle and control system applications . The Series 32 is apolarized single- or dual- coil magnetic
latcher with standard sensitivity of 50 mw, conservatively rated vibration immunity of 30 g to 5000 cycles, shock and
constant acceleration of 100 g, the ability to operate positively on slowly changing signals or momentary pulses, and the
"fail-safe" and " no stand-by power" benefits of permanent magnetic latching • The Series 33 is a polarized magnetically- biased relay with the same vibration immunity, designed for energization on
100 mw signals. Both relays have herme ti ca ll y sea l
ed, 0
.80 "x 0.40 "x 0.90 "cases,
two- tenths grid- spaced connections, and achoic e

o f12 com

bi nat i
ons

of mount-

ing and terminal styles. Complete specifications and application engineering
from Sigma Division, Sigma Instruments, Inc., Dept. 62, Braintree 84, Mass.
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Reliability at Tansitor Electronics — One of a Series

WHY LAP WELDS
MINIMIZE LEAD BREAKAGE
IN TANTALUM CAPACITORS
Although the positive leads of most tantalum
capacitors are butt welded, TANSITOR research
indicates a lap weld is at least
PRESSURE
3 times stronger than a butt
ON
WIRE
weld. In standard MIL-C-3965
lead bend tests, successive bends
may separate a butt weld due
to excessive strain on it in a
LAP WELD
different plane.
With a lap weld, however, the
number of bends obtained before the lead breaks, is dependent on the strength of the
tantalum or nickel wire. The
wire breaks before the weld.

BUTT WELD

With a lap weld, the very small area of overlap
(1/16" to 3/32") creates a high resistance path
for the welding current. A small volume of each
lead quickly melts and the electrodes' pressure
holds them • in intimate contact until the newly
formed nickel-tantalum alloy cools. The weld is
completed so quickly, little or no gas can be
absorbed by the tantalum to cause embrittlement
of the lead.
The butt welds require more care. Leads are
difficult to mate and gas absorption by the tantalum lead is a real danger. Despite the most careful
assembly, butt welds break after far fewer bends
than lap welds.
This is the reason TANSITOR uses a lap weld
for virtually all the tantalum-to-solderable-lead
connections of its tantalum capacitors. Field experience proves this practically eliminates weld failures for our customers and is one more factor contributing to TANSITOR's reputation for reliability.
SELECT THE RIGHT TANTALUM CAPACITOR FOR YOUR CIRCUIT
TANSITOR's line of tantalum capacitors includes
over 2200 different sizes and types.
• Foils, MIL- C-396513 type. 85 C and 125 C operation • Foils, up to
1 farad capacitance • Foils for 200 to 300 volts operation • Wire
anode types • Solids, dry electrolyte • Wet sintered anode • Solids,
disc type for micromodules

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact your TANSITOR technical representative or write to TANSITOR ELECTRONICS,
INC, West Road, Bennington, Vermont.
TEL. Area Code 802-442-5473 TWX 802-442-2534

TALMISIMOIFR
INCORPORATED
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Lowest Drain, Minimum Noise,
Longest Life — at Low Cost

FM- 250 N

FM- 250 R

RM-170 T

APPLICATIONS

LAP WELD AVOIDS EMBRITTLEMENT

ELECTRONICS

TKIf INDUSTRIAL MOTORS

* Tape- recorders
* Record-players
* Clocks
* Shavers
* Music Boxes
* Cinecameras
* Turntables
* Automations
* Other Appliances

voltage (
D.C.)

type
RM-170 T

models

RM-170 S

models

1.5 — 3.0 V
1.5 — 6.0 V

RM-170 SC models

3.0 — 12 V

FM- 250 N

models

1.5 — 4.5 V

FM- 250 R

models

1.5 — 6.0 V

Large orders executed reliably and on schedule by the world's
largest factory specializing in D.C. magnetic low current motors
(Output:

up to 2i million units per month!)

Your detailed

inquiry is invited — your satisfaction guaranteed.

MABUCHI SHOJI K.K.
37, Kabuto-cho 2-chome,
C.P.O. Box 1084, Tokyo

Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Cables: "NIHONKAKOCO TOKYO"
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Are you a
COMPLETELY
INFORMED

electronics
engineer?
Today you may be working in microwaves. But
on what project will you
be working tomorrow?
You could have read
electronics this past year
and kept abreast of, say, microwave technology.
There were 96 individual microwave articles between July, 1961 and June, 1962!
But suppose tomorrow you work in some area
of standard electronic components, in semiconductors, in systems? Would you be up-to-date in these
technologies? Did you read the more than 3,000
editorial pages that electronics' 28-man editorial
staff prepared last year?
electronics is edited to keep you current wherever you work in the industry, whatever your job
function ( s). If you do not have your own copy of
electronics, subscribe today via the Reader Service
Card in this issue. Only 71
/ cents a copy at the 3
2
year rate.

electronics
electronics

circuit
designers...is your

appointment in space with Hughes?

Today at Hughes you will find one of the
country's most active space- electronics organizations. Important new and continuing
projects, including SURVEYOR, SYNCOM,
Missile Defense and POLARIS guidance
systems are growing at unprecedented rates.
This vigor promises the qualified engineer or
scientist more and bigger opportunities for
both professional and personal growth.
Many immediate openings exist. The engineers selected for these positions will be assigned to the following design tasks: the
development of high power airborne radar
transmitters, the design of which involves use
December
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of the most advanced components; the design of low noise radar receivers using pararret-ic amplifiers; solid state masers and
other advanced microwave components; radar data processing circuit design, including
range and speed trackers, crystal filter circditry anti a variety of display circuits; high
e'ficiancy power supplies for airborne and
space electronic systems; telemetering and
command circuits for space vehicles, timing,
control and display circuits for the Hughes
COLIDAR ( Coherent Light Detection and
Ranging).
It you are interested and believe that you can
contribute, make your appointment today.

Please airmail your resume to:
Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Employment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City 36, California
We promise you a reply within one week.
creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES
HUGHES

ArliclaqrT

CO

, I,

ANY

AEROSPACE DIVISIONS
An equal opportu.rly
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Hollow Cathode Enhances Plasma Electron Gun
System shows promise for
new amplifiers, oscillators
and control circuits
By L. H. STAUFFER
K. L. BORING
C.•ncral Electric Co.
General Engineering Laboratory
Schenectady. New York

ENERGY CONCENTRATIONS of
approximately 600,000 watts per
square inch have been realized with
a plasma-focusing electron gun system using an input voltage of 5 to
20 Kv. Developed by GE's General
Engineering Laboratory, the system uses a perforated hollow cathode and a grid element ( inside the
cathode) to produce an electron
beam current of 2 amperes.
The system has been operated at
the above low voltage range ( as
against 100 Kv for conventional
electron guns) to produce a 30-inch
electron beam that can be focused
to a diameter of 0.01 inch or less.
Using a plasma gas environment, the system activates the "gasfocusing" effect which is enhanced
by the cathode-grid combination.
This effect overcomes a basic problem of conventional ( thermionic
emission)
electron guns, where
mutual repulsion of electrons tends
to limit the electron beam current
density that can be obtained in a
high-vacuum environment.
Obvious applications include electron beam welding, melting and refining of refractory materials, and
chemical processing. Possibilities
include use in new types of amplifiers, oscillators, and control circuits.
Also being explored are
microwave generation by plasma
interactions, light source excitation, ionization of gases.
OPERATING PRINCIPLE — The
plasma gas environment is created
when an inert gas ( such as helium
and argon)
is subjected to a
60

ELECTRON BEAM emerges as narrow collimated beam out of cathode,
top, is focussed to a point by magnetic coil, to achieve maximum energy
concentration on target at bottom of bell jar

suitable
voltage
gradient
generated by the perforated hollow
cathode. High-velocity positive ions
from the plasma sheath enter the
cathode through the perforations
and the beam's exit aperture. Ion
bombardment of outside and inside
surfaces of the cathode produces
secondary electron emission. Elec-

trons inside the cathode are concentrated into a beam by electrostatic
fields
penetrating
through
the
beam's exit aperture and acting on
the internal plasma. Electrons outside the cathode accelerate away
from the cathode to collide with gas
molecules and thus form a continuous supply of positive ions. Some
of the electrons outside the cathode
strike the walls of the system's
glass container, rather than hitting
gas molecules, to cause fluorescence
and heating of the walls.
To further improve control of the
self-focusing beam, an insulated
grid is located inside the cathode. Made of mesh molybdenum
wire and formed to an open-ended
cylinder, the grid does not initiate
or extinguish the glow dischcarge,
but controls electron flow. Response
time of the electron gun is limited
only by inter-electrode capacitance
and electron transit time.

SELF-COLLIMATED electron
beam from a perforated hollow
cathode in helium—Fig. 1

LOW

TEMPERATURE —

cathode's

secondary

emission
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HOW TO
TALK LONG
DISTANCE
WITH A
"FLYING
ANTENNA"

For special-purpose, long-range communications,
Fairchild Stratos-ESD has created and developed
Helevator. An electric-powered rotary wing tethered
drone, it can hover as high as 9,000 feet, stay aloft
1,000 hours without maintenance. The tether itself
serves as the antenna for VLF and LF transmissions.
Helevator* can act as asensor platform for difficult

short-range surveillance and a relay for UHF/VHF
communication. The -Flying Antenna" is acompact,
mobile, economical system; ready for immediate
deployment and equally fast concealment. Operating
from land or sea, it can withstand the foulest weather.
Interested? Lei our Helevator brochure tell you more.
Contact our Director of Customer Relations.
*

When there's a need to know: Fairchild Stratos-Electronic
Systems Division capabilities are best reflected in an integrated approach to data requirements. Extensive experience
in acquisition, processing, transmission and display has given
FS-ESD engineers a particularly sensitive awareness of both
final information needs and the many subsystems required to
answer them. • For knowledgeable engineers interested in
career opportunities in advanced data techdliques, may we
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ratio
with
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RATIO

BOX

electrons enables the cathode to operate at temperatures too low for
appreciable thermionic emission of
electrons. While the plasma inside
the cathode may supply some electrons, most of the beam's current
is made up of electrons from the
cathode's inner surface. Proof of
this is the suppression of beam current by a negative grid bias of 8
volts that repels electrons from the
cathode.
Secondary emission is
facilitated by such cathode materials as molybdenum which allow
a single energetic ion to remove
one or more electrons.

RB-1521

Unique thumb-wheel operation and
in- line readout permit ease of setting
even under severe field conditions.
Sealed switch modules and environment- proof case make these Ratio
Boxes ideal for rigorous GSE and
commercial applications. In addition
to high readability and accuracy
in minimum space, they provide
previously unavailable design and
performance features:
•Four digit in-line readout
•Ratio range to 1.1110
•Accuracy 10 print
•Frequency range to 10 he
•Series impedance as low as 0.8 ohm
•No switching transients
•Splash and drip-proof design
•Meets rugged MIL requirements
MOUNTS THREE WAYS

GENERAL DESIGN—Figure 1,
seen on page 60, shows a cathode
made of 40-mesh 10-mil stainless
steel screening emitting a self-collimating electron beam in helium at
approximately 15 microns pressure.
This cylindrical cathode measures
1l inch x 1l inch and has a 1-inch
beam exit aperture. A stainlesssteel stem extending through an insulating bushing supports the cathode from an aluminum cover plate
which acts as the anode. This cover
plate together with a large glass
cylinder form a bell jar; selected
gases can be admitted at pressures
in the micron range. The characteristic is shown in Fig. 2. The electron beam path is marked by the
luminosity of excited atoms in its
path. Ordinarily the gas density is
too low to cause appreciable scattering of the beam. Beams up to 30
in. in length have been produced
with little spreading. Typically the
beam cross section is about the size
of the exit aperture, though it can
be made smaller by adjustment of
pressure and cathode voltage.
At pressures and voltages outside
the range of the beam mode, a more

front mount

MOLYBDENUM SCREEN CATHODE IN HE
I1/2" DIAM., 13/4" HIGH, 3/8" HOLE
30 MESH / IN., 0.005" DIAM. WIRE

el
25 MICRONS

35S."s 2,4"
panel space

20 MICRONS

rear mount

•

3/4"
3/4"
3/4"

•

•

15 MICRONS

flange mount also aye labfe

For complete data,
write today for Bulletin RB520/521
4

1)0NOR. -1
-1
1 .A.T1_,A.1•1"I'IC
inaustrieg, inc.

TERMINAL DRIVE. PLAINVIEW. L.I., NEW YORK
Telephone: OVIrbrook 1-8600
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or less diffuse glow discharge is obtained. In argon the beam mode is
most easily supported at pressures
from 3 to 10 microns with applied
cathode voltages from 5 to 10 Kv,
depending on gas pressure and
cathode characteristics. In lighter
gases,
such
as
hydrogen
and
helium, the beam mode is obtained
at higher pressures ( 10 to 100 microns). Beam currents range up
to 2 amperes for a 3-inch cathode
in argon with 20 Kv applied. Divergent or convergent beams may
be obtained by slight changes in
gas pressure or cathode voltage.
Measurements of beam power delivered to ashielded cup have shown
that from 75 to 95 percent of the
input power resides in the electron
beam.

1

GRID CONTROL—The open-ended
cylinder grid made of 0.005-in., 32mesh molybdenum wire measures
in. in diameter and 1h-in. long.
This is supported inside the stainless steel cathode with a transmission factor of about 30 percent
and an internal diameter of about
1l inch. Figure 3 shows an exploded view of the assembly.
If allowed to float, the grid al-

GRID-CONTROLLED CATHODE
assembly, exploded view—Fig. 3
ways assumes a positive potential
(several hundred volts) with respect to the cathode. When a variable d-c bias is applied from an
isolated potentiometer, the beam
current can be varied over a wide
range without affecting beam focus.
Even though substantial grid current is drawn, the grid power is
only a few tenths of a watt because
of the low grid potentials employed
for beam control.

6
7
8
9
CATHODE KILOVOLTS

CURRENT-VOLTAGE characteristics for the beam mode at various
pressures in helium—Fig. 2

1.
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Production of Collimated Electron Beams,
Bull Am Phys Soc, 7, p 69, Jan. 1962.
(2) H. L. L. Van Paassen, E. C. Muly
and R. J. Allen, Electron Beam Phenomena Associated With Perforated Wall
Hollow Cathode Discharges, Proc National
Electronics Conf. 17, p 590, 1962.

Munich Gets Switchboard
With Magnetic Coupling
BONN—Siemens' ESM technique
TEKTRONIX TYPE RM503
DC- to- 450 KC
DIFFERENTIAL- INPUT XY
OSCILLOSCOPE

WITH THE AID OF A TEKTRONIX
RACK- MOUNT OSCILLOSCOPE

Photo courtesy of Shell Development Laboratory, Houston, Texas

4

0

At Shell Development Laboratory, Houston, Texas, afield crew relies
upon waveform displays from a Tektronix Type RM503 Oscilloscope
to monitor equipment performance accuracy while evaluating underground formations.

Rack- mounted in their truck, the Type RM503 serves to insure accuracy of tool
operation while below the surface, since instruments used may be positioned at
substantial depths in the bore holes. The operator uses the Type RM503 to display
the signals before they are applied to an electronic counter. By observing the
quality of these signals appearing on the 5- inch crt —to determine that they are
of sufficient amplitude and free of noise and distortion so that the accuracy of the
count can be relied upon—the operator thus establishes an effective monitoring
system at the surface.
Note the polarizing viewer. Even with the truck door open, this polarizing viewer
enables the operator to observe the trace free from reflections and glare.
TEKTRONIX TYPE RM503 OSCILLOSCOPE
POLARIZING VIEWER

$655.00
10.00

W0. 0a1, Pric, Iob. Rea,erton. Oregon

For a demonstration of this laboratory oscilloscope that occupies only 7 inches
of standard rack height, please call your Tektronix Field Engineer,

Tektronix, Inc.
P. 0. BOX 500 • BEAVERTON, OREGONi Mitchell 4-0161 • TWX — 603-291-6805 • Cable:

TEKTRONIX

Tektronix Field Offices are located in principal cities throughout the United States. Please
consult your Telephone Directory • Tektronix Canada Ltd: Field Offices in Montreal, Quebec •
Toronto ( Willovvdale) Ontario • Tektronix International A.G., Terrassenweg 1A, Zug, Switzerland
Overseas Distributors are located in 27 countries and Honolulu. Hawaii.
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(elektronisch gesteuertes System
mit Magnetfeldkopplern, or electronically controlled system with
magnetic field coupling) for highspeed telephone circuit switching
recently went into commercial operation in Munich. It is a dial exchange employing protective gas
contacts for all switching operations. The first group of 500 telephones are already connected.
The electronic marker that controls all identification and switching operations for the dialed-in
numbers has been designed to serve
10,000 separate telephones. Present
planning calls for three such markers in each exchange. Each would,
with its 40-msec switching time,
permit three local calls per telephone each hour.
Gas-filled dry-reed switches perform the operations required by the
computer-created logic complex in
forming a speaking circuit. Instead
of employing impulses from dialedin numbers to select the path to the
desired digits, the ESM technique
stores the impulses and transforms
them into a multi-frequency code
which more readily triggers the
switching circuit. Selection of the
logic complex is said to be accomplished in the time-span between
any two individual dialed-in numbers.
The West German Post Office is
considering, in view of the more
rapid circuit selection speed made
possible by the ESM technique, a
changeover from conventional dial
telephones to push-button types
using keyboards similar to standard
desk calculators.
Ease of maintenance has been
achieved by building a separate
checking section into each marker.
Should a malfunction occur, the
checking unit sounds an alarm, initiates countermeasures and automatically transfers the call being
made to the other two markers in
the exchange building. Then the
malfunctioned
markers
checker
electronics

For Protection of

Semi- Conductor Rectifiers—
BUSS designed special LIMITRON Fuses
BUSS Limitron fuses are especially designed for the
protection of semi-conducter rectifiers. They provide extremely fast opening on overload and fault currents, with
ahigh degree of restriction of the let-thru current.
If each diode is protected by the proper size BUSS
Limitron fuse, the fuse will open very quickly when the
current drawn exceeds the rating of the diode.
Thus when a short-circuit occurs in a diode the fuse
opens and takes that diode out of the circuit. This protects other good diodes in the rectifier which might otherwise be damaged.
For time-current characteristic charts ask for BUSS
Limitron fuse bulletin HLS.

If your prptection problem is unusual ..
...let the BUSS fuse engineers work with you and save you
engineering time. If possible, they will suggest afuse already
available in local wholesalers' stocks so your products can
easily be serviced wherever sold.
BUSS: one source for every electrical
protection need
You can save time and trouble by relying on BUSS as
your one source for fuses of unquestioned high quality. There
is acomplete line of BUSS fuses in sizes from 1 /500 amperes
up . . . plus acompanion line of fuse clips, blocks, and holders.

BLSSMANN MFG.

DIVISION

MAKERS OF THE COMPLETE LINE OF
FUSES OF UNQUESTIONED HIGH QUALITY
Mceraw-Edison Co. • St. Louis 1, Mo.
December

7, ' 962
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punches out a tape describing the
trouble and the counter-measures
that it has initiated.
A secondary checker in each
marker measures all 1.5 million
contacts of a 10,000-telephone exchange during the low-traffic night
hours. Contacts in need of service
or change are identified out on a
punched tape.
,e--

TIMER

COUNTER

1 SECOND

"NM

.1

Thermionic Converters

INPJT PERIOD

10 MINOS

Produce Over 20 Watts

L

-

1NPJT PERIODS

SECOND

EXTEANAL INTERVAL

TOTALIZER

DISPLAY TIWE

IMPLY SENSITIVITY

MANUAL
ETIERN.1.;

MODEL CF- 250

COUNIER-TIMER

NEW FROM ANADEX.

et

e
*
tgioitg- itseer

CF•200
COUNTER
TIMER

$89 500

FOB VAN
NUYS, CALIF.

Now you car get versatility, reliability
and convenient operation all from one
new universal counter- timer, and at a
reasonable price! The CF- 200 employs
the widely accepted Anadex DC- 100
Decade Modules. This unique ring- of- 10
circuitry operates with lower power, contains fewer components and provides
high reliability. The CF- 200 does not use
power amplifiers or high voltage driver
transistors. Containing all the features
you want in a counter- timer— transistorized circuitry, long- life Nixie display, and
low power consumption, the Anadex
CF- 200 is your best buy!

BUDGET PRICED,
BUT WITH BIG CAPABILITIES,
THIS INSTRUMENT OFFERS:
• FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
0to 120 KC over.1, 1, and 10 secona intervals

• PERIOD MEASUREMENT
1, 10 and 100 period averaging
• TIMING
Intervals from 10 -4 seconds to 11.6 days

• TOTALIZING
Manual or remote- electronic gating

The smallest rack mounted
counter.timer available—
only lie 19Y— the CF•20OR
provides all the features
of the CF- 200.

(316.

CONVERTERS that can
produce appreciable electric power
directly from the sun's heat were
developed in experiments conducted
for the Air Force Systems Command's Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
The devices operate by heating
solid material to the point where
electrons boil off, cross a vacuum
and are collected on a cool surface.
In a closed circuit this establishes
an electric current.
Unlike solar cells, currently used
in space vehicles, thermionic converters produce electricity directly
from heat; solar cells depend on the
photovoltaic effect. Thermionic converters are impervious to radiation
damage. Theoretically, they can be
made cheaper and lighter than solar
cell generators, with equal or better
efficiency.
Two companies are attacking the
problem from different angles.
Thompson - Ramo - Wooldridge, Inc.
in Los Angeles obtained 20 watts at
2,600 F, using five series-connected
cesium vapor converters inserted
inta five sides of asupporting block.
The sixth side was open for the introduction of heat. Used with an
electron-bombardment heater in the
laboratory, the device generated 122
watts at 3,140 F.
A second thermionic generator,
made by General Electric at Phoenix, Arizona, uses three cesium vapor converters in series to obtain 21
watts at 2,732 F.
Problems in fabricating thermionic converters are caused by their
high operating temperatures ( up to
3,200 deg F) ; materials and vacuum seals must withstand the heat,
and the electron collectors must be
kept cool. Ionized cesium vapor in
the interelectrode space is used to
prevent a negative-charge barrier
from building up.
THERMIONIC
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The A and S2 of Thyratrons

Here you see the extremes of the ITT Kuthe Ceramic

THYRATRONS

Thyratrons - the smallest and the new super power
KU-275. There are eight other ceramic thyratrons in
addition to ceramic diodes and numerous glass thyratrons
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Seattle's famous Monorail and Space Needle

Skiing near mild, e.erueen Sedttle

Saturn Launch Vehicle

Beautiful homes line Seattle's 200 miles of shore,

Dyna-Soar Space Glider

Minuteman ICBM

Advanced Boeing openings for Engineers and Scientists
You will find career excitement in many of the
challenging programs at Boeing's Aero-Space
Division. Some of these programs — the advanced Saturn S-IC first-stage booster, for example — are under the management of newly.
formed divisional organizations that can offer
you unique ground- floor opportunities.
Other openings with rapid-advancement potential are immediately available on the DynaSoar space glider program and the solid- fuel
Minuteman ICBM. Assignments are available in
many fields of activity, including Research and
Development, Design, Manufacturing and Test.
In addition to professionally stimulating

careers, these Boeing openings can offer you —
and your family — a wide variety of living advantages, including geographic locations such
as the uncongested Pacific Northwest, Florida
resort areas and historic New Orleans.
Salaries are commensurate with education and
experience. Minimum requirements are a B.S.
degree in any applicable scientific discipline.
Boeing pays moving and travel allowances to
newly-hired engineers.
Send your resume today to Mr. Lawrence W.
Blakeley. The Boeing Company, P. 0. Box 3822ECQ, Seattle 24. Washington. Boeing is an
equal opportunity employer.

Assignments are available for:
Structures Engineers

Electronic/Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Manufacturing Engineers
Propulsion Engineers
Aeronautical Engineers
Base Installation Engineers
High Vacuum Engineers
Cryogenicists
Physicists
Mathematicians

ezdzeminu
Divisions: Military Aircraft Systems • Transport •
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Industrial Products— Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories
electronics

ANEW FROM Af NEMOTRON!
We are silent about the "M" in Mnemotron but not about our new 700 Series Data
Recorder. With good reason. For one, it brings the size and cost of data recording
systems down to sensible proportions if your data is analog voltage from DC to
5000 cycles per second. And its features would not embarrass even the costliest
instrumentation recorder. Here are afew:

COMPACTNESS . A complete 7 channel record/reproduce
system uses less than two feet of rack space. A 14 channel
system adds less than seven inches more.

ISOLATED INPUT CIRCUITS . Input terminals of each channel are isolated from all the others to readily accept data from
floating, unbalanced or differential sources.

ACCURACY . Input-output characteristic is linear within 0.2
per cent with Mnemotron unique Pulse Frequency Modulation
(PFM) data conversion technique.

VERSATILITY . 700 Series plug-in accessories expand instrumentation capability. Typical: Electrocardiogram preamplifiers for recording directly from electrodes. Pulse
Record unit for recording trigger pulses, time markers,
or stimulus pulses in medical research . . .

FLEXIBILITY . As many data channels as you need with a
choice of channel format. For greatest operating economy,
choose up to 7 channels on VI inch magnetic tape, 14 channels on 1/2 inch tape, standard IRIG spacing and track width
of 7 channels on 1/2 inch tape.
INTEGRATED RECORD /REPRODUCE MODULES .A single
solid-state PFM Data Converter has all the reco7d/reproduce
electronics for each channel. Simple rotary switching lets you
select data conversion for 3 tape speeds. No additional plugins needed.

IVI Pd E

Olr Ft 0 NI

PRICE . 7 Channel System from $ 6,495
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS . Send for your copy today.

To answer the many inquiries. Mnemotron
comes fram Mnemosyne, Greek Goddess of Memory.

0 Ft 1=0 FtAlr I0 NI

45 South Main St., Pearl River, New York, 914 PEarl River 5-4015, Cables: Mnemotron, TWX: H99
Subsidiary of Technical Measurement Corporation, North Haven, Conn.
December 7,
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SIMPLE tests for rating loudspeakers can be completed using hook up shown — Fig. 7

Loudspeaker Experts Appraise Trends
Group notes demands,
proposes methods to
rate audio quality
DEMAND

for

loudspeakers

is

changing, according to trends noted
by Loudspeaker Section of Electronic Industries Association. Projections are based on types of loudspeakers used by set manufacturers
from 1960 to 1962.
Loudspeaker analysts admit that
while trends that show up during
such a short interval may not be a
precise indication of what can happen, the following judgments can
be made:
Loudspeaker sizes under 8 inches
show a healthy growth. The rise
indicates that these sizes will probably account for 65 to 70 percent
of all speakers used by 1967. Loudspeakers 8 inches and over may account for approximately 9 percent
of all loudspeaker sizes used in the
industry by 1967. Oval loudspeakers may account for about 22 percent of all speakers used five years
from now.
Survey also estimates that there
will be virtually no demand for
tweeters by 1967. ( A tweeter is
generally limited to higher frequencies, 2 Kc and above).
QUALITY—In addition to reports
on the trend to smaller, cheaper
units, two new methods of measuring loudspeaker quality were proposed at the recent loudspeaker industry conference, held in Chicago.
The Walsh loudspeaker rating
70

system (ELECTRONICS, p 30, July 6),
proposed to help rebuild earnings
and to battle foreign competition,
has uncovered weaknesses in the
industry,
according to
Hawley
Products' H. W. Bingham. ( The
Walsh rating and color coding system
would
indicate
frequency
range, power capacity, and give
loudspeakers ageneral-performance
number.)
No uniform standards exist to
measure sound quality, he said.
Standard test procedures are lacking, and test equipment and facilities are generally inadequate in
many companies. Pressure to reduce sizes and weight, and to cut
cost, is usually done at the expense
of sound quality, Bingham pointed
out. Since there is no accepted way
to compare or judge the sound quality of a loudspeaker, no one can
effectively question the sound delivered for any particular price.
Clevite's Richard Liebich suggested that Walsh color symbols be
restricted to indicating loudness
sensitivity, maximum loudness and
possibly power-handling capabilities.
Each
sound
specification
which can be physically measured
should have a unique symbol, he
said. Percentage ratings for tonal
range and balance may be derived
from frequency response curves, he
explained. Sound dispersion ratings would express directional patterns of angular coverage. Tonal
clarity percentages could be worked
out from transient distortion measurements and tonal quality from
spo.cial measurements of tonal in-

termodulation and modulation distortion.
Rating equipment proposed by
Liebich included a common test
baffle to be used for several measurements. This would consist of a
long labyrinth of nonreflectiv
folded ducts of constant cross section, formed by alternating air and
fibre-glass perpendicular cavities
around its perimeter.
SIMPLE TESTS—A simpler set of
loudspeaker tests was proposed by
Adelore Petrie, GE Audio Products
Decatur, Ill., using equipment already in the hands of most speaker
and
set manufacturers.
Petri
hooked up the circuit shown in Fig.
1, showed how to complete a series
of specification tests—each requiring but a few minutes.
These tests would enable loudspeakers specification labels to report type of unity, size, rating impedance, maximum input, efficiency
and test voltage, he suggested.
Well-equipped independent labs
would still be required to measure
sound quality, smoothness of response, transient response or ton
quality, with any degree of correla
tion.
The Hammond Organ Company
has been number-rating sound qual
ity ever since introducing its firs
electronic unit in 1936, Bruno Stef
fen, senior engineer, reported.
Intensity calibrated
drawbar.
blend sound qualities, or voices, b
mixing tones from different part.
of a tone generator. Several book
list the various coded settings re
electronic

DEL E.WEBB CORPORATION
Announces

CL EAR LAKE CITY
A major research park, industrial park
and totally-planned community
--next to NASA/Houston
Your company belongs next to
NASA/Houston — at Clear Lake
City. This 15,000-acre planned community flanks the Manned Spacecraft
Center on three sides. Campus-like
research and industrial areas will adjoin the MSC.
NASA/Houston recently announced
acceleration of its $ 150 million construction program. By late 1963, operations will start concentrating at
the Manned Spacecraft Center and at
nearby Ellington AFB. Clear Lake
City bridges these two NASA nerve
centers.

Clear Lake City Research Park
occupies 1000 choice acres on NASA's
northwest limits. The strategic location
and meticulous planning of this park
make it one of the most desirable R&D
locations in the country. The Research
Park will have extensive landscaping
and underground utilities. Architectural controls will help achieve harmony without regimentation.
The Industrial Park. with identical
improvements and controls, will adjoin the Research Park on the south.
An Industrial District will be located
in the northwest.

BAYTOWN

HOUSTON

/

INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT--1

First class office space suited to
technical representatives will be ready
for occupancy next spring.
Clear Lake City will boast a fine
motor hotel, apartment buildings, mobile home park, community center,
shopping center, model homes and
country club. The first nine holes of
an 18-hole, four-season golf course
will be playable in 1963.
Northeast of Clear Lake City, 7000
acres are to be developed for heavy
industry by Humble Oil & Refining
Company.

For detailed information, write or
call W. Lawrence Prehn, Jr., Resident Manager, Commercial. and Industrial Development, Del E. Webb
Corporation, 900 Texas National
Bank Building, Houston 2, Texas.
Telephone CApitol 8-0781. Your inquiry will be treated in the strictest
confidence.
Clear Lake City is aproject of Del E.
Webb Corporation for Friendswood
Development Company.

Clear Lake City is minutes away xs
from Houston International Airport and only half an hour from
downtown Houston via Gulf -Freeway.

GALVESerPN
BAY

DEL E.W EBB CORPORATION

Lo,

PHOEN,

ANnrtrs

MOUSION
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Amperex industrial tubes,
designed for
industrial applications,
can take an awful beating...
and atube has to
in dielectric and induction
RF heating operations

Ample power output under relatively uncontrolled conditions
that's what RF heating demands of power tubes. But
power triodes often fail because they were intended for
communications use under the close control of broadcast g
engineers.... The Amperex solution is afamily of
industrial triodes specifically designed for RF heating
operations. These tubes employ the unique " K" grid—
which operates at temperatures that would easily destroy
conventional structures. They are built with massive anodes
capable of heavy intermittent overload, and husky thoriated
tungsten filaments with reserve emission.... To learn
more about this " Constant Power" family, check the
descriptions on the opposite page.
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Amperex
"Constant Power"
(
CP) Tubes Feature
•
•
•
•

Unique " K" grid
Low amplification factor
Intermittent ratings
Rugged pin terminals and Kovar seal
construction
• Heavy wall anode for good overload
protection
• High "watts-per-dollar" ratio
• Immediate availability from stock

Tubes 7804, 7805
Specifically designed for industrial applications up to 30 mc. The 7804, left, with
horizontal finned integral constructed
radiator, is extremely suitable for 10 to 15
KW dielectric RF generators. 7805, watercooled, makes an excellent 10 to 15 KW
induction heating oscillator.

Tubes 7806, 7807
Designed primarily for use as an oscillator at frequencies up to 30 mc. in industrial, dielectric and induction heating
applications. 7806 is forced air cooled,
7807 water cooled.

Tubes 7092, 8268
7092, left, ruggedly constructed radiation-cooled triode, is specifically designed
for industrial oscillator and amplifier applications. 8268 can supply an output
power of approximately 7500 watts;
specifically suitable for use as an induction heating oscillator.
For data and applications engineering
assistance on all Amperex industrial tubes,
see your nearby Amperex distributor or
write to: Amperex Electronic Corporation,
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.

IliÁrriPér
•
"
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quired for any of thousands of
unique voice qualities.
Hammond
specifies
magnetic
motor sizes and designs to its
vendors. Company also stipulates
nominal sizes of loudspeakers, their
efficiency levels, voice coil impedances and clearances, free air resonance, power handling, transient
distortion and shape and smoothness of their response curves. Rating of Hammond-accepted loudspeakers in tests against the Walsh
proposals indicated close correlation of specifications.
SOUND EVALUATION — It is
time for the audio segment of the
loudspeaker industry to consider
training women engineers to evaluate sound of their products, suggested Paul Harpley, Oxford Electric. Women hear ahigher range of
frequencies than men, he explained.
Harpley demonstrated three loudspeakers to the 100 experts attending the meeting. He suggested
that standardized testing equipment
should be developed for rerating the
loudspeakers according to the Walsh
system. He added that this equipment should be generally available
to the industry before dependable
ratings can be universally applied.

ard four-circuit tuner, new tube
provides about 2.5 db more gain and
0.8 to 1 db less noise than presently
used type.
The
triode-pentode
oscillator
mixer incorporates frame grid con-

CUTAWAY view of oscillatormixer tube, believed to be first to
use two frame grids in both sections of triode-pentode
struction in both sections, is said
to be first mixer tube to use frame
grids. Gain is 5,000, and 1.6 volts
oscillator injection is required,
which means it can be loosely coupled to minimize radiation problems. Oscillator can operate reliably at low line voltages.

Improved Tubes Simplify
Circuit Requirements
NEW frame grid tubes, used in tv
sets, enable manufacturers to build
more compact sets at lower prices,
according to Amperex.
Used as a package, the two tubes
give gains in excess of 200. When
coupled with 6EH7 and 6EJ7, in a
two-stage i
f system, tv set can
achieve sensitivity of less than 5
microvolts for one volt at the detector. The third i
f stage can be
eliminated.
The new tubes for vhf and uhf
television sets are a 6HA5/EC900
triode amplifier, and a 6GJ7/
ECF801 oscillator-mixer. The former utilizes grid wire 8 microns
thick, said to be first time such
small wire has been used successfully in mass produced entertainment tubes. Grid-cathode spacing
is only 40 microns. Tube's transconductance is 20,000. In a stand-

Defining Mechanism
Involved in Sputtering
FURTHER

studies of the sputtering
mechanism of gallium antimonide
not only serve to elucidate the sputtering process, but may also provide needed information concerning the nature of atomically clean
surfaces.
Up to now, sputtering of compounds has not been studied widely
in detail, and has been discouraged
by the inability to define completely
the
sputtering
mechanism
for
simpler single element materials.
Workers at Mallory find gallium
antimonide of interest because
of an
unusual crystallographic
effect.
S. P. Wolsky, D. Shooter
and E. J. Zdanuk report sputtering
yield data, atom ejection patterns,
73

From Electrically Derived Data...
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and sputtered film composition that
support a molecular sputtering
mechanism for GaSb.
Surface
structure models are used to explain the atom ejection patterns.
Selective sputtering has been noted
for gallium.
Considerable information has been obtained concerning the sputtering of diamondstructure materials.

Molecular Understanding
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Only
VICTOR

Digit-Matic
Offers all Three
For Complete Adaptability
In Systems Design

Solenoid- operated parallel or
serial entry models adapt to all
systems where data must be collected, indicated, processed or
correlated in alpha- numeric
form. By including automatic
calculation, only Victor provides
immediate print-out of specialized information without
further processing.

Let Victor analyze your application.
No obligation. Write today.
VICTOR BUSINESS MACHINES CO.
CHICAGO 18. ILLINOIS
DIVISION/VICTOR COMPTOMETER CORPORATION
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1.6 x10 8
DIGIT IMPRESSIONS
WITHOUT FATIGUE
OR FAILURE!
Equal to ten years normal
use. That's the durability
factor Victor builds in. It
comes from precision
design, plated and
hardened parts, plus
special " printing press"
action that ends hammering vibration.

Flexibility Limited
Only by Imagination
Special features available
include superimposed
manual keyboard, split
keyboard, time printing
and item counting, simultaneous print and tape
punch, 2 color printing,
custom type faces.
Now! Rack Mounting Panel
Available—
Exclusive option
permits
installation
of Digit-Matic
accumulators
and listera in
standard relay
racks.

oxides, combined with
niobium oxide at high temperatures
are cathodo-luminescent. That is,
they emit light under bombardment

RARE EARTH

by a beam of cathode rays.
Guided by molecular architecture, research arms of electronics
seek to uncover laws of molecular
arrangements to design any kind of
material with foresight.
At FIirst Research Center, England, research worker above builds
model of the probable arrangement
of lanthanum niobium oxide. Aim:
to build luminescent materials and
devices to order.
Inset, below photo, shows x-ray
diffraction pattern of a cathodoluminescent compound, from which
crystal information is obtained.

Photodetector Has
Fast Response Time
radiation detector
developed by Royal Radar Establishment, Malvern, England, re-

SURMILLIMETER

electronics

AIRTRONICS
electronic
products for
the telephone
industry...

Portable Test Hybrid
Simplifies cable acceptance
tests and return loss measurements.

This Portable Unit brings
8Miles of Transmission Linn'
Tar End Terminating Set
Provides precision network
termination during cable
testing.

into Your Lab

'

Pulse Meter
Furnishes aconvenient method of measuring dial speed
and percent make.

Eliminates the Need for Leased Lines
Wherever you have a requirement

or transmitting informaton, data, and intelli-

gence this portable equipment will simulate transmission Jines right in your lab.
The standard unil. simulates 8 miles of transmission line, but it can be modified
for any line length required. Plug-in modular construction. Seven plug-in modules
each simulate 6,000 ft. of standard telephone cable with loading coil.
Program Equalizer
Corrects Attenuation Distortion easily. quickly. In use
by many AM and FM Broadcast Stations.
PRECISION NETWORKS
WE 115 TYPE
•
BUILD OUT AND
TERMINATING SET
PROGRAM EQUALIZERS
TRANSMISSION
MEASURING SET

The Airfronics Artificial Line meets field engineering requirements. Some timesaving, money- saving laboratory uses are for testing data transmission ( offers
loaded or unloaded test facility); for testing aniplifier operation over telephone lines
(permits actual frequency response measurement to be observed over a simulated
line); for checking system gain requirements for a pre- determined frequency range;
for simulating tomplex values cf AC impedance and DC resistance as incorporated
in telemetry circuit transmission; for training purposes ( used exclusively by every
major telephone company).
The Airtronics Artificial Line is avajable in 19, 22, 24 and 26 gauge.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

• FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES, CONTACT

AUTOMATIC SALES CORPORATION / A subsidiefy of Genera! Telephone & Electronics
or Write direct...

YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR
OR WRITE AIRTRONICS INTERNATIONAL

CORPORATION —

P.O. BOX 8429, FORT
ERDALE, FLORIDA.

LAUD-

6900
FORT

WEST

TELEPHONE

December
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1962

ROAD

84

LAUDERDALE, FLA.
LU

3-4541
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sponds in less than one millisecond.
Time distribution of the radiated
energy during a pulse generated
from a plasma generator can now
be measured.
Tube is being manufactured by
Mullard London.
Other applications include microwave spectrometry, examination of
resonances in large molecular bondings, absorption measurements in
inorganic materials, maser phenomena, and detection of radiation
from sun and moon.
Study of cloud formation and
rain by direct observations at appropriate wavelengths is another
possibility.
At present, device has wavelength range of 0.1 to 8 mm. In
near future, this will be extended
towards 0.01 mm or less by providing a range of doped germanium
crystals which will be interchangeable with the indium antimonide
element used now.

xu fog
PRECISION CONTROLS

Semiconductor Radiation
Mechanism is Clarified

The smallest — lightest
fastest
snap- acting thermostat ever made I
KLIXON® 3BT transistor-size thermostat offers a new dimension
in temperature control — weighs 80% less . . . responds five times
faster than comparable thermostats!
Weighs only 0.4 gram! Low thermal mass explains why the KLIXON
3BT Series hermetically-sealed, snap-acting thermostat responds so much
faster than its nearest equivalent.
Evaluate the specs! This SPST "Tiny-Stat*" temperature limiter is
rated up to 1
/4 amp, 115 V-ac/30 V-dc for 5,000 cycles. Temperature
range is 0° to 350°F, open or close on temperature rise. Vibration
resistance is 5-2000 cps at 25G. Welded seal guards against hostile
environments. Pin terminals speed assembly.
Consider these applications! . . . as temperature limiters and/or
monitors in printed circuit boards, computers, thermal batteries, heat
sinks, solid propellant applications, etc.
Write today for bulletin DD-PRET-12. Application kit including two
operating samples set at 185°F ( 85°C) plus one thermocouple sample
available at $ 15.00.
•Pat. Pending

KLIXON 3BT "Tiny-Stat" Series
7 .
(actual size)

METALS

o
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5012 FOREST ST., ATTLEBORO, MASS.
A
CORPORATE
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Synthesis of Semicinductor
hy
Radiation
Induced
Reactinns,
(ITS, C. S. ITeparttneqt
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25.
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C.,

INCORPORATED

th,ti CEreets
Seinie"ndlietor
LAMS 2711F I/ TS. C. S. Depart •••• (_1.tninerte. \Vashingt ,,ii 25, II. C.
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TEXAS I
NSTRUM ENTS
ON

POTENTIONALLY useful approach for
producing silicon or germanium
semiconductors is described in areport for the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission'. Hydrogen compounds
of silicon or germanium are used
as starting materials. Effects of
varying radiation was noted in this
study. One aim was to decompose
silane, and to some extent germanium, through aprocess of reducing
the hydrogen content.
Attention mu,' directed toward
examining the effects of varying
the temperature, pressure, surfaceto-volume ratio in the reaction area
and radiation sources to obtain a
better understanding of the processes involved. Radiation sources
included cobalt 60 and an atomic
pile. A continuous process for decomposing silane to produce silicon
is also included. A companion bulletin on radiation effects is also useful to investigators.'
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ASCOP multiplier phototubes

INSENSITIVE
SENSITIVE
to 400 G's during launch

from 1100 to 13,000 Ain orbit
Now, from the Princeton Division of Electro Mechanical Research, Inc., comes a line of multiplier phototubes that are
ideal for aerospace applications or other uses that demand
a combination of brute strength and precise response.
ASCOP multiplier phototubes have proved themselves in
many satellite applications, as well as in the rough-andtumble environment of oil field exploration. Their unique
vertebrate construction enables them to withstand up to 400
G's of shock and ambient temperatures as high as 150° C.
Yet their range of spectral response is unmatched in the
industry.
When you specify ASCOP multiplier phototubes, you have
a wide range of choices which gives you almost unlimited
application flexibility. You can choose, for example, from 22
basic models, or you can consult with EMR's technical staff
on a design especially tailored to your application. You have
a choice too among a wide variety of window material, including glass, sapphire and lithium fluoride. These materials
matched with the proper photo cathode can give you a sensitivity from 1100 to 13,000 À. You also have a choice of silastic
rubber or other materials in which the voltage divider network will be encapsulated.
Best of all, there's no speculation about the performance
level of your ASCOP photomultiplier. Every tube is individually factory calibrated, and shipped with a " pedigree" of
guaranteed performance data that eliminates field recalibration. These data include spectral response, dark current,
and voltage/gain characteristics.
Get the complete story on EMR's ASCOP multiplier
phototubes. For information that will help you select a tube
that's right for your application, fill in the coupon below.

ELECTRO MECHANICAL
RESEARCH, INC.
Princeton

Division

Princeton, N. J.
••••

Sec. 103
ElectroMechanical Research, Inc.
Princeton Division, Princeton, N. J.
Please send me more infomation about your multiplier phototubes.
D Please
Please

send

me

information

have a salesman

call

Name

about
on

your

neutron

generators.

me.
Title

Company
Address
City
December 7, 1962

Zone

State
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Electron Beam Cutting For Microelectronics
Microwelding techniques
also may provide special
fabrication processes
By F. L. SCHOLLHAMMER
Hamilton Standard Division
United Aircraft Corporation,
Windsor Locks. Conn.

ELECTRON BEAM cutting and
evaporation processes are relatively
new techniques, particularly to the
electronics industry. Fabrication of
thin film resistors and other devices
by electron beam cutting and scribing techniques will help rapid expansion of the manufacture and use
of microelectronic devices. Production equipment that provides both
electron beam scribing and cutting
together with microwelding capabilities will form the basis for special joining and cutting production
processes in the electronics industry.
Recent advances in electron optics
permit greater precision and cutting with the electron beam. Finer
focus generates power densities in

DEMODULATOR AND RF
TRANSFORMER
ADJUSTING
SHAFTS

CATHODE INSULATOR
CATHODE
ADJUSTING
PLATE
MANUAL AIR
INLET VALVE
GRID

COLUMN ANODE

STIGMATOR
COIL

BlOCK AND
MIRROR ASSEMBLY

COLUMN
BYPASS VALVE

OPTICAL VIEWING
SYSTEM

COLUMN
SHUT-OFF
VALVE

VAPOR
SHIELD ( GLASS)
OPTICAL SHUTTER

LOWER
DIAPHRAGM
MAGNETIC
LENS
ASSEMBLY
TO
-VACUUM
SYSTEM

WELDING CHAMBER

ELECTRON OPTICS refinements
enable focusing of electron beam
to produce power densities on the
order of 10" watts per square inch
78

ELECTRON BEAM cutting and welding machine removes metallic material at selective evaporation ratea

the order of 10' watts per square
inch, and greater ability to control
beam deflection parameters results
in accurate geometrical control of
the cut. With such power densities
cutting is done by evaporation of
the workpieee. Beam deflection control can be achieved by use of sawtooth and/or sine-wave function
generators that drive magnetic deflection coils located beneath magnetic focusing lens. In this way,
numerous beam patterns can be followed during cutting—from a single spot source to a square or
rectangular shape, including variations of Lissajous' figures.
EQUIPMENT—A new model Hamilton-Zeiss electron beam cutter
using an input voltage of 150 Kv
provides beam current and accelerating potential control features that
embody cutting and mierowelding
capabilities. Electrons are produced
by heating an 0.008-inch diameter

tungsten hairpin filament to approximately 2,500 degrees C. Surrounding the emitter is a cupshaped bias control grid. The bias
control provides initial beam shaping by means of an electrostatic
field which forces the cloud of electrons emitted by the cathode into
a cylindrical column. A negative
bias voltage controls electron flow
from the cathode.
The regulation of this bias voltage provides control of the beam
intensity. Electron acceleration is
provided by adjusting a high potential difference ( 50 to 150 Kv)
between the anode and the cathode.
By judicious selection of accelerating potential, cathode bias, pulse
width, and pulse frequency, a wide
range of power settings can be
made as required by the particular
cutting application. With electromagnetic focusing, minimum beam
diameters range from approximately 0.001 inch at maximum
electronics
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CAPACITORS OF MYLAR®
SAME PRICE RANGE
AS PAPER

BUT WITH EXTRA RELIABILITY

f

$.25

COST

You may not realize it, but you can benefit from
the higher dielectric strength, moisture resistance
and reduced size of capacitors of "Mylar"* polyester
film without paying apremium price. An industry
study of manufacturer prices shows THAT OVER

UNIT

A RANGE OF SIMILAR CAPACITANCES AND
RATINGS,

TYPICAL

CAPACITORS OF MYLAR -

UNITS

OF " MYLAR" COMPARE

CLOSELY IN COST WITH THOSE OF PAPER.
4
•

CAPACITORS

•

OF PAPER

mi Base
CAPACITANCE

IN

MICROFARADS ( MFD)

$.00
0.001

0.01

0.1

10

10.0

According to arecent survey, few engineers are
aware of this close price comparison ... although
they recognize the outstanding properties of "Mylar".
Look into it yourself. Before specifying capacitors
for your design, get this free booklet study with performance facts and price charts. Write: Du Pont Co.,
Film Dept., Wilmington 98, Delaware.
*Du Pont's registered trademark for its polyester film.

only DU PONT makes

CUP»
us
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MYLAR®
POLYESTER FILM
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power to less than 0.0005 inch at
lower power. The beam can be
pulsed from approximately 0.1 to
16,000 cycles per second. With the
magnetic deflection coils, beam deflection can be accomplished over
an area of iinch square on the
workpiece in accordance to programming of the beam by the sawtooth and/or sine-wave function
generators.

when you want a
SERVO SYSTEM

Single Responsibility:
ENGINEERING, COMPONENTS, PRODUCTION
KOLLSMAN ENCINEERle, SPECIALIZATION
The Kollsman engineef is aspecialist in servo design. To
help your system taiçe maxgrira advantage of th tnewest
servo possibilities, the Kollsmar engineer (where requested)
will come to your plant to help develop specificanon and
design approach. And, the same engineer will follow your
servo system right throdgh production making sure a compromises or delays ocur.
KOLLSMAN ADVANCED CCMPORMTS
Kollsman components going Lntu your assembly inctude all
recent advances. For example, the patented adjustable backlash gear train, high gain amçlifier, and miniattnization
techniques provide the optiruuT in performance in the
smallest package.
KOLSMAN FULL PRODET1ON
Kollsman produces 85% of all' rraterials used by KotIsman
products in the Dublin, Pennsylvania plant. The res4lt is
design and packaging flexibility that cannot be mathed.
Quality is consistent; delivery dependable.
WRITE 1
-call for assitin.ce wilt your servo problems.

e
1

koilsman motor corporation
DUBLIN, PENNSYLVANIA ( 215)249-3561
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A suasidiary of Standard
Kollsrnan Industries. Inc.
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A binocular optical viewing system permits accurate location of
the beam prior to the cutting operation and also allows the operator to inspect and view the cutting
process. Its zoom-type lens permits
magnification variation of 14x to
40x. The workpiece is mounted on
a table which operates in an X and
Y direction. All drilling, cutting,
and microwelding operations are
conducted in a vacuum of approximately 5 x 10 Torr.
PROCESS—Despite very high operating temperatures, only the material immediately adjacent to the
area being cut ( or evaporated) is
affected. The heat-affected zone is
held to approximately 10 percent or
less of the width of the cut. Intermittent rather than continuous
electron bombardment minimizes
the temperature rise in the surrounding
material because
the
workpiece actually cools between
bursts of electrons. The beam offto-on ratio is at least 10 to 1, or
greater, which means the electron
beam is on no more than 10 percent of the total time.
DRILLING APPLICATIONS —
Ceramic wafers ( 96 percent alumina) 0.010 to 0.025- inch thick
have been cut at a rate of 25 inches
per minute. Edge roughness obtained from this cutting operation
is approximately 0.0005 inch. The
width of the slot at the top and
bottom was within a tolerance of
+0.001 inch. Slots 0.005-inch wide
can be cut on 0.010-inch centers. To
obtain this close spacing, a special
cutting technique is used.
A series of adjacent holes is
drilled as the initial operation.
After the holes are drilled, the remaining ceramic webs between the
holes are scanned with the electron
beam until a free and open slot is
obtained. Thermal input to the ceramic wafer is controlled by selec-

tively deflecting the beam using a
line scan generator or sine-wave
generator to eliminate the possibility of cracking the basic ceramic
between slots. An optimum evaporation rate, without undue heat
input to the ceramic wafers, results
with a scanning rate of 1,200 cycles
per second and the use of tungsten
run-off tabs on the ceramic at each
extremity of the deflection sweeps.
The tabs protect the ceramic from
the extreme temperatures due to
beam dwell at the maximum deflection point. Copper heat-sink
blocks have been used successfully.
CUTTING APPLICATIONS—Perhaps one of the most interesting
and immediate applications of the
electron beam cutter to the electronic industry is the cutting of
micro diodes. A density of 10'
diodes per square inch is obtained

MICRODIODES diced by electronbeam scribing number 10 4 per
square inch

by the conventional thermal diffusion and chemical etching process.
After chemical etching, the respective diodes must be cut, mounted,
and encapsulated. Isolation of the
individual diodes can be readily accomplished by using the electron
beam cutter for scribing the surface between the respective diode
nucleii. Separation of the individual
diodes from the sheet can then be
accomplished mechanically or ultrasonically.
Another immediate and practical
application of electron beam cutting to the electronic indutry is in
thin films. A 0.020- inch-thick quartz
wafer with a 100-angstrom-thick
vapor-deposited titanium film was
electronics

t
6'

scribed to resistance values of 20
and 40 kilohms. The width of the
electron-beam-scribed cuts is approximately 0.0013 inch; however,
scribed lines as narrow as 0.0007
inch have been achieved.
In another practical application,
a traveling-wave-tube grid was
cut from 0.002-inch OFHC copper
foil using an electron beam programmed by a flying spot scanner.
The negative used in the flying spot
scanner was approximately a 10:1
magnification of the actual part.
The electron beam pulse power supply is triggered by the scanner's
photocell. The scanner's cathode ray
tube is coupled in series with the
deflection coils in the electron beam
machine. Consequently, as the cathode ray beam scans the negative,
the electron beam within the cutter
follows a smaller field of view on
the workpiece. Whenever radiation
from the cathode ray tube impinges
upon the photocell through a light
area in the negative, the cutter
beam is energized and the material
from the area in question is vaporized on the workpiece. The linear

Put yourself
in the THIN FILM picture
with a CVC vacuum coater
Compare this conventional circuit with atypical microminiaturized circuit made with sputtered thin films.
The result ... reduced size, less weight, higher
production rates, greater reliability.

r

GRID for traveling-wave tube was
cut from copper foil by a flyingspot - scanner controlled electron
beam

A

ratio of reduction from negative to
workpiece can be varied from 8:1
to 16:1, i.e., a two inch diameter
pattern can be reduced to a range
of .1 to
inch diameter. Furthermore, since the original ( before
photo reduction) artwork of the
parts to be machined can be up to
100 diameters the size of the original part, very intricate shapes can
be machined.
High speed cutting of magnetic
December
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Every day, high vacuum deposition of thin films is solving
more problems, advancing the state of the art in more
and more areas. Films can be "laid down" in lines and
patterns of almost any size and shape, ranging
in width to afew mils ... and thicknesses between
afew hundred and afew thousand angstroms.
Look to CVC for the answer to your thin-film problems.
As the leading producer of high vacuum equipment
for almost three decades, CVC offers acomplete line of
thin film coaters . from 12" diameter to 72" diameter
... featuring the ultimate in versatility and time-tested
reliability. For full information, write for Bulletin 2-2.

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation
ROCHESTER

3,

NEW

YORK

A SUBSIDIARY OF BELL & HOWELL
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Pushbutton Welding

INCREASES
MODULE PRODUCTION
BY 30%

tape by the electron beam offers a
new technique for preparing or
processing magnetic tape for high
precision aerospace instrumentation requirements. A 0.0015- inch
Mylar magnetic tape with iron
oxide on one side and graphite on
the other was cut at speeds up to
15,000 inches per minute. The machined edge obtained from electron
beam cutting compares favorably
with the edge cut by mechanical
methods. The heat-affected zone of
the cut edge is less than 0.0002
inch. The build-up or debris left
at the cut edge is equal to or less
than the debris left by the mechanical-knife edge cutting process which
is limited to a maximum speed of
4,000 inches per minute. With reduced beam energies, the electron
beam can be used to sensitize the
magnetic tape; this process then
lends itself as a writing tool instead of a cutting tool.

says EUGENE GOULD, president, Allen- Jones Electronics Corporation, Gardena, California
"Pushbutton welding removes two
time-consuming variables in production welding. We get higher reliability
and fewer rejects. Operators learn
faster... and find it easier to concentrate on making good welds."

For clear, uncluttered work
surface the Model 1072 Production Power Supply mounts
under the workbench. Is used
in combination with Remote
Condition Selector Model 1073.

It will pay you to look into Pushbutton Welding. Pushbutton selection
heat and force, or heat alone, make
the operator's job simpler; increases
product reliability by providing exactly repeatable welds, throughout
the entire weld schedule. Send for
more information on MAWS, Modular
Automatic Welding System, now.
Write Weldmatic Division/Unitek, 950
Royal Oaks Drive, Monrovia, Calif.

WELDMATIC DIVISION
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UNITEK

MICROWELDING — Under some
conditions, the machine can be used
for welding operations even in a
pulsing mode, particularly when
operating at higher beam energy
densities. By defocusing the beam
slightly, the effective beam energy
density to the workpiece can be
changed from an evaporation process to a melting process. It is advantageous to use beam pulses
having a time duration of at least
ten microseconds and beam pulse
frequency of 10,000 cycles per second. Laboratory tests have demonstrated that the latter two machine .1
parameters enhance fusion of the
materials to be welded. A 0.006inch gold wire was welded to the
tip of a microdiode assembly. The
wire was first bonded to the diode
conductor by a thermal compression technique and the joint sub-

MICROWELDING capability is
demonstrated by welding of 6-mil
wire to microdiode
electronics

"TECHNOLOGY
AND RESEARCH HAS MADE
KINNEY THE WORLD'S
LARGEST MANUFACTURER
L,

OF HIGH VACUUM EQUIPMENT
• The technical skill of Kinney Vacuum developed
throughout the years; the technology displayed in the
advancement of the vacuum pump; high vacuum pumping systems; and the many refinements in high vacuum
techniques: all these matured capabilities are employed in the manufacture of each Kinney Vacuum
product. Constant research and development plus careful reliability- control guarantee the entire Kinney line

t•----111•111111

of mechanical pumps, diffusion pumps, valves, baffles,
gauges, vacuum furnaces, space chambers and complete vacuum systems to be the most modern in design;
efficient in operation, and constructed to give
maximum in service.

the

DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT
EXTENSIVE RESOURCES • PROVEN STABILITY
HIGH VACUUM EVAPORATOR KSE-2
Modern and compact in design, KSE-2 provides rapid evacuation to 10" torr; ultimate pressures to 5x10 .1 torr. It is an extremely useful laboratory tool in the areas of thin-film depositing, optical coating and metallizing. Other uses include freeze
drying, cathodic etching, film dehydration and many others.
The system is enclosed in a hammertone gray finished cabinet with a formica top working surface. All electrical controls
are conveniently located on the sloping front panel.

KINNEY VACUU M
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DIVISION THE

NEW YORK AIR

3529 WASHINGTON STREET •

BRAKE

COMPANY

BOSTON 30, MASS.
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sequently welded with the electron
beam to increase the reliability of

e

the connection. The relatively large
bead at the junction occurred in the
thermal compression bonding process; the electron beam weld is
located between the base of the
bead and diode conductor. The assembly was then encapsulated by
rotating the assembly under a
slightly defocused beam pulsed at
a frequency of 9,800 cycles per
second.

t
.

Machine Fastens
P-C Boards With Pins

...in all these
standard sizes
to save you time
and money

TINNED COPPER PINS replace
eyelets in machine connection technique

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES AND RATINGS
DOUBLE-SIDED
Single
Bowl

Double
Bowl

Material

D.

H

P

S

Dry
Flashover
kv eff.

9164
26846

7185
26841

Porcelain j
Steatite S

3

9105
26847

7181
26843

Porcelain
Steatite

43
%

9166
26004

9167
26845

Porcelain j
Steatite j

6/
12

lS'

6

1
/2
1

/4

2
4X$

3

/2
1

Radio
Rating
kv eff.

22

9
17

31

10%
20

38

12%
24

•D is mounting hole diameter.
s

When you design, keep our
standard sizes in mind. They really
cut down on costs and delay.
Lots of other standard sizes
for heavy duty, low voltage and
apparatus applications.
And, of course, if you need specials,
we'll meet your specs as fast as
possible, at aprice you'll agree is fair.

Double Bowl

Lapp

WRITE for Bulletin 301-R.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.,
199 Sumner Street,
LeRoy, New York.

printed circuit boards

are interface connected by a machine technique that uses pins in
place of eyelets or plated-through
hole connections. Developed by GE's «
Heavy Military Equipment Department, the method is claimed to be
less expensive, more reliable than
present connecting techniques. The
machine drives a 0.045 inch diameter pin through a 0.040 inch diameter hole in the board, after prescribed length-cutting of pins from
a reel of hard drawn, tinned copper
wire. Insertion rate is 30 pins per
minute. Circuit board with predrilled holes is held beneath a
spring-loaded locating pin in the ei
locating head. Spooled wire is fed
from the underside of the board by
the feed mechanism. A simple cutoff device shears the wire into the
required pin length. Pin is pressed

through the board by an inserting 41
rod. Flow soldering of both sides of
the board completes the connection,
but mechanical rigidity is not dependent on the solder fillet.

84
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electronics

What's your present job in electronics?
What will you be working on tomorrow? Do you know the latest electronic
developments outside your particular
specialty that may affect your work?
Below is a sampling of topics within
the 3,000 plus editorial pages produced
per year by electronics' 28-man editorial staff. No matter where you work
today, or in which job function ( s),
electronics will keep you fully informed as an electronic engineer. Subscribe today via the Reader Service
Card in this issue. Only 7% cents acopy
at the 3year rate.

electronics
IS EDITED TO KEEP YOU FULLY INFORMED
ON ALL PHASES OF ELECTRONICS

Air Traffic
Control

Amplifiers

Antennas

Biophysics

Computers

Crystals

Bata
Processing

Detectors

Diodes &
Diode Circuits

Filters

Generators

Infrared

Instruments

Lasers & Masers

Magnetics

Memories

Military
Electronics

Microwaves

Networks

Oscillators

Plasma & Ion
En neerin

e
Techniques

Radar

Space
Electronics

Swit
Switching Circuits

Satellites

Semiconductors

Capacitors

Communications

ele ctronics

Thin Films
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Tubes
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NEW PRODUCTS

DESIGN AND APPLICATION
+5 ma d-cinput, direct visual read-

'REVERSE
TRIGGER
INPUT

FORWARD
TRIGGER

Solid-State Counter is Reversible
Counts forward and reverse
at 10 Kc. Integral indicator
tube is readout device
ANNOUNCED by Burroughs
Corp., Electronics Components Div.,
Plainfield, N. J., the BIP-8002
solid-state reversible counter with
integrally mounted Nixie indicator tube counts both forward and
reverse to 10 Kc, reversing time of
100 µsec and carry delay of 0.5
j.esec maximum. Input is 2 y negative with pulse width of 10 µsee.
Reset is 35 y positive at 4 I.Lsec
pulse width. Output is from nominal + 55 I/ to + 1 y at 3 ma. The
unit uses a Bipco module forming a 10-state storage register. Bidirectional counting is by preconditioning two capacitor-resistor-diode
gates associated with collector of
each transistor amplifier. As shown

in the sketch, gates associated with
Qi consist of R„ D„ C„ R2,D, and
C,. One gate connects to base of
preceding stage and other to succeeding stage. Diode DIconnects to
forward trigger input and D, goes
to reverse trigger input. With register in state 1, Q, saturates and
other nine stages are off. Collector
of Q, is at ground potential while
other collectors are at + 55 v. Since
forward and reverse busses are normally at ground, all gate diodes are
reverse biased except D, and D,.
Thus a positive pulse on either forward or reverse lines causes counter
to step forward or reverse depending on which line is pulsed. Forward pulse turns on Q2 through C,
while reverse turns on Q,,, through
C2. Once transistor turned on saturates, it remains so and holds other
nine off through the diode matrix.
CIRCLE
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Analog Computation Readout Indicator
RECENTLY announced by Curtis
Instruments, Inc., 351 Lexington
Ave., Mount Kisco, N. Y., the model
5262F capacitive readout reversible
integrator provides visual and elec86

trical readout of the integral of any
time-dependent function and has no
moving parts. The device has symmetrically reversible integration,
infinite memory of integral, — 5 to

out, zero input threshold, not affected by superimposed ripple, linearity better than 0.1 percent, and
integral output preamplifier and
scaled electrical output. The device
operates on electrochemical principles. The integrating element consists of a capillary tube filled with
two columns ( electrodes) of mercury separated by a gap of aqueous
electrolyte. The d-c input signal
electroplates mercury across the
gap at arate which is adirect function of amplitude of input signal,
causing the gap to move. The outside of the capillary is covered by a

vapor-deposited conductive sheath.
The mercury electrodes and sheath,
separated by a glass wall, have 20
pF capacitance. In application, an
a-c signal is connected across the
electrodes and superimposed on the
d-einput signal. With one electrode
at a-c ground, excitation signal induces a voltage at the sheath which
is a direct function of length of ungrounded electrode. ( 302)

Silicon Junction Exhibits
Negative Resistance
announced by Solitron
Devices, Inc., P.O.B. 286, Danbury,
Connecticut, the Negohm device is
a silicon junction, two-port device
that exhibits normal diode forward
voltage-current behavior, sudden
reverse voltage avalanche breakdown, and then negative resistance
with further reverse voltage inRECENTLY

electronics
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ULTRA

AIR OR GASES

r
—

at less than 25% of
former costs with the

GILBARCO

HEATLESS
DRYER

1
11

A NEW LOW-COST DRYER WHICH OPERATES CONTINUOUSLY WITHOUT MAINTENANCE OR SERVICE
Dewpoint? As low as — 100 F. Capacity? 1 to 71
2
/
SCFM. Pressures? Up to 125 PSIG. Cost? About one- quarter
of what you'd expect to pay. That's the new Gilbarco Heatless Dryer, a small compact, lightweight dryer
employing a principle of operation developed and patented by one of the world's great research laboratories,
Esso Research and Engineering Company. If you have need of ultra- dry air, there . is no more economical or
efficient way to obtain it than with this new Gilbarco unit. Write for catalog and complete information.
SPECIFICATIONS
Model No.
Flow
°petalmg at 100psIg
Model No.

HF- 200-4

HF- 200-6

HF- 200-9

HF.200-12

1SCFM

21
2
/
SCFM

5 SCFM

71
2
/
SCFM

HF- 201-4

HF- 201-6

HF- 201-9

HF- 201-12

Flow
OperatIng at 125psIg

1SCFM

21/
2 SCFM

5 SCFM

71
2
/
SCFM

APPLIED PNEUMATICS DIVISION

Weight ( approx.)
Height (approx.)
Width (approx.)
Depth (approx.)

4 lb.
9"
8"
5"

5 lb.
11"
8"
5"

6 lb.
14"
85"

7 lb.
17"
8"
5"

GILBERT & BARKER MFG. CO.

Power Requirements

WEST SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

110 volts or 220 volts, 50 cycles or 60 cycles, single phase
15 watts. Other voltages and frequencies available.

Models are available in accordance with MIL- E-16400 and qualified under the
requirements of MIL-T-17113 and MIL- STD- 167.
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NEW
LOW
PRICED
BEATTIE-COLEMAN
OSCILLOTRON

crease. Units with avalanche voltages from 5 to 40 y are available.
When biased into the negative resistance region, the device can operate as an oscillator, low and
medium frequency switch or any
other function suitable to a device
showing negative resistance. The

10-100K

tion with a 30-v turn-on semiconductor. The semiconductor will turn
on in less than 1 esec and prevent
accidental overvoltage. If overvoltage persists, fuse will blow. The
fuse also protects against overcurrent. Units are available with 20 to
200 y ratings with overload currents from 0.05 to 1ampere. A glow
indicator can be included to spot
fuse failure. ( 304)

0.2(2
WAVE

SHAPING

---

NEGOHM

50-500K
8-67 1/
2V

NJ

P O LA R 0 ID*)
P RINTS IN
10 SECONDS
It's new! It's efficient! It's versatile! It's the Beattie-Coleman K5
Oscillotron 'Scope Camera.
• Direct view while recording.
• Single traces at 1:0.9 ratio or
13 traces at 1:0.7 on one frame
of Polaroid Land film.
• Choice of Polaroid roll film
back or 4x5 back for Polaroid
or regular cut film holders.
• Uses Polaroid Land 10,000
speed film.
• f/1.9 Oscillo-Raptar lens.

$395 complete
ACCESSORIES:
• Electric shutter actuator.
• Data recording chamber.
Circle number on card for info.
on ful Oscillotron line.
"Polatoid"W by Polaroid Corp.

BEATTIECOLEMAN.
INC.
1004 N. Olive St., Anaheim, Calif. • PR 4-4503
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Power Computer Insensitive
to Waveshape

sketch shows a voltage-controlled
oscillator having a sawtooth output ( or near sine when load is
paralleled
resistor-capacitor and
spiked when load is paralleled inductor-capacitor) with frequency
from less than 100 cps to more
than 100 Kc depending on time
constant of load. Output voltage is
minimum 8 y and device current
is typical 100 to 3,000
Output
is more than 2 y rms into 100,000
ohm load. Frequency change with
voltage is between 2:1 and 5:1. The
unit has a positive temperature co-

NEW from Avtron Manufacturing
Inc., 10409 Meech Ave., Cleveland 5,
Ohio, the model T357 is a solidstate, four-quadrant multiplier that
senses voltage and current being
delivered to a load and produces a
voltage proportional to magnitude

LOAD

MEASURED
SOURCE
D- C TO IKC
0-150V

efficient.
CIRCLE
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POWER
SUPPLY
50 - 500 cps
85-150V

FUSE

POWER
SOURCE

SEMICONDUCTOR

LOAD

OUT

of load power. Range is to 500 w
which may be increased with current or potential transformers with
voltage between 85 and 150 y and

current to 5 amperes. Frequency is
50 to 500 cps ( separately excited is
d-c to 500 cps), accuracy is 1-perProtecting Transistors
cent full scale with a-c and 2-perAgainst Overloads
cent full scale with d-c. Response
time unfiltered is 100 psec. Output
MANUFACTURED by Littelfuse Inc.,
4
is + 0.5 v, + 50 j
¿a into 10,000-ohm
1865 Miner St., Des Plaines, Illiload adjustable; positive for power
nois, the Transistor Protector is deflow from source to load and negasigned for transistor circuits where
tive for reverse flow. Open circuit
a single accidental application of
voltage
is approximately 2.5 v. Two
overvoltage or current can destroy
separate current circuits may be
the circuit. The device can be
used to find sum or difference power
mounted in a printed circuit board
in two circuits from same voltage
and the circuit is shown in the
source as a transistor time-division
sketch. The load being protected is
multiplier senses voltage and curconnected between terminals 2 and
rent flow. The current circuit is a
3 and input power is applied to ter6-in, wire passing through a small
minals 1 and 3. This provides both
toroid acting as a current transvoltage and current protection to
ducer operating on a-cor d-cwhose
the load if the fuse and internal
only losses are PR of wire resistsemiconductor
combination
are
properly chosen. For example: a ance. The voltage circuit is also
purely resistive and dissipates less
1-ampere fuse is used in conjuncelectronics

Corne to Northrop and get it off your mind.
new idea can't mature on uncritical acceptance. It must challenge. It must convince. Its survival and growth depend on an
atmosphere of open discussion.
If you eMoy the stimulation of free debate, you'll like working at Northrop. We have more than 70 acl:ive projects in work, and
e're constantly evaluating new lines of inquiry. Projects range from space guidance and navigation to automatic checkout
quipnent, from computer design and world-wide communications to laminar flow control.
On the following pages you'll find some specific positions available now at Northrop Norair. Look them over. One may be
ust the spot for you.
But ever if you don't lird your specialty listed — don't go away. We simply don't have room to mention all the opportunities
)be found throughout Northrop's several divisions. For more specific information, write to Dr.

NoRTHRop

lexander Weir at Northrop Corp., Box 1525, Beverly Hills, Calif. You'll receive a prompt reply.
AN EQUAL OPPUR , UNITY EMPLOYER

than 200 mw at 100 v. The sketch
(p 88) shows atypical single-phase
44444
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power monitor.
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INCREASE YOUR
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EECO's block, punched- tape reader
can digest 80, 96, 120 or 160 bits of
information at astep ( depending upon
the model you select). It's better designed for applications like machine
tool control and automatic checkout
and tests. For instance, it offers acomplete test per block; identification of
data function by position in block;
elimination of data storage records
and address decoding circuits. Straightforward programming by blocks.
Standard units read 80, 96, 120, 160 bit
blocks. In modular or standard 19"
rack mounting units. Takes 1", 8- level
paper or mylar tape punched on 0.1"
centers. Reader head designed for
either forward or reverse reading.
Most models are bi-directional. Write

Automation Div•sion

Electronic Engineering Company

e
of California
1601 E. Chestnut Avenue • Santa Ana, California
Phone: 547-5501, pO. Box 58 • Representative in
Western Europe and Israel: Electronic Engineering
S.A., C.P. 142 Fribourg, Switzerland.
EE 2-50

for data sheets.
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Precision Bridge
Measures R-F Power
WEINSCHEL

ENGINEERING,

10503

Metropolitan Ave., Kensington, Md.
Model PB-1B may be used with a
wide variety of bolometers for the
precise measurement of high frequency and microwave power. It is
capable of accuracies of 0.1 percent
in the measurement of substituted
d-c power. Unit can be used with
any 100 or 200 ohm, grounded or
ungrounded bolometer mount requiring between 3and 15 ma of bias
current. The bridge has a substitution range of 0.1 to 20 mw depending on the bolometer used. It sells

\if

for $2,350. (306)

'1

Voltmeter & Standard
NIESUR-MATIC

CUT IT,
WRAP IT!
NETIC AND CO-NETIC
MAGNETIC SHIELDS
APPLIED
IN SECONDS

Guard against performance
degradation from unpredictable
magnetic field conditions to which
your equipment may be exposed.
Economical CO-NETIC and NETIC
Magnetic Shielding Foils are adaptable
to any size or shape components.
Simply cut with ordinary scissors.
Available in continuous lengths
on rolls up to 15" wide. Furnished
in final annealed state.
Co-Netic and Netic alloys are not affected
significantly by vibration or shock, assuring
components performance repeatability
over awider range of flux intensities.
They are also non- retentive and do not
require periodic annealing. When grounded,
they shield electrostatic as well as
magnetic fields. They have many
applications in satellite instrumentation
and many other magnetically
sensitive devices.

MAGNETIC SHIELD DIVISION
Perfection
1322 North

90
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Mica

Co.

Elston

Phone

EVerglade

Avenue, Chicago 22,

4-2122
Illinois

ELECTRONICS

CORP.,

Warner, N. H. Model V DC-2BR,
which combines in one portable
cabinet achopped amplified d-cvoltmeter and an accurate Zener reference source, is available in ranges
from -1=0.5, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and d-c
volts. (
307)

4

4

Inertia Damper
Used With Servo Motors
CONTROLS INC., 8 Erie
Dr., Natick, Mass. Model 124 inertia damper can be used with servo
motors having rear shaft extensions in Bu Ord sizes 11, 15, and
18. The damper stabilization ratio
FEEDBACK

electronics

•

( alpha) is 14 or greater when used
with these motors and low reflected
load

inertias.

Even

If you're going to be that way about it, come to Norair.

with reflected

load inertia as great as the motor
inertia,

the value of alpha equals

10 or more. An advantage of dampers using a viscous fluid is that by
changing the fluid the damper fine
constants ( break frequencies)

and

the

can

gain-crossover

frequency

be chosen by the designer. ( 308)

- Unit Pulsers
Weigh 7Pounds
INTERCONTINENTAL

INSTRUMENTS

INC., 123 Gazza Blvd., Farmingdale,

N.

Y.

Line of transistorized

unit

pulsers provides square waves, positive and negative pulses, and double
pulses
and

from d- c to

12

delay variation

0.25 sec;
nsec.

Mc.

Width

is 30

nsec to

rise and fall time is

10

Output provides 20 v from 50

ohms, with continuous adjustment
to 20 mv. ( 309)

The kind of men we're looking for are stubborn. They stick to a problem until they find
an answer; they stick to the answer until they find facts to prove them wrong.
Is thai. the way you want to be about it? Then come to Norair, ard tackle some of our
stimulating aerospace projects. Positions are immediately available in:
Propulsion. Men with knowledge of the fundamental technologies to do research and
development on solid, liquid, hybrid, and a.r-breathing systems.
Vehicle dynamics and control. For researcn and development in aerodynamics and
flight controls as applied to VTOL vehicles, space trainer aircraft, and six- degree- offreedom near- earth trajectory ryoblems
Electromagnetics. For studies in energy propagation and field theory pertinent to
such areas as communications antennas, rada- cross- sections, and plasma sheaths.
Fluid mechanics. For analyses of subsonic, supersonic and hypersonic flows.
Communications. To conduct analysis and integration of new concepts in telemetry
command, detection, and tracking systems.
Experimental aerodynamics. To work witn a group that will support theoretical aerodynamic research with experitrental approaches and will initiate experimental research to fill voids in the theoretical techniques.
Operations research. To visualize complete weapons systems, and apply basic knowledge to new and diversified proplems.
Guidance and controls. To conduct stud,/ and analysis of sensors and computers.

'

Systems research. To work on systems performance optimization.
Numerical analysis. To develop large-scale numerical procedures for aerodynamic
design and flow field analysis.

Parametric Amplifier
Covers 2.7 to 2.9 Ge
AIRBORNE

INSTRUMENTS

LABORA-

TORY, Deer Park, L. I., N . Y., otters

a broad- band

2700-2900

Mc

para-

metric amplifier designed to retrofit
S- band

radar

fixed- tuned
Model
less

1230

than

systems

amplifiers

for

which

are desired.

has a noise figure of

3.5

db.

Unit

has

two

stages of parametKc amplification,
both

being

December 7.
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a common

Avionics. To work on the design, development, and analysis of avionics systems for
airborne applications.
Reliability. To assess the reliability and optimize the configurations and mission profiles of space systems.
Chemical research. To work or the development and applications of structural adhesives for aerospace vehicles.
Metallurgical research. For research and development on materials and joining.
If you'd like more information about these opportunities and others that may be available, write to Roy L. Pool, Engineering Center Personnel Otfice, 1001 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California.

NORTHROP NORAIR
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNIT" EMPLOYER
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pump source.
•

%

Gain stability is ex-

cellent, since each stage has a rela-

p.

• '

• • •

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

• i
t

11

tively

small

gain

of about

10 (lb.

Size is 12 by 6.5 by 4 in.

e %11
I
I • •
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Argonne National Laboratory, the largest midwestern research and
development Laboratory of its kind, has rapidly increasing needs for
s
creative electronics and electrical engireers in its Particle Accelerator
and Electronics Divisions. Argonne is located in the suburban
Chicago area, 25 miles southwest of the Chicago Loop.
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. electrical engineers with three or more years'
experience in one or more of the following areas required:
Scintillation and Solid State Spectrometry
• Analog devices such as linear amplifiers and gates
• Pulse multipliers and other particle identification devices
• Analog to digital converters
• Fast analog storage devices
• Multichannel and multi- dimensional analyzers
• Very low and/or very high level counting equipment
• Compact lightweight spectrometric devices
Nanosecond Devices
• Gas, liquid and solid scintillation counters and chamoers, Cerenkov
counters, solid state counters, spark chambers, and other imaging
devices
• Multi- fold coincidence-anticoincidence circuits
• Amplifiers, discriminators, fan outs, mixers and scalers
• Time- to- pulse height converters
• High voltage pulsers and oscillographic devices
• Electron ballistics devices
• Hodoscopes and other counter arrays

Lab Power Supply
Features Compactness
HYPERION

INDUSTRIES,

Coolidge
Mass.

Road,

Model

compact
that

1Illl

INC.,

IIV-W1-30-0.6

laboratory

power

Other Areas
• High voltage ( 500 KV) rectifiers and/or components
• Analog and digital pulse circuit design
• Transistor data transmission, processing and recording devices
• Feedback measurement, indicating, and control devices
• Wide- band and low noise amplifiers
• Radiation detectors and associated instruments
• High stability high voltage devices

ma.

Combined

line and
mv,

load

whichever

is less than
sponse

regulation

against

is 0.05 percent or 5
is

greater.

Ripple

1 mv urns and the re-

time

is

less

than

50

cps. Price is $ 129. ( 311)
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TV Camera Tester
Attaches to Lens Mount
PHOTO

REsEARcli

Cahuenga
Calif.

CORP., 837

Blvd.,

Designed

alignment

and

North

1Iollywood
for

the

rd ilk'," Q

r

a

I—

Asa cggesg.-rcg Fire'

PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT, 9700 SOUTH CASS AVENUE, e-8, ARGONNE, ILLINOIS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

standardization

of

to the lens mount of any studio Or
checks

accu-

opto- mechan icaI

1

alignment, sensitivity, and calibration to lab standards.

It precludes

the variables present with external
test patterns through use of internal test pattern slides.

Light level

and color temperatures are adjustable, and even illumination without
hot spots is provided by au exclusive

92

38,

critical

tv cameras, the Optoliner attaches

rately

Operated by the UntversIty ol Chtcan0 under
contract with the Untied States Atonnc Energy Cottuntsston

pSee.

50-110

closed-circuit tv camera and

e022ile

a

is continuously variable from

power is 105-125 y

Data Processing and Recording
• Logic circuitry design and implementation
• Ferrite core, aperture, thin film and other memories for processing
of data in complex nuclear physics experiments
• Electro optical and electromechanical devices
• Data transmission devices
• Adjunct equipment for multichannel and multi- dimensional analyzers
• Multi- scalers and time analyzers
• Analog computers

is

supply

0 to 30 V ti-c at a load of 0 to 600

Ultra Precise and Stable Nuclear Electronic Devices
• Programmable and manually variable high voltage and magnet current
supplies
• Mass spectrometer instrumentation
• Electrometer and other low level measuring, indicating and control
devices
• Reactor and accelerator control and safety devices
• Transducers and instruments for the measurement of diverse physical
and chemical properties
• Function generators and feedback control devices

127

Watertown,

integrating sphere.

A

photo-

electronics

-1

cell measures light intensity on the

CO-Itt

°VENUE
CONCENTRATES

face of the camera pick-up tube for
precise sensitivity testing. ( 312)

devote our entire efforts

CO- 112

Telemetry Transmitter
Supplies 5W Power
VECTOR MFG. CO., INC.,

and long experience to
the science of exacting
temperature control of
crystals and other

Socithampton,

sensitive components.

Pa.
The TRPT-5V rugged and
ultrastable solid state telemetry
transmitter is designed for missiles, space, and mobile applications.
Output impedance is 50
ohms; frequency range, 215 to 260
Mc; frequency stability, ±- 0.005

t

tb-•—I 000010

-41

---441
MAIER

'Our achievements in the design
ad production of component ovens
makes it possible for the design
engineer to stabilize circuitry and
components over a wide ambient
temperature range.

percent; power output. 5 w; power
input, 28 y d-c ±-10 percent at 1.6
amp; temperature, — 20 C to + 80
C. ( 313)

Silicon Rectifiers
P. 0. Box
Three new

POWER COMPONENTS, INC..

421,

Scottdale,

Pa.

t14•44‘03141
',MOM* • 41.4 AMAMI!
FltIO. WWI 040 014 Mtn

ON COMPONENT OVENS

series of single junction, high voltage, silicon rectifiers are available
with reverse currents down to 0.1

Equipped with acomplete engineering laboratory, machine shop and a large inventory
of basic parts, we are able to expedite your
requirements for prototype or production
models. A wide range of sizes are available,
and can be supplied in many combinations
of temperature and voltage.

ga, in ratings of 0.5 amp, 0.75 amp
and 1.0 amp, and piv's ap to 2,000
v. ( 314)

Three of the many designs completed by
Ovenaire are illustrated to show our versatility in mechanical configurations.
CO- 111—Size: 4.35" x3.45. 81"
Accommodates:
printed
circuit
board
3.250" x 2.875" with flexible printed
circuit for connector.
CO- 112—Size: 1.00" diameter x 15/16" seated
height
Accommodates: 2 diodes . 100" diameter
x . 250" long.
CO- 113—Size; 3" square x6-1/32" long
Accommodates: Components and has internal cavity 2-1/16" square s 4-9/16"
high.

e

We invite you to enlist our experience for
your special requirements.

Plug-In Power Supplies
Consist of 25 Models
ACOPIAN TECHNICAL CO.,

927 Spruce

St., Eaton, Pa. Continuous duty at
full load to 50 C ambient without
additional heat sinking is a feature
of the new 1.0 amp transistorized
plug-in power supply series. Series
G consists of 25 models covering
output voltages frora 6 to 30 v. An
December 7, 1962
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CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA

Also available in Canada through our Affiliate: CROVEN

Ltd.

WHITBY, ONTARIO, CANADA
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internal adjustment of ±-0.5 y is
provided on all models. Input voltage is 105-125 y a-c, 50 to 400 cps.
Output is floating. Line regulation
is :Le..-0.05 percent and load ±-0.2 percent. Ripple is 1 mv rms. Size is
V Iin. by 4 :i
5
,1 in. by 5, in. Weight
is 31 lb. Price is $95 each.
CIRCLE 315, READER SERVICE CARD

mó • dém
mo-dem rnedeml n. ¡E. fr. contr. and comb, of modulator and demodulator.1 1. A device used
in electronic data communication for the transn:is.sion and reception of data. 2. atransceiver.
—Syn. SERIF; see li1XON.

Transformers Used in
Transistor Circuits

The modem shown is abasic low- speed data communications terminal. By adding
other Rixon DD modules, asystem which meets almost any requirements (simplex, half- or full-duplex, data rates from 600 to 4800 bps) can be easily customtailored. No wonder Rixon is synonymous with data communication. For solutions,
engineering, or hardware for your data communications problems, contact our
Marketing Department.

EIQ]Zr

T__.mcrrwpi\rics,

2121 INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY— MONTGOMERY INDUSTRIAL PARK — SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
TELEPHONE: 622-2121

TWX: 301 622-2292
CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ADAM TRANSFORMER CO., INC.,

1661

McDonald Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
announces a line of 77 basic miniature transistor transformer types.
They are used in diverse impedance
matching applications in transistor
circuitry.
Primary
impedances
vary from 3 ohms to 500,000 ohms,

111

secondaries from 3.2 ohms to 80,000 ohms with center-taps on many.
Standard frequency response is better than ±-3 db from 200 cps to 20
Ke. Power levels average from 100
to 350 mw. (316)

L-F Enclosure
DIVISION of Shieldtron,
Inc., Riverton, N.J., announces a
new enclosure that provides magSHIELDING

netic shielding of > 35 db at frequencies as low as 60 cps. ( 317)
Only one way to clean it. Ultrasonically.
Complete cleanliness is a must in the production of precision gyroscope
parts. A grain of dust, a microscopic fiber, even a fingerprint could spoil
its performance.
Manufacturers of these tiny components and assemblies have found only
ultrasonic cleaning can do the job properly . . . and high-powered Westinghouse ultrasonic equipment does the job best.
Solid state ultrasonic generators are trouble-free. All-metal Magnapak
transducers cannot be overdriven, and deliver more cleaning power per
watt than any others.
Westinghouse offers standard equipments in tank sizes from 11/
2 to 600
gallons. and powers up to 25,000 watts, or cleaning installations engineered to your production problem.
For more information or a demonstration, contact Westinghouse Industrial
Electronics Division, 2519 Wilkens Avenue, Baltimore 3, Md. You can
be sure . . . if it's Westinghouse.

4

d

SCR Test Set
Features Flexibility
OWEN LABORATORIES, INC.,

Westinghouse

Ultrasonics

55 Beacon

Place, Pasadena, Calif. Type 320-A
ser tester is a complete facility for
testing all types of Unijunction
transistors, small as well as large

94
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electronics

solid-state rectifiers, and all present
types of silicon controlled rectifiers.
Its wide range of voltage and current levels—peak forward currents
of well over 300 amp and leakage
test potentials to 1,000 v— make it
extremely flexible.

(318)

PACKAGED
SERVO ASSEMBLIES
" Miniature Capacitors
Meet MIL-C-27287
DEARBORN
TORIES,
lando,

ELECTRONIC

INC.,
Fla.,

miniature,
am.

P.

0.

Box

introduces
fixed,

LABORA3431,
a

Or-

line

of

plastic-dielectric,

tubular

capacitors

C-27287

(USAF).

meeting

MIL-

Operating over

Kearfott packaged servos combine all components (synchros,
resolvers, motor-generators, amplifiers, etc..) of typical positioning servos. Available in two basic versions: BuOrd configuration
with output shaft, and flat pack in-line configuration without
shaft; transistorized amplifier can be built into either. BuOrd
size 11 (with two size 5 components), size 15 (with up to four
size 5 components), and size 18 (with up to six size 5 components). Flat pack type accommodates up to four wound components. Component complement and precision gearing in a
wide range of ratios. .. to your specifications.
For complete data write Kearfott Division, General Precision, Inc.,
Little Falls, New Jersey.

a wide temperature range of from
—55 C to + 125 C the units are designed primarily for filter, by-pass,
and

blocking

operations

requiring

higher orders of reliability. Capacitance values range from 0.0010 ktf
through

1.0

gf

in

corresponding

case sizes of 0.172 in. by it in. to

HIGHLY
RELIABLE

1.15 in. by 2g in. ( 319)

SHAFT POSITION-TO- DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Resistant to high shock, vibration, and temperature extremes.
Applications include latitude, longitude, azimuth, or conventional angular shaft displacement conversion and decimal count
conversion. Kearfott's exclusive drum design gives large conversion capacity (typical unit 215 ) in small size. Combination
counter-converter assemblies for visual and electrical readout
also available.

t

Plotting System
Is Tape Controlled
THE GERBER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT
CO., P. 0. Box 305, Hartford, Conn.,
has introduced a magnetic tape controlled

plotting system,

an

instru-

ment accurate to ±
- -0.001 in. per ft
over its 6 ft by 12 ft plotting area.
The

machine

tool

magnetic

tape

verifying system will perform the
work of hundreds of draftsmen and

CHARACTERISTICS:
Part 1- umber
Code
No. of Drums
Range

P1241-11A
P1240-11A
Ciclic Binary
5
3
0-32,708 (215 ) (+) 0to (+) 999
(—)999 to(—) 0
Bits per Revolution 16
20
Revolutions for
Total Range
2,048
100

Y1240- 11A
Y1241- 11A U1240-11
Bleary Decimal
3
2
4
0to 359.9
0to 359
0to 359.9
e

40

40

90

9

90

For complete data write Kearfott Division, General Precision, Inc.,
Little Falls, New Jersey.

4 maintain an accumulative accuracy
of less than ±-0.005 in.

Capabilities

include line drawing in four colors,
typing and scribing information at
rates up to 500 ipm.
December

7,

1962

System may be

©MMIE,cDR,

er,
2[EcoüenorNKEARFOTT

gx[Epcpee,caco

LITTLE

FALLS.

DIVISION
NEW JERSEY
!NC
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Power modul
es . L
ow C
os t

operated manually or automatically
from its computer by means of
magnetic tape.
CIRCLE 320,

READER SERVICE CARD

AC-Dc p
ower s
uppl i
es
Regulated to -±0.05% vs Broad Line the power supplies oiler a wide variety
of output voltages. They are compact. low -cost and have very l
ow r
i
pp le.
They arc not harmed by output shorts or overloads applied continuously.
And they are field serviceable. Frequency is 60 or 400 cps with less than
1 MV or 5 MV rms ripple. Output adjustment is -± 10% screwdriver adjustment. Maximum ambient temperature is 55 ° C.

-1118ffleinemiiimi

BEFORE YOU BUY POWER SUPPLIES
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE
RANGE

SIZE
(see
dwg.)

OUTPUT
CURRENT
(AMPS)

±-0.05%
-

±-0.05%
-

ACCURACY

MODEL

ACCURACY

TYPE

MODEL

TYPE

PRICE

115/60-PMR
115/60-PMR
115/60-PMR
115 60-PMR

2.5/.5/05
2.5/1/05
2.5/3/05
2.5/6/05

85.00
125.00
170.00
220.00

115/60-PMR
115/60-PMR
115/60-PMR
115, 60-PMR

PRICE

2.5/.5/5
2.5 ,1/5
2.5/3/5
2.5 6/5

75.00
115.00
160.00
205.00

2.22.22.22.2-

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

0.5
1.0
3.0
6.0

A
C
D
E

5.85.85.85.8-

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

0.5
1.0
3.0
6.0

A
C
D
E

115
115
115
115

60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR

6/.5/05
6 1 05
63 05
6 6 05

95.00
185.00
190.00
240.00

115
115
115
115

60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR

65 5
6 15
6/3 5
665

85.00
125.00
180.00
225.00

8.58.58.58.5-

9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3

0.5
1.0
3.0
6.0

A
C
D
F

115
115
115
115

60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR

9 . 5 05
9 1 05
9 ' 3,05
9 6/05

115.00
150.00
195.00
260.00

115
115
115
115

60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR

955
9 15
935
9/6 5

105.00
140.00
185.00
245.00

11.4-12.5
11.4-12.5
11.4-12.5
11.4-12.5

0.5
1.0
3.0
6.0

8
D
E
F

115
115
115,
115

60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR

12/.5/05
12 1/05
12/3/05
12, 6/05

115.00
150.00
205.00
270.00

115 60-PMR
115 60-PMR
115/60-PMR
115/60-PMR

12.5 5
121 5
12 3 5
12 6 5

105.00
140.00
190.00
255.00

16.5-18.5
16.5-18.5
16.5-18.5
16.5-18.5

0.5
1.0
3.0
6.0

B
E
F
G

115/60-PMR
115/60-PMR
115 ,60-PMR
115 60-PMR

18/.5/05
18, 1/05
18/3'05
18 6 05

120.00
160.00
210.00
280.00

115 ,60-PMR
115 60-PMR
115 60-PMR
115 60-PMR

18
18
18
18

110.00
150.00
195.00
265.00

22.3-24.4
22.3-24.4
22.3-24.4
22.3-24.4

0.5
1.0
3.0
6.0

C
E
F
G

115 60-PMR
115,60 PMR
115 60 PMR
115 60 PMR

24 . 5.05
24 1 05
24 3 05
24/ 6, 05

120.00
160.00
215.00
280.00

115
115
115
115

24 5 5
24 1 5
24 3 5
24 6 5

110.00
150.00
200.00
265.00

29.2-32.7
29.2-32.7
29.2-32.7

0.5
1.0
3.0

C
E
F

115 ,60-PMR
115 60-PMR
115 60 PMR

30/5/05
30 1/05
30 3/05

125.00
165.00
220.00

115 60-PMR
115 60-PMR
115 60-PMR

30 5'5
301 5
30 3, 5

115.00
155.00
205.00

60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR
60-PMR

VOLUME PURCHASES DISCOUNTED

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

• 100-125 volts
Input Voltage
• 60 or 400 cps
Frequency
• . 05% or . 5%
Regulation
• Less than 1 MV or 5 MV
Ripple
• .
1:10% screwdriver adj.
Output Adjust
• Max. ambient 55°C
Temperature
Standard Output Voltage • 2.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 32
Standard Output Currents • .5, 1, 3, 6 amps
FIJKLMN
A ef. 3% 5
2%, 2% 1X.
B
4X. 5% 2X. 3
W.
C 3% 4X. 5% 2% 3X. 1%
D 4% 4% 6 % 3
3% 1%
E 4.X. 5X. 6% 3X. 4X. 2X.
F 5% 6% 7
3% 5% 2%
G 6% 6% 7
5% 5X. 2%

E

55
15
35
65

• Regulated + 0.05% vs Line Load
•Wide Variety of Output Voltages
• Compact, Low Cost
•Low Ripple
• Not Harmed by Output Shorts or
Overloads Applied Continuously
•Field Serviceable

rms

RI
8-32 1%
10-32 1%
10-32 1%
%-20 1%
%-20 1%
X.-18 2
51,-18 2

ELECTRODYNAMIC INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
Subsidiary of Reed Roller Bit Company

TWX 713-571-341

RI 8-2760

1841 OLD SPANISH TRAIL
HOUSTON 25, TEXAS
EIC REPRESENTATIVES
CLYDE M. SALISBURY CO., San Francisco, 1453 Seventh Ave.- MO 4-0586 • REPCO SALES, Miami, 401 N.W.
71st Street-PL 7-2911 • ELECTRONIC SALES, INC., Denver 22, 2641 S. Ivy Street-SK 6-4148 • WALLACE
\ND WALLACE, Los Angeles 15, 1206 Maple Ave.- RI 7-0401

Module Tester Set
Consists of Two Units
SCIENTIFIC

DATA

SYSTEMS,

INC.,

1542 Fifteenth St., Santa Monica,
Calif. Model JX10 module tester
consists of two units mounted in a
single case. One unit measures the
voltage/current
parameters
of
switching and Zener diodes while
they are installed in a circuit. The

.11

second unit tests complete cards
under various conditions of loading,
both resistive and capacitive, plus
degradation of clock amplitude and
width. Price is $3,000. ( 321)

Stud Base Rectifiers

RADIO, division of General
Motors Corp., Kokomo, Ind. The
1N3208 to 1N3212 series have a
basic current rating averaging 15
amp over a temperature range of

DELCO

-65 C to + 150 C; max pry ratings
from 50 y to 400 v; max rms voltages from 35 y to 280 v; and withstand peak one-cycle surge current
of 250 amp at 150 C case temperature. ( 322)

CIRCLE 96 ON READER SERVICE CARD
YOUR POSTMASTER SUGGESTS:

Avoid the Last Minute
Christmas Holiday Rush
MAIL EARLY
To Out- of- Town Points, by December 10th
For Delivery in your Local Area, by December 15th

WRAP PACKAGES SECURELY

Ratemeter Offers
600,000 CPM Range
GENERAL

NUCLEAR

CORP.,

538

E.

ADDRESS PLAINLY- INCLUDE POSTAL

Central Park Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

ZONE NUMBER AND YOUR RETURN ADDRESS

Model 502 transistorized linear
count ratemeter accepts negative
pulses greater than .1 v. Output is

SHOP AND MAIL EARLY!
96

41

electronics

presented on a 3-in. meter. Provision is also made to operate strip
chart recorders. Range of the instrument is 600,000 cpm on eight
ranges and features three time constants. Unit is also available with
automatic range change and 500 to
2,000 y power supply. ( 323)

SUBJECT: More New Shielded Coil Forms
USE: RF Coils, Chokes, Filters,
Transformers
FREQ: To 200 MC.
SOURCE: Micrometals

Chopper Transformer
Is Ruggedly Built
ELECTRONICS,
INC.,
16799
Schoenborn St., Sepulveda, Calif.,
announces a toroidal 28 y chopper
transformer for application in a
wide
variety
of
transistorized
power supphes. It has a chopper
frequency of 2 Kc. The transformer is supplied with turret type
terminals, and a through-hole capable of accommodating a 6/32
bolt. This transformer is ruggedly
built to meet all applicable MIL
PCA

▪

MICROMETALS
72 E. MONTECITO AVE., SIERRA MADRE, CALIFORNIA
MUrray 1-9025
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NEW

T-27A specifications. ( 324)

AXIAL FIELD

STRAIN RELIEFS
The insulating bushing
that anchors acord set
to an electrically operated machine or applianre.

GAUSSMETER

JUNCTION- TERMINAL
BUSHINGS

Metal Film Resistor
Made in Ten TC Codes
co., Mount
Vernon, N. Y., has developed a T'ci w
metal film precision resistor for use
in computers, missile guidance systems, instruments and similar
equipment. Type RN55 is designed
to exceed MIL-R- 10509C specs for
Characteristics B, C, D and E.
Units are manufactured in ten TC
codes including T-9 (-1-.25 ppm),
with tolerances from the standard
±-1 percent down to ± 0.05 percent,
and in a wide range of resistance
values. ( 325)
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC

December
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Eliminate " pig- tails" — Miniatuie
size. Snap- in assembly, color or
number coded. Can be used as
plug ir. receptacle. Simple quiek
discormect.

Fit curved surfaces

bushing —
LNylon
—

brass

to
dia.—vatious inside
diameters. Snap locks into
prine ls up to ie

aSi ze slot holes Item
l

tab

• 2 rotating coils for 3D measurements on
solenoids and focusing ails.
• Measures both axial and transverse
fields.
• Long operating life due to new design
features.
• Wide range of measurements 0.4/1/4/
10/40/120 kilogausses.

.

SP)
FREE SAMPLES

Write for Bulletin

729

BUSHINGS OF

Zeteeidoeet

YOUR CHOICE

HEYMAN
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

ELECTRICAL . NSTRUMENT CO.

I

KENILWORTH 2 , NEW JERSEY

fine instruments since 191S

Ill Potter

Street •

Cambridge,

Mass.
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Literature
of the Week
SWITCHES MicroSwitch,
Freeport, Ill. Catalog 68a describes
the new series 5 heavy duty sealed
pushbutton switches.
CIRCLE 326, READER SERVICE CARD

Extremely fast rise time and short pulse capabilities
make SKL's new Model 503A Fast-Rise Pulse

PUSHBUTTON

Generator ideal for many radar, television, communications, nuclear physics and high speed oscillography test applications. The instrument has five
built-in pulse widths and is equipped with an
output trigger jack for convenience in use. It contains a well- regulated
internal power supply.

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
American
Rectifier Corp., 95 Lafayette St.,
New York 13, N. Y. Data sheet
gives full specifications on Selenivac high power industrial a-c voltage regulators. ( 327)

A-C

SPECIFICATIONS
• Rise Time: 0.5 nanosecond
• Rep. Rate: 0-120 pps
• Pulse Amplitude: 0-150
volts ( 1000 volts max.
with external supply)
• Pulse Width: 1nanosecond
min.; max. unrestricted
• Pulse Shape: Rectangular
• Load Impedance: 50 ohms

5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 nanoseconds. A fixed, high
quality signal delay is
also incorporated in the
unit.

•

For further information, write to Dept. L:

SPENCER•KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
1320

SOLDIERS

FIELD

ROAD,

BOSTON

35,

MASS.
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You Get Things Done With
Boardmaster Visual Control

EQUIPMENT B&K Instruments, Inc., 3044 W. 106th St.,
Cleveland 11, 0., offers a catalog on
sound, vibration, and data analysis
instrumentation. ( 328)

MEASURING

The accessory Model
505 Delay Network provides a variable trigger
delay system in steps of

NEW Manual

qir

TEST EQUIPMENT & METHODS
HYF'OT®
INSULATION Breakdown
High voltage tests. a- e and d-e,
to all MIL and ASTM standards.
HYPOT models to 250 kv and up,
for laboratory, production and
field use. Automated test systems
for up to 18,000 test points.
Write for Manual S-74.

Key Resistor Corp., 321
West Redondo Beach Blvd., Gardena, Calif., has available a catalog,
including five data bulletins on virtually its entire resistor line. ( 329)

RESISTORS

COMPONENTS Omni Spectra, Inc., 8844 Puritan Ave., Detroit 38, Mich. Brochure describes
the Astroline series of miniature
microwave coaxial components and
the Terraline series of standard size
components. (330)

MICROWAVE

1

OSCILLATORS Kay Electric
Co., Maple Ave., Pine Brook, N.J.
Bulletin describes the Multi-Sweep
121-A that covers from 0.5 to 1,100
Mc in frequency sweeps up to 300
Mc wide. ( 331)

SWEEPING

TESTING Branson Instruments, Inc., 37 Brown House Road,
Stamford, Conn. A 16- page booklet
describes the Vidigage ultrasonic
thickness tester. (332)

ULTRASONIC

Clevite Transistor, 1801 Page
Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif., has released bulletins giving specifications, price and catalog information
on a series of fast- switching, .1layer diodes. ( 333)

DIODES

METER
Helipot Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500
Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. Style
43 panel meter with all- plastic case
is being introduced in a 2- page data
sheet. (334)

PANEL

INSULATION Materials Testers
For solids, sheets. tubes, tapes,
liquids . . to ASTM and Federal
specifications. New Series 4501
offers fifteen interchangeable
materials test fixtures. Write for
Manual S-74.

* Gives Graphic Picture of Your Operations—
Spotlighted by Color
* Facts at a glance— Saves Time, Saves Money,
Prevents Errors
* Simple to operate—Type or Write on Cards,
Snap in Grooves
* Ideal for Production, Traffic, Inventory, Scheduling, Sales, Etç.
*' Made of Metal. Compact and Attractive.
Over 750,000 in Use
Full price $ 49 50 with cards

FREE
Write

24-PAGE

it B
h0O
tK
O
LEbT
li

NO. C-20

for Your Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
YANCEYVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

Corona Detection
and Measurement
Detects and displays on oscilloscope,
minute traces of corona, whether
caused by voids within insulation
or other defects. May be studied
visually or measured. Write
for Manual S-74.
10--35.28
WRITE

FOR

MANUAL
S-74

ASSOCIATED RESE (A
)RCH I
NC
3731 W belon,

A•tf,16. •

Ch.tago 18 lihnon
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TACHOMETERS
Lectrologic
of Florida, 4165 S.W. 11th Terrace,
Fort
Lauderdale,
Fla.
Catalog
LC-300 describes aline of proximity
tachometers with outputs covering
the standard industrial d-c signals
1-5, 4-20, 10-50 ma. ( 335)

PROXIMITY

SPIRAL ANTENNA American
Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 301
Richardson Road, Colmar, Pa. Bulletin 62-7 describes a conical spiral
antenna that provides a hemispherical radiation pattern with elliptical
polarization for operation over wide
bandwidths. ( 336)

CONICAL

Daystrom,
Inc., Archbald, Pa., offers a technical data sheet on the 255 series

TRIMMING POTENTIOMETERS

electronics

4

Squaretrim subminiature trimming
potentiometers. ( 337)

Better Measuring fromil

LI

Data- Control
Systems, Inc., Danbury, Conn. Condensed catalog covers a full line of
data acquisition and processing
products and systems. ( 338)

TELEMETRY COMPONENTS

11:1
SOLID
STATE

TRANSDUCERS Servonic Instruments, Inc., 1644 Whittier Ave.,
Costa Mesa, Calif., has released
seven new technical bulletins on
pressure transducers. ( 339)

PRESSURE

West Penn Power Co.,
Cabin Hill, Greensburg, Pa., offers
a booklet describing Western Pennsylvania in general terms as a location for manufacturing, warehousing and research facilities. ( 340)

PLANT LOCATION

POWER TRANSISTOR TungSol Electric Inc., One Summer Ave.,
Newark 4, N. J. Technical product
bulletin lists specifications on type
2N2493 power transistor with 15
amp I. (341)

RELIABILITY

vital to

GERMANIUM

PROPERTIES MOBOSiiiCOB, Inc.,
139 East 157th St., Gardena, Calif.,
has prepared an 11 in. by 17 in.
chart in which " Resistivity versus
Carrier Concentration" is depicted
by curves. ( 342)

Mariner 2
ground
support

SILICON

Magnetics
Research Co., Inc., 179 Westmoreland Ave., White Plains, N. Y. A
14- page catalog illustrates a line of
transistor and magnetic core digital
building blocks. ( 343)

DIGITAL

BUILDING

Dana Laboratories,
Inc.. 630 Young St., Santa Ana,
Calif. Data sheet 48 covers the
4000 series, a four- digit all electronic digital voltmeter with onedigit accuracy. ( 344)

Solid State Electronics Corp., 15321 Rayen St.,
Sepulveda, Calif. Two- page bulletin
describes model 2825-502 solid state
time delay module. ( 345)

TIME DELAY MODULE

METERS The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., 10514 Dupont
Ave., Cleveland 8, 0., has published
a data sheet describing its miniature
meter, model 72. ( 346)

MINIATURE

Massa Division of
Cohu Electronics, Inc., 280 Lincoln
St., Hingham, Mass., has available
a 4-page condensed catalog of its
products and services. ( 347)

CONDENSED CATALOG

Systems Division,
General Precision Aerospace, 1150
McBride Ave., Little Falls, N. J.,
offers a brochure that presents a
synopsis of its contributions to overall improvements in navigation,
guidance, reference, and control
systems since 1950. (348)

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

ANGLE TUBE SOCKETS Aerov.)x
Corp., New Bedford Division, New
Bedford, Mass. Specification sheet
265E1 gives detailed materials and
installation data on four types of
right angle tube sockets. ( 349)

RIGHT

Fansteel Metallurgical
Corp., North Chicago, Ill. Bulletin
6.356 discusses 50-w silicon Zener
voltage regulator diodes. (350)

SILICON DIODES
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Instruments

BLOCKS

DIGITAL VOLTMETER

Decembei

equipment

, . .
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The ultimate success of highly sophisticated spacecraft systems, like
the Venus- bound Mariner 2, depends on reliability. Significant,
therefore, is the selection of an El all solid state Digital Multimeter
as the heart of the Automatic Digital Monitoring and Recording
Subsystem manufactured for Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
EI solid state D. V. M.'s are the result of over five years of experience in the design and manufacture of all electronic digital instruments. Documented user reports indicate mean-times- between- failures in excess of 2000 hours. There is no more reliable means of
swiftly and accurately evaluating a component or a complete assembly which can be checked by the measurement of a DC or AC
voltage, DC ratio, resistance, capacitance, inductance or impedance.
The Automatic Digital Monitoring and Recording Subsystem
built for Jet Propulsion Laboratory, for example, measures up to
40 signal inputs programmed for AC voltages, DC voltages or resistance. A digital clock is included to provide timed automatic scans
at prescribed intervals without an operator, for overnight use, or
during extended life tests. All readings are visually presented and
permanently recorded on printed tape. A digital comparator assembly is utilized for tolerance detection.

For full details on El's individual instruments in the digital
measuring field, or our complete systems capability in data
acquisition, display and control—call the El office nearest
you or write direct.

E

Electro Instruments, Inc.
8611 Balboa Avenue, San Diego 12, California
CIRCLE 99 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PEOPLE AND PLANTS

Test Facility Open to Industry
AVAILABILITY of its aerospace
electronics testing services for use
by other companies has been announced by Radiation Inc. of Melbourne, Fla. The $225,000 facility
will provide environmental, electro interference ( rfi) and component
evaluation test services on apriority
basis second only to the owner's
needs.
The engineering test services department, housed in a new 4,000
square foot building at Palm Bay
can test components, subassemblies
or systems.
The environmental engineering
unit will perform such tests as vibration, shock, acceleration, temperature, temperature-altitude, humidity, salt-spray, rain and leakage.
The environmental engineers also
assist the designers through consultations and by evaluating test results.
Electro - interference instrumentation and measurement facilities
capable of demonstrating compliance with electrointerference specifications are available for coverage
from 30 cps through 10,000 Mc.
Screen shielded rooms have input
power-line filtering and sufficient
shielding to satisfy the requirements of MIL- I-26600.
The components evaluation unit
offers continuous evaluation of new
or untested components, research to
obtain or develop components to
meet requirements, and inspection
tests on incoming materials.
100

In addition to highly specialized
test and evaluation equipment, Radiation provides more than 1,000
pieces of precision instrumentation
to meet design, test and production
requirements.

the company's two major divisions
to accomplish a further delegation
of responsibilities for greater efficiency. This has resulted in the election of three senior vice presidents
of Hazeltine Electronics division
and a senior vice president of
Hazeltine International division.
In Hazeltine Electronics division,
J. W. Evans was elected senior vice
president for marketing; J. W. Willenbecher, senior vice president for
operations, and R. K. Hellmann,
senior vice president for engineering. S. M. Thomas was elected
senior vice president as head of
Hazeltine International division.
A subsidiary of Hazeltine Corp.,
Hazeltine Research Corp., announced the election of Donald
Richman and V. J. Young as vice
presidents.
Hazeltine Corp., with 14 facilities
throughout the country, is aleading
electronics defense contractor.

Holmes Heads Hoffman
Semiconductor Division
of Eugene A. Holmes
III as vice president and general
manager of the Semiconductor division of Huffman Electronics Corp.,
Los Angeles, Calif., is announced.
Holmes formerly was vice president and general manager of the
Autonetics Industrial Products division of North American Aviation.
APPOINTMENT

Wilson Assumes New
Executive Post
RICHARD A. WILSON has been appointed vice president and general
manager of General Dynamics/
Electronics, Rochester, N. Y.
He joins General Dynamics from
General Mills, Inc., where he was
vice president of that company's
electronics group since 1959.

Hazeltine Realigns,
Adds Officers
L. BEAN, president of Hazeltine
Corp., Little Neck, N. Y., has announced a regrouping and realignment of the various departments of

R.

Elco Relocates
Headquarters
CORPORATION, publicly-owned
manufacturer of electronic connectors, recently relocated its Philadelphia headquarters with the opening of a new, 115,000 square foot,
$1.25 million plant in Willow Grove
Pa.
Built on a 10-acre site, the new
structure will be the administrative
ELCO

electronics

Collins communications careers point
Every American voice from space— from the X-15 and Mercury— has been

Up
carried by Collins commu-

nications. Now, with the accent on reliability, Collins is readying extensive

systems

for

the

next

and

most ambitious U.S. space effort, NASA's Apollo manned lunar spacecraft.

LI To •further extend this

leadership in space communications, Collins requires specialists in HF

VHF, UHF equipment, digi-

tal communications, spacecraft antennas, TV, radar, modulation tech-

niques, tracking and ranging,

information theory, and ground systems. If you are the E.E., M.E., Mathe-

matician, or Physicist who can

grow with these projects, write Mr. L. R. Nuss, Collins Radio Company,

Dept. EL, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

L
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UNITED SYSTEMS

and

manufacturing

production

CORPORATION

center

complex

manufacturing

that

for

a

includes

installations

in

Since that time he has held primary
responsibility

for

technical

direc-

tion on the entire Houston Fearless

Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Cali-

IAI program of information acqui-

fornia as well as subsidiaries and

sition and

interpretation.

licensees in five countries overseas.

A NEW LOW COST

D.C. DIGITAL VOLTMETER
DIGITEC MODEL 200

Employing more than 600 people,
the Willow Grove plant is designed
to handle Elco's expanding volume
of business which includes an order
backlog of more than $ 7 million of
which $ 5.75
prime

million

represents

government contracts.

With These FEATURES
General Time
Names Egerton

0.2% FULL SCALE ACCURACY
D.C. RANGES FROM . 001 TO 1020 V
2 MEGOHMS INPUT IMPEDANCE

APPOINTMENT of Henry C. Egerton

SMALL ( 51/
2 " x8"x7") SIZE

as a vice persident of General Time

7 LBS. TOTAL WEIGHT— PORTABLE ¡

Corp.

MANY PLUS FEATURES

91111MUY

SYSTEMS

manager of

its

Conn., has been announced.

WRITE OR WIRE FOR DEMONSTRATION
UNITED

and general

Stromberg division at Thomaston,

manager

An AMF Director

Dayton 3, Ohio
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Previously, Egerton was general

Elect Brumfield

CORPORATION

RICHARD
and

M.

BRUMFIELD,

co-founder

of

of

the

BullDog

Electric

Products division of the I-T- E Cir-

president

American

cuit Breaker Co.

Ma-

chine & Foundry Company's Potter
&

Brumfield

division,

Princeton,

Ind., has been elected a director of

Dale Accepts
Sylvania Post

the company.

GRC

President
Brumfield

Ç

P&B

since
in

1947,

that

posi-

tion after the company became associated

mr --

of

continued

NYLON & DELRIN
THREADED
FASTENERS

• GRC's
complete
line
of
high
quality, close tolerance molded screws
and hex nuts includes screws in standard commercial heads — Phillips or
slotted types—in sizes from = 4 thru
l/4"; hex nuts in ten sizes (= 2 thru
estumn & 5/16") GRC molded miniature machine
screws—half
the
weight of
aluminum—in sizes as small as #0
make more
compact designs
possible.
GRC's single cavity molding
technique adds exceptional uniformity, accuracy, economy to Nylon's &
Delrin's high strength- to- weight ratio,
built-in electrical insulating qualities
stability,
resilience
and
elasticity
GRC's molded fasteners are available
from stock in a wide range of types,
sizes and lengths.

1954.

with

Since

greatly

AMF
then,

increased

in

the

its

August,
firm

annual

has
sales

volume and has developed three new
plant

facilities

in

the

U.

S.

and

Canada.

PHONE

NOW

for

samples it GRC's
new detailed
industrial fastener catlog
GRUES REPRODUCER CORP.
lVorld's Foremost Prodnerr of Sinai/ Die Castings
151 Beechwood Ave

.

New Rochelle, N. Y.

Phone: (914) NEw Rochelle 3-8600
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has

joined

the

Semi-

tric Products Inc., Woburn, Mass.,
as

manager,

search.

advanced

device

re-

He will supervise a group

of engineers and scientists engaged
in the design, development and pilot

tor devices.
Before coming to Sylvania, Dale

HIt

WIRE,

DALE

conductor division of Sylvania Elec-

production of advanced semiconduc-

i_14;4)

WRITE,

BRIAN

was associated with the Transitron

Houston Fearless
Promotes Luxenberg
HAROLD

R.

LUXENBERG

Electronic

Corp.,

where

he

was

manager of theoretical and device
research.

has

been

named vice president for engineering at Houston Fearless Corp., Beverly Hills,
his

Calif.

present

He continues

position

as

in

assistant

general manager in the company's

TWO new positions have been cre-

Westwood division.
Luxenberg,

previously

Ramo-Wooldridge
dustries

and

technology,

with

ated in the Electronics and Systems

In-

division of the Diehl Mfg. Co., Som-

in-

erville, N. J.

Litton

working primarily

formation

Diehl Manufacturing
Fills Two Posts

first

in

joined

Michael

Bodnar

has

been

pro-

the Westwood division early in 1961

moted to chief electronics engineer.

as

In this position

reconnaissance

systems

head.

he will

supervise

electronics

all electronic product development
e work and systems engineering.
Bodnar joined Diehl three years
ago as a project engineer.
Rocco P. Caruso has joined Diehl
as manager of electronics manufacturing. He was formerly quality
▪ control manager with the Daven
division of General Mills.

A pulse is apulse is apulse and so on.
The thought is enough to revulse, for anon,
One might collect an annuity, or tick,
Watching pulses in perpetuity. Just aflick
From sub-audio cycle to meg or whatever's
Not a leap where one might break aleg, but endeavors,
Like transmitting contiguous giggles, all depend
On afidgety hairline of wiggles, sans end.
In radars, computers or what-have-yous, there is need
For these travellers of elipsical av'nues. A strange breed
Of adventurous pulse and square wavers have become
These Heaviside habitues' enslavers but to some,
As they study the scope screen concaved,
The enslavers are really the enslaved.

"WATCHING
PULSES IN
PERPETUITY"?

Dynatronics Names
Division Manager
w MARVIN B. RUDIN has been appointed

manager of Dynatronics, Inc., Data
e Development division in Orlando,
Fla. Previously, he headed the systems analysis staff at Radiation,
Inc.
As manager of data systems development — Dynatronics'
largest
t engineering division—Rudin will
supervise research and development
of data processing systems and related telemetry and data communications equipment. The company
has developed and built a variety
of such systems which are a vital
part of major U. S. aerospace test
facilities.

MODEL PSG- 1
Price: $690
Pulse and Square Wave Generator
• Frequency Range
1cycle to 1Mc
• Pulse Widths
0.1 Asec to 0.3 sec.
•Rise and Fall Time
0.02 ¡dec.
•Also Available for Rack Mounting
Double Pulse Adapter PSG-1/DG $ 1,350
Also Available for Rack Mounting

Like GASL's own pulse watchers
you'll find the experience more rewarding with the PG- 10 High Frequency Pulse Generator or PSG- 1
Pulse & Square Wave Generator.
Designed to meet exacting requirements for fast pulses with high output power and rapid rise & fall time

I

in our own computer and radar system work, they'll add greater versaMODEL PG- 10
High Frequency Pulse Generator
• Frequency Range
1Mc to 20 Mc
•Rise and Fall Time < 7nanosec.
•Also Available for Rack Mounting
•Minimum Pulse Width:
8ns at high frequency
• Up to —36V or
+20V into 100 ohm load

tility and reliability, in your laboratory, to awide range of applications
including: Timing, switching and
logic circuits, pulse circuitry and
transformers, pulse modulation,
high or low frequency response and
many other uses in radar, computer,
nuclear, video and T.V. work.

SEND FOR FULL SPECIFICATIONS AND
INFORMATION OR CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION

Puckett Assumes
Ortronix Post
H.

E. PUCKETT has joined Ortronix,

Inc., Orlando, Fla., as head of the
newly formed Standard Products
department. He will be responsible
December 7,

1962

Pathways to Progress from the Ageless Truths of Technology

GENERAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABORATORIES, INC.
Merrick and Stewart Avenues, Westbury, New York
(516) EDgewood 3-6960
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for engineering specifications, applications, and marketing of the
company's line of proprietary products.
Prior to taking the new position,
Puckett was manager of applications engineering under the Products Department of Radiation Orlando.
Ortronix designs, develops and
manufactures electronic and electromechanical systems, components
and a line of products in the telecommunications area.

I

PEOPLE IN BRIEF

PRICES REDUCED 25, ,ON GLOW DISCHARGE
INDICATOR TUBES FOR SMALL SIGNALS
Designed specifically for display indicator use in transistorized
electronic equipment, the TG121A glow discharge tube offers
important advantages over neon indicators and miniature incandescent lamps. Of prime importance is the fact that it can
be switched on and off by an input signal of a few volts and
thus can be operated directly by ordinary trans:stor output
voltage without amplification. Since it is a cold cathode device
there is no heating problem such as is encountered with miniature lamps, even when many are used. This advantage coupled
with its small size ( length 18mm, diameter 8mno) makes it ideal
for miniaturized equipment. Characteristics are stable and life
is practically limitless. Detailed specifications and application information are available from our representatives listed below.

"Where the Future

FUJI TSUSHINKI SEZO K. K.

is Today"

(Fuji Communication Apparatus Vifg. Co., Ltd.)

Tokyo, Japan

Rebresented by:

la The Nissho American Corporation D New York 5, 80 Pine St., WH 3.7840 9 Chicago
3, 140 S. Dearborn St, CE 6-1950
Niss.h.o Pacific Corporation D San Francisco
4, 120 Montgomery St., YU 2-7901
D Los Angeles 14, 649 S. Olive St. MA 7-7691
CIRCLE 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HELP YOUR POST OFFICE
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
BY

MAILING EARLY IN THE DAY
NATIONWIDE IMPROVED MAIL SERVICE
PROGRAM
104

James Kubota leaves Bendix Corp.
to join Omni Spectra, Inc., as staff
engineer. James A. Stark promoted to mgr.-engineering for
GE's Audio Products dept. George
B. Parsons moves up to chief engineer at Skydyne, Inc. Joseph B.
Kennedy, formerly with Hughes
Aircraft Co., now senior development engineer at Microwave Electronics Corp. Ernest F. Upton, Jr.,
advanced to v-p of engineering by
Fischer & Porter Co. Ra> mond A.
Frey, from Pacific Semiconductors,
Inc., to the mfg. div. of Wyle Laboratories as program mgr. for lifetest systems. Shure Brothers, Inc.,
promotes L. Gunter to chief engineer of the New Products dept.
and mgr. of the Patent dept. and
R. W. Carr to mgr. of the Applications Engineering section. William E. Shoupp and Sidney Krasih
are elevated to vice presidents of
Westingliouse Electric Corp. Harry
J. Watters, previously with Polaroid Corp., appointed chief engineer, defense engineering, RCA.
T. Kenneth Riggs, ex- Operations
Research Inc., joins General Kinetics Inc. ws staff consultant. Sterling Transformer Corp. promtites
Howard Pulver to president. Robert D. Miller, formerly with HeilQuaker Corp., named chief mfg.
engineer for the Spinco div. of
Beckman Instruments, Inc. Col.
M. R. Collins, Jr. (U.S. Army,
Ret.), appointed mgr. of the Space
Systems div.'s product assurance
program office at Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
electronics
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WEEKLY QUALIFICATION FORM
FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

ATTENTION:
ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS

SEE PAGE

COMPANY

This Qualification Form is designed to help you advance in the elec-

ALLEGANY BALLISTICS LABORATORY
Operated by Hercules Powder Co.
Cumberland, Maryland

tronics industry. It is unique and compact. Designed with the assistance
of professional personnel management, it isolates specific experience

KEY #
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in electronics and deals only in essential background information.

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
Argonne, illinois

The advertisers listed here are seeking professional experience. Fill in

ATOMIC PERSONNEL INC.
Philadelphia, Penna.

185*
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BELL AEROSYSTEMS COMPANY
Division of Bell Aerospace Corp.
A Textron Co.
Buffalo, New York

110

4

BRISTOL COMPANY
Waterbury, Cann.

110
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COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

101
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CONN LTD., C. G.
Elkhart, Indiana

185*
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DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO.
Missile 8 Space Systems Division
Santa Monica, California

173*

8

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Apollo Support Department
Daytona Beach, Florida

107

9

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
Pasadena, California

109

MOTOROLA, INC.
Chiral°, Illinois
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the Qualification Form below.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Your Qualification form will be handled as "Strictly

Confidential" by

ELECTRONICS. Our processing system is such that your form will be
forwarded within 24 hours to the proper executives in the companies
you select. You will be contacted at your home by the interested
companies.

WHAT TO

DO

1. Review the positions in the advertisements.
2. Select those for which you qualify.

3. Notice the key numbers.
4. Circle the corresponding key number below the Qualification Form.

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER
Dayton, Ohio

5. Fill out the form completely. Please print clearly.
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ELECTRONICS SCIENTISTS
& ENGINEERS

concentrated
research
in sac°
communications
Republic's Missile Systems Division
is focusing its creative forces on
breakthrough concepts in space
communications. Particular emphasis is being given vehicle-to-vehicle
and vehicle-to- ground contacts,
broadbanding techniques, transmission through ionized environments, communication over cosmic
distances and the all-encompassing
requisite of random noise reduction.

Some very successful companies are "sales oriented" — others,
equally successful, receive their primary impetus from accounting, legal or business-management directions. Probably because
of the highly technical nature of its product, Motorola has always
been acompany wherein engineering has been the moving force.
At any management conference at Motorola, you'll find men
think like engineers, and talk like engineers, because so many
in the management echelon are engineers.
At Motorola the engineer achieves full professional status—
because he is working in an environment where the state of the
art has progressed to the point where only an "engineering
oriented" management can direct the flow of achievement.
In this dynamic atmosphere, of course, the challenges are great
—but equally rewarding for truly qualified engineers. Would you
like to talk to us?
• Radar transmitters and receivers • Transistor applications
• Radar circuit design
• Crystal engineering
• Electronic countermeasure systems • Sales engineering
• Military communications equipment design
• Pulse circuit design
• Design of VHF & UHF FM communications
• IF strip design
in portable or subminiature development
• Device using kylstrom, traveling wave tube • Microwave field engineers
and backward wave oscillator
• Display and storage devices
• Transistor switching circuit design
• Logic circuit design
2- WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS • T.V. circuit design engineering
• VHF & UHF receiver
• Home radio design
• Transmitter design and development • New product design
• Power supply
• Auto radio design
• Systems engineering
• Mechanical engineering
• Antenna design
• Semi-conductor device development
• Selective signaling
• Semi- conductor application work
Excellent opportunities also available in Phoenix. Ariz.; Riverside & Culver City, Calif.
& Minneapolis, Minn.

MR. W. H. HAUSMANN
Engineering Personnel Mgr. Dept. D
4545 Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51, III.

AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

MOTOROLAinc.
106

For those who can turn these demanding assignments into personal
achievement, there are select openings in the following areas:

• MICROWAVE THEORY
• RADAR DEVELOPMENT
• COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH
• IR & OPTICS DESIGN
• ANTENNA MINIATURIZATION
• MIXER, MODULATOR AND
FILTER DEVELOPMENT
• MICROCIRCUITRY
• DIGITAL & ANALOG DESIGN
• HF PULSE CIRCUITRY
• MULTIPLEXER DESIGN
• SECURE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS
• SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
• TRANSMITTER,
RECEIVER DEVELOPMENT
Write Mr. Paul Hartman,
Technical Employment Supervisor

MISSILE
SYSTEMS
DIVISION
DPIAMAM
223 Jericho Turnpike
Mineola,

Long

Island,

New

York

•
An Equal Opportunity Employer

electronics

GENERAL ELECTRIC TO SUPPORT NASA IN
FORMULATING DESIGNS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR CHECKOUT OF THE APOLLO SYSTEM

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has assigned to
General Electric a major role in des.gning and developing integrated,
automatic checkout and test equipment for the APOLLO program, in addition to supporting NASA in overall reliability of the entire system. High
level specialists and systems people are being drawn from many components
of the company to contribute to the design and development of computerized semi- automatic and
automatic checkout systems. Additional highly qualified engineers and scientists are needed now.
Assignments at HUNTSVILLE, DAYTONA BEACH, CAPE CANAVERAL and HOUSTON
Engineering experience required in
SYSTEMS and SUB- SYSTEMS CHECKOUT and TEST PLANS, DESIGNS and OPERATIONS
Electrical • Electronics • Mechanical • Conversion and Guidance • Propulsion • Instrumentation
and Communications • Telemetry • Pyrotechnic • Vehicle Syszems • Systems Specifications and
Designs • Digital Command Systems • PCM • Computers • Display • Analog and Digital Simulation • Test Simulation • Vibraton Analysis • Space MecharÉcs • Operational Support Systems.
If you have experience in any of the listed areas, write us today ( induce salary requirements). Your inquiry
will be held in strict confidence. Write to: Mr. P. W. Christos, Professional Placement, Section 69-WY, Apollo
Support Department, General Electroc Co., Administration and Engineering Bldg., Daytona Beach, Florida.
PPOLLO SUPPORT DEPARTMENT

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

An Equa Opportunity Employer

INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEERS
by DICK RYON (BS Physics 1950), Project Leader, Data Instruments Department. Apparatus Division

"I joined Texas Instruments in
1957, after serving with one of the
world's most highly- regarded electronic experimental laboratories
where I aided in development of
transistorized digital computers.
Most engineers seek assignments
that challenge their technical capabilities, provide adequate recognition and opportunities for advancement. These requirements have
been fulfilled for me at TI.

UNUSUAL FREEDOM
GRANTED

How do you fit
into the rocket
research picture?
Developing
instrumentation
to prove out advanced
concepts in solid rockets on
the firing range calls for your
highest technical skills and inventiveness. You will work with
Hercules Powder Company at
Allegany Ballistics Laboratory,
collaborating with the men who
created many Hercules rockets,
boosters, and the critical upperstage propulsion for over 50 satellites, test vehicles and space probes.
t

"I've experienced unusual design free-

dom on all my assignments and have
been fully supported with skilled assistants and excellent tools, facilities
and test equipment.
"The numerous and interesting TI
projects I've conducted have been
highly diversified — ranging from 2
cycles/second linear circuits to digital
circuits utilizing 100 MC clock rates.

Dick Ryon explains functional details of this nano-

STIMULATING WORK

second digital module he designed and developed

ATMOSPHERE

for a high-speed pulse generator — one important
item in TI's standard industrial product line.

"Close association with qualified specialists in state of the art circuit design, systems design and product engi-

INVESTIGATE

neering is a stimulating experience. It
provides a pleasant work atmosphere
and has helped materially to advance

POSITIONS IN Ti's

my career.

Data Instrumentation Department
for engineers experienced at:

CREATIVITY

ADA CONVERTER DESIGN

CHALLENGED

NANOSECOND CIRCUIT DESIGN
CRYOGENIC DESIGN

"I urge ail) engineer or , cientist seeking fascinating new assignments that
will challenge his creative capacity to
consider a professional career with
Texas Instruments— where recognition
and reward are in direct relation to
the ingenuity and enterprise you
display."

DIGITAL AND ANALOG CIRCUIT DESIGN
INSTRUMENTATION
lOGIC DESIGN
MAGNETIC AND PAPERTAPE SYSTEMS
MECHANICAL DESIGN
MEMORY SYSTEMS
MULTIPLEXER DESIGN

1
NAME

DEGREE
& YEAR_ ____

SPECIALTY
COMPANY

HOME
.PHONE__

HOME ADDR

... for facts concerning position availabilities in your particular specialty.
Address your confidential resume to
BOB BARRON, Dept. 230.

CITY & STATE

INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS
GROUP

WRITE

,4p
n
°

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS

Ll

INCORPORATED
P 0

3609 BUFFALO SPEEDWAY
BOX 66027 • HOUSTON 6. TEXAS
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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TEST INSTRUMENTATION
(BS, MS) Development of
measurement techniques and
equipments using strain
grids, X-ray, magnetic circuits, electrohydraulic servo
systems and other physical
principles to improve control and measurement of
more than 100 rocket variables; i.e.: develop a method
to determine accurately the
instantaneous mass rate of
discharge of a rocket motor.

DATA CONVERSION ( MS)
Design and improvement of solidstate logic circuits used in
high-speed multiplexing and analogto-digital-conversion of data acquired by instrumentation.

t.
DATA COLLECTION

(
MS)

Development of systems to acquire and
analyze high-frequency dynamic data including spectrum analysis and three-dimensional data presentation.

INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH
(MS, PhD)
Conceptual and experimental development
of instrumentation to test and evaluate
propellant performance and rocket
motor design.

For more
information about these
assignments write to:
Mr. W. D. Linkenhoker
Depart men t 8.11
All qualified applicants
will receive consideration
for employaient without
regard to race, creed,
color, or national origin.
U. S. CITIZENSHIP
It EH l'Ilt E

e,"elèl Allegany Ballistics Laboratory
IlrWOPERATED Err HERCULES Femme COMPANY
FOR SUNRAY OF
WEAPONS
CUMBERLAND, MARYLAND

The Nations Foremost Rocket Research Laboratory

electronics

1

We're snowed under
...with ablizzard of facts. From Mariner II.
Every few hours, we get stacks of data. Right now,
we're recording the cruise phase. December 14th, it'll be
the encounter phase ... including the actual scanning of
Venus. And then we may very well continue our data
handling until the Venus probe becomes atruly ancient
Mariner.
As we write this, we already know more about solar
plasma effects... the magnetic field in space... high energy
and radiation.., the distribution of cosmic dust in interplanetary space. And we're getting closer to knowing more
about the temperature of Venus' surface...the amount of
water vapor in Venus' atmosphere...how its atmosphere
affects its surface temperature...the exact nature of Venus'

cloud structure, and where, if at all, breaks appear.
As you read this, Mariner II has brought us millions
of miles closer to perhaps millions of truths. Nevertheless, we're still only at the beginning. Which is where you
come in.
If.
If you want to know. What's under Venus' cloud
layer? What's the moon made of? Where else does life
exist? What does tomorrow feel like?
Send us your resume. Together, maybe, we can work
toward the day when no question will snow us.
JET PROPULSION

LABORATORY

4814 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California
Attention: Personnel Department

"An equal opportunity employer." Operated by California Institute of Technology for the National Aeronautics & Space Administration

December

7,

1962
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NCR

WHERE OPPORTUNITY AND TALENT DEVELOP
few companies offer stability and challenging work as found
at NCR. Consider these positions now open:

ADVANCED PLANNING: Technical specialists in
various areas find challenging opportunities with
our Advanced Planning Group for military or
commercial development. Speech recognition, data
reduction, or optics background are but a few of
the interesting areas of work involved. Some positions require project manager potential or experience.

INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS: Career openings exist -1
in Physical Research and Development Program
requiring experience in the areas of thin films
and solid state circuitry. Most openings demand
advanced education at the MS or Ph.D. level plus
capability for individual contribution and potential management responsibility.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER: Responsible positions in cornmer cial or military groups providing outstanding
opportunity for the senior man desiring to work
with advanced concepts in digital system design.
MSEE preferred or BS with 5-10 years experience.

CIRCUIT DESIGNER: Experience in transistor circuit design and evaluation plus a BSEE degree
provides the background for opportunity in areas
of work related to computer and peripheral unit
development. Other openings are related to design
improvement of established lines together with
factory follow up.

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESIGNER: The changing
nature of our product line and the corporate
Total Systems concept provides outstanding potential for the above average designer to work in
areas of high speed mechanisms. Other openings
require experience with small part mechanical
design.

OTHER OPENINGS: Cover a broad field of activity
with specialties including computer programming,
operations research, technical library systems,
new product development ( technical and marketing background.)

,v1

Send your personal letter to: T. F. Wade, Technical Placement,
The National Cash Register Company, Dayton 9, Ohio
An equal opportunity employer.

Engineering or Science Graduates
to be trained as
INSTRUMENT SALES ENGINEERS
with
The Bristol Company

Electronics
La born gory
Etna 'seer

Leading manufacturer of automation equipment
and control systems requires men, preferably 25 to
35 years old, to sell high quality, nationally
accepted products to wide variety of industrial
markets.
Openings in various a
of the country. Successful applicants take comprehensive three- months
course at headquarters. Salary and expenses
All replies confidential: every inquiry answered.
Write: Charles F. Johnson, Mgr. of Sales Training

To supervise activities in a data
acquisition and electronic data
processing laboratory, and to design electrical circuits for special
applications. Requires BSEE with
5 years experience related to analog wave analysis, telemetering
systems and data acquisition systems, including Beckman 210.

The Bristol Company
Waterbury 20, Conn.
An equal opportunity employer

SCIENTISTS/ENGINEERS
Career opportunities in:
• DESIGN
• SALES
• RESEARCH • MARKETING
• DEVELOPMENT • APPLICATION
Specialists in the personalized placement
of Electronic Engineers and Scientists, on
o national basis, who have a BS or advanced degree. Client companies assume
fees and relocation costs.

SALARIES $ 6000 TO $ 26000
Submit Resume in Confidence to Box E

Your inquiries are invited. Please
send resumes to Mr. T. C. Fritschi,
Dept. CIO.

(Continued from page 105)

NORTHROP

CORPORATION
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185*
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Beverly Hills, California
CORPORATION

Norair Division
Hawthorne,

California

REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION
Missile Systems Division
Mineola, Long

Island, NY

SCOPE PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
CENTER

1

Waltham, Mass.
SPERRY MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS
CO.
Clearwater, Florida

PROFESSIONAL
1277 MAIN ST,

PLACEMENT
CENTER
WALTHAM, MASS.

SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS.
CENTRAL
Williamsville,

EMPLOYMENT PROBLEM?

COMPANY
pl.
,
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FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Div. of Sperry Rand Corp.,

BELL
AERCOSYSTENIS
P. 0. Box # 1., Buffalo 5, N. Y.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WEEKLY QUALIFICATIONS FORM

NORTHROP

This is a highly responsible position due to the increased activity
at Bell. The varied programs include development of alunar landing research vehicle, advanced
AGENA engines, a multiple restart engine, jet VTOL transports,
advanced GEM vehicles, and investigation of new concepts in
battlefield surveillance systems and
air traffic control.

!d

electronics

When you are in need of specialized men
for specialized jobs, contact them through
an employment ad in this publication.

NY

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
Ap parat us Division Dept.,

11
-4

Dallas, Texas
* These advertisements appeared in the Nov. 30th
issue.
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DENVER ( 2);
W. Patten
Tower Bldg., 1700 Broadway,
Alpine 5-2981 ( area code 303)

SAN FRANCISCO ( 11).
R. C. Alcorn
255 California Street, Douglas 2-4600
(area code 415)
LONDON Wl:
Edwin S. Murphy Jr.
34 Dover St.
FRANKFURT/Main:
Matthée Herfurth
85 Westendstrasse

HOUSTON ( 25):
Joseph C. Page, Jr.
Prudential Bldg., Holcombe Blvd.,
Riverside 8-1280 ( area code 713)

SERVICE

LOS ANGELES ( 17):
Peter S. Carberry, Ashley P. Hartman,
W. C. Gries
1125 W. 6th St.,
Huntley 2-5450
(area code 213
NEW YORK ( 36):
Donald H. Miller, Henry M. Shaw,
George F. Werner
500 Fifth Avenue, LO- 4-3000
(area code 212)
PHILADELPHIA ( 3):
Warren H. Gardner, William J. Boyle
6 Penn Center Plaza, LOcust 8-4330
(area code 215)

GENEVA:
Michael R. Zeynel
2 Place du Port
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Coal Age
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Equipment
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and Maintenance
Electrical
Merchandising Week
Electrical Newsletter
Electrical West

Electrical Wholesaling
Electrical World
Electronics
Engineering Digest
Engineering and Mining Journal
E 8 M.1 Metal and Mineral
Markets
Engineering News- Record
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Fleet Owner
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National Petroleum News
Nucleonics
Nucleonics Week
Platt's Oilgram News
Platt's Oilgram Price Service
Power
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Purchasing Week
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Overseas only:
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